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THE MOST WELL-ROUNDED STUDIO TO HANDLE YOUR ART NEEDS (IN DETROIT — CALL TRINITY 5.5100 ) 
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OPERATION BIG TIME 

No braggin’ intended—just the facts, sir and ma’am. Ours is the only studio in 

the Washington, Richmond, Baltimore areas with these facilities and talents: 

. Superior equipment—far more than any 

out-of-town photographer can afford to 

bring into Washington on an assignment. 

. The only Ascor “synchronized sunlight.” 

. Access to outstanding professional models 

—including men and children, as well as 

women. 

. Award-winning photographers—who’ll add 

creativity to your job. 

. Ability to cut red tape and save you time 

in getting to see the right people in Wash- 

ington. 

. Controlled color lab that permits viewing 

of your transparencies in the shortest pos- 

sible time. 

. Our ewn special prop department. 

. Two large studios lavishly equipped to 

handle any photographic problem. 

Be our guest in Washington—with your 

own private office, secretary, telephones. 

Yes, a bar and television, too. 

LEE SALSBERY 

STUDIOS 

937 F St., Washington, D.C. + ST. 3-1377 
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HOW THE 

FLEXICHROME 

PROCESS 

WORKS FOR YOU 

Just as the name signifies — flexibility is the key word of the Eastman 

Kodak Flexichrome Process. Flexichrome color prints can be made 

from black and white negatives, color transparencies and color art 

in any form. Color changes can be readily made without upsetting 

the photographic values. When handled by a qualified craftsman, 

professional quality results comparable with the best in color 

photography can be achieved. 

Flexichrome is often the only effective method to achieve color from 

black and white originals. 

Flexichrome is not the answer to all color problems. However, it may 

very well be the only solution to your next assignment. 

This cooperative advertisement is sponsored by 

Archer Ames Associates 16 East 52 St. MU 8-3240 * Helen A. Davis Studio 218 Madison Ave. MU 3-6489 * Sidney Dru 
$50 Fifth Ave. LA4-4377 * Paul Dzurella 612 Third Ave. LE 2-9399 * Alfred Edler 56 West 45 St. YU 6-5896 * Forino 
& Freitag 369 Lexington Ave. MU 3-9729 * Hersh-Mastro Studio 4 West 40 St. CH 4-8864 * Klingman & Schroeder 
5S West 42 St. LA 4-6690 * Kurshan & Lang Color Ser. 10 East 46 St. MU 7-2595 ¢ Frank E. Larson Woodstock, N. Y. 
OR 9-2134 * Lippke-Kruger Studio 1465 Broadway WI 7-3841 * Stephen Randock 2 Tudor City Place LE 2-5982 * Jud 
Reamy Studio 77 Park Ave. MU 5-3386 * Rio Studios 216 East 45 St. MU 7-6570 * Sudik of Chaite Studio 35 West 56 St. 
PL 7-3131 * Tech Photolabs 14 East 39 St. MU 3-5052 * Vancar Studios 25 East 26 St. MU 3-8644 ¢ Frank Van Steen 
370 Lexington Ave. LE 2-6515 * WecoStudio 14 East 39 St. MU 5-1864 * George E. Wildner 218 Madison Ave. MU 3-5341 
Lee B. Wilson * 130 East 40 St. MU 3-9580 ¢ Jack C. Wright Studio 38 East 38 St. MU 5-8356 
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something to think about or 

are we patting one another on the back? 

By Dan Bonfigli, Chairman of San Francisco’s 10th Annual 
and Executive Vice President of Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli. 

Should an advertising illustration be judged as a painting is 
judged? A painting is a complete entity, advertising illustration 
is only a facet of the total expression. One is an end in itself, 
the other a means to an end. 

There has been criticism that art directors and artists are 
too emotionally and psychologically involved to judge impar- 
tially advertising art shows. It has been suggested that, in addi- 
tion to artists, art directors, and advertising people, it would 

be wise to include individuals from the lay public, since it is 
they who ultimately decide the success or failure of all adver- 

tising. This is not practical because the inexperienced person, 
in such circumstances, tends to become an “expert”. Absurd 
as this startling proposition may seem, it does contain food 
for thought. 

Admittedly there has been much criticism of late leveled at 
artists and art directors, together with a lowering of prestige 

of all advertising art shows. It has been said that too much 
emphasis has been placed on the importance of “art” — ignoring 
the basic objectives of all advertising which is to sell. Recently 
a client said to me regarding advertising art shows: “You fellows 
spend all your time patting one another on the back.” This is 
possibly a valid charge. It is possible that artists and art directors 
may be executing their assignments, not for the purpose of 
creating fine advertising but to impress one another. 

This impression encourages agency management and industry 
to consider the artists and art directors a vital but perhaps a 
disinterested group. It is obvious that such an impression is 

harmful to the status of the professional artists and art directors. 
In order to change that impression, we must be fully aware 

that we are a part of an important industry. It is necessary that 
we broaden and upgrade ourselves as advertising men and gain 
the respect of these very important people. We have many out- 
standing examples of artists who are also recognized as fine 
advertising men. Men like Ludekens, Bass, Hastings, have more 
than a casual interest in the total concept. They understand 

(continued on page 23) 
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“WE'RE SELLING THE ONLY 

FEASIBLE, PRACTICAL WAY TO 

GET PHOTOGRAPHIC ILLUS- 

TRATIONS OR USER-BENEFIT 

CASE-HISTORY REPORTING ON 

A NATIONAL SCALE.’ 

I'm ALEXANDER ROBERTS, General Manager of 
Interstate Industrial Reporting Service, Inc., and its three 
operating divisions: INTERSTATE Photographers; 
INTERSTATE Ciné and INTERSTATE International. 

I'd like to tell you the INTERSTATE story . . . what we 
are .. . how we operate . . . what it is we offer the advertiser 
and the agency . . . why it is we do more photography and in- 
dustrial reporting on a national scale than any comparable 
company in America .. . and tell it to you the way I would if 
I met you personally. 

What We Are — What We Offer 

INTERSTATE is an independently-owned network comprised 
of 2400 photographers, 600 industrial reporters, 1100 cinematogra- 
phers. We offer photographic coverage or case-history reporting . . . 
or a combination of the two... in EVERY city in America at a 
standardized, pre-determined, realistic cost application. Costs no more 
to do a job in Seattle than it does in Newark, Waukegan or Mesquite 
(Nev.) 

You deal with one office (we maintain a headquarters office in 
New York, fully-staffed regional offices in Chicago and San Francisco, 
district offices in Pittsburgh, Detroit and Los Angeles), with one per- 
sonality; you get the advantages of an international corporation, the 
personal attention you'd expect from your own photographer. 

Calibre of Photographer We Use 

The nature of the assignment that we are called in to handle 
determines the type of photographer we assign. We would not, for 
example, designate a news photographer to cover an industrial or an 
architectural job, since he possesses neither the know-how nor the 
necessary equipment. Nor would we employ a studio man to illustrate 
a feature assignment. In many cities, therefore, we operate with as 
many as three different men. More important, we know their propen- 
sities and limitations . . . and we insist upon a 24-hour-seven-day-a- 
week availability. 

We do not say that the men who make up the INTERSTATE 
network are the best there are. In truth, they are no better, no worse, 
from the standpoint of efficiency ratio than the men who work in your 
company. Ten or fifteen percent are superior; we rate about twenty 
percent as good to excellent; the rest range from good, every-day 
journeymen to even the mediocre. But we know what it is that makes 
a photographer mediocre. He gets careless about backgrounds, is un- 
concerned about ‘good housekeeping’, lights the scene in flat fashion, 

wr cape 
>» Ce — oe 

an open letter to the advertiser and its agency 

fails to ‘separate’ a dark machine from a dark background, injects no 
human interest or size perspective, neglects signed release obtainment, 
never gives a thought to the fact that he has to be a good-will ambas- 
sador, that what he says or does at a shooting location will enhance or 
jeopardize a customer relationship. 

How Do We Achieve a Consistent End Result 

on a National Scale? 

Right here we get into the very heart of INTERSTATE’s oper- 
ation. After we have completely familiarized ourselves with your 
requirements, then and only then are we in a position to tell a camera- 
man what equipment he is to use, the lenses he will find most adapt- 
able for the coverage, the type of lighting equipment to be employed; 
we lay down the rules for ‘good housekeeping’, stress size perspective 
inclusion and cover the signed release obtainment. We show him visu- 
ally the type of material you like, as well as pictures that are regarded 
as satisfactory, and why they are unsatisfactory. We do all of this in 
the language that only one ‘take-charge’ photographer can use to 
another. Add to all this the fact that our own photo standards are the 
highest in America, that the onus for coming up with a top-flight cov- 
erage rests squarely on INTERSTATE'’s shoulders. Actually, what we 
have accomplished by this pattern is to almost completely remove the 
expected incidence of mediocre photography when it is done on the 
national, or international level. 

This pattern that we follow religiously does not mean we are 
making automatons of our cameramen. They can create to their 
heart’s content, exercise their judgment, strive for the unusual effort 
... but... only after they have adhered to the hard-core of our do's 
and don'ts. Remember, none of this is theory. We’re producing effec- 
tive photo illustrations in ‘whistle-stop’ areas every minute of the day 

. we’re doing more of this work than any one else in America... 
we do it better . . . we do it faster. We have no other function in life. 

Delivery Time — Method of Printing 

Ten days after we have been favored with an assignment, you 
will have the complete package on your desk. That’s normal, but we 
can effect coverage within 24 hours . . . anywhere . . . if you're faced 
with an emergency. Sometimes, because of the very nature of the job, 
it is impossible to complete the handling within the ten day period, 
and when that happens you get progress reports. 

No printing is done at the local level. ALL negatives after devel- 
oping, are expedited to our nearest district office where printing is 
done by personnel who do nothing else for their livelihood. That way 
we achieve the utmost out of a negative, you get controlled consistent 
end results. 
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One of our strongest points is the manner in which we are geared 
to initiate photo-taking approval on your behalf. Let us know who is 
using your product; we’ll approach that customer, discuss the prob- 
lem, obtain his approval and deliver the complete package to you .. . 
all within our normal ten-day period. 65% of our assignments are 
handled on that basis; at least 60 of America’s largest corporations 
vest with INTERSTATE the responsibility of contacting their cus- 
tomer at the initial level . . . corporations which have a rigid, definite 
policy against a supplier-approach relax that rule with INTERSTATE. 
A tremendous responsibility, obviously, and as such, we exercise our 
own precautions and safeguards. For example, this phase is handled by 
one personality in New York, never at the local INTERSTATE leve!. 

Industrial Reporting .. . How We Dott 

We found out a long time ago that there is only one way to come 
up with a properly executed reporting story, and that is basically 
enough, to use a reporter. Not a photographer, who may have a flair 
for reporting (nor conversely, a reporter who thinks he can ‘snap a 
picture with a Graphic’. There may be a dozen photo-reporters in 
America who can do both elements in professional style . . . we have 
six men on our own staff, for example, who fall into that category; 
but on a national scale, a one-man handling translates itself into an 
inadequacy). All assignments which call for reporting, plus photog- 
raphy, therefore, are handled by two men, each a specialist in his 
own field. The reporter will sit down with an engineer, works super- 
intendent, foreman, etc., and compile a detailed, informative report 
dramatizing the method in which your equipment is being used. 
We'll glean work-loads, maintenance problems, savings (either in 

INTERSTATE 

Made for: Sateway Steres 
ency: Neefer, Dieterich & Brown 

“yi France : Paris, Aeoney, St toels, Me. 

dollars and cents, or percentages or man-hours), comparison to 
equipment used in the past. Spiced freely with user-benefit personal 
quotes, our reports are positive-approach documents. They are never 
diluted or objective, but they are accurate! 

It is difficult to apply a rigid cost application until we have 
worked out some sort of norm for your organization, primarily be- 
cause requirements vary so greatly. For trade paper advertising, for 
example, a full day’s efforts run somewhere around $165.00-$200.00, 
permit you 12-15 photos; a half-day might be around $85.00-$ 100.00, 
with about six photos. Photography combined with reporting, starts 
at $175.00, with highest figure at $275.00. We recommend that you 
regard these price listings merely as a guide of sorts; at least until we 
can pin-point your requirements in proper fashion. 

There are two important facets about our price structure, how- 
ever. One is that you will always know in advance what your cost will 
be for any given job. Secondly, it matters not where a job is handled. 
The same common denominator that we use to determine a price 
application is in effect regardless of the geographical location. 

INTERSTATE sets the pattern for photo and 
industrial-reporting on the national and interna- 
tional level. No one else in the field approaches our 

. . our desire to please . . . our 
. Our go-getting pat- 

scope of activity . 
rapidity of job completion . . 
tern of operation. 

We would like very much to look forward to 
the pleasure of serving your interests. 

OlviSION 

INTERSTATE INDUSTRIAL REPORTING SERVICE, INC. 
EXECUTIVE OFFICES: 675 FIFTH AVE.. NEW YORK 22, N.Y., MURRAY HILL 8-1880 

MIDWEST REGIONAL OFFICE: 469 EAST OHIO ST., CHICAGO 11, ILL., MICHIGAN 2-0080 
WEST COAST REGIONAL OFFICE: 700 MONTGOMERY ST., SAN FRANCISCO I, CAL., GARFIELD 1-19867 

DISTRICT OFFICES: PARK AVENUE BLDG., N. W. COR. PARK & ADAMS AVES.. DETROIT 26, MICH.. WOODWARD 1-6900 
B. F, JONES BLDG, ANNEX, 31! ROSS ST., PITTSBURGH 19. PA.. COURT 1-2980 
3639 WILSHIRE BLVD.. LOS ANGELES 5, CAL., DUNKIRK 5-716! 
ALEXANDER ROBERTS: PRESIDENT ano GENERAL MANAGER 
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business briefs 

Stop crying. ‘58 will wind up a good year for 
the ad and ad-art business and °59 may 
be a record breaker. 

Data just compiled by CAM Report and the 
National Association of Art Services Inc. 
shows an average of studio billings for 
the first 7 months of '58 to be ahead of 
the 1957 average month in 4 months, 
off about 5% in two months, and only 
in one month, early in the year, was 
there a severe drop. With any Fall 
pickup most studios should wind up 
with a billings record that compares 
favorably with '57. 

Naturally, “average” figures are little consola- 
tion to the studios way below or way 
above. Just as there is no average man, 
there is no average studio. In July, for 
example, one studio almost tripled its 
billings as compared to the 1957 average 
while another studio ran only 24%. Ex- 
tremes like these made up the average. 

Immediate business picture shows real pickup. 
Of course there are the optimists and 
the pessimists. But some are now even 
calling this the “V” recession, because 
instead of the curves flattening out be- 
fore rising many are bouncing right 
back up, giving much hope of fast and 
full recovery in months. 

For a longer look and another helping of opti- 
mism read McCann-Erickson’s “The 
Turning of The Tide.” It focuses on 
1959 and foresees the most prosperous 
year in American history. Not only are 
such indicators as Gross National Prod- 
uct, industrial production, and personal 
income rising steadily since Spring, but 
inventory liquidation has been heavy, 
housing starts are at highest level in 2 
years, and there are even signs of up- 
turns in plant and equipment spending. 
McCann projects these trends for 16 

months and predicts a 6 per cent in- 
crease in both personal income and re- 
tail spending. But ‘59 will still be a 
buyers market. Although the consumer 
will be “never better off” and his spend- 
able income will break all records, i 
will take sound marketing, selling, adver- 
tising to give her the confidence and the 
desire to spend. 

“The Turning of the Tide” makes 
wonderful reading, upon arising or just 
before going to sleep. Solidly backed 
with research, data, hard thinking, it 
may also be the closest prediction of 
what '59 will be like. e 
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For complete specimens of this versatile type, see your nearest Bauer Type Dealer or write on your /etter- 

head to: BAUER ALPHABETS, INC. 235 E. 45th Street, New York 17, N. Y. OXford 7-1797-8-9 
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Introducing Photography 

by Stan and Henry Silver 

(In their own giant size studio) 

Now an even more complete service 

at your command—OUR usual creative 

Art Service PLUS: photography. 

Call us now—to see more and get more. 
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COLOR — ART DIRECTOR: FRANK RUPP, AGENCY: 8.8.0.80. 

visual 

communication 

DR. IRVING A. TAYLOR 

Every symbol whether used in daily con- 
versation, a painting, or an ad has an 
implicit structure which can be identi- 
fied, extracted, and transplanted into 
any other symbolic mode. The resulting 
symbol then can evoke the same or 
similar meanings and feelings as the 
original one. Structure analysis of sym- 
bols is particularly well suited to visual 
communication. 

The method can be used to determine 
the reasons for a failure or, more im- 
portant, a success in visual communi- 
cation. A correct diagnosis can identify 
and remove the exact causes of the fail- 
ure or utilize the structural basis of a 
successful ad for entirely different ads. 

Let’s examine gasoline trademarks as 
an example. An analysis of successful 
ones, those that conjure up the intended 
product image, show that the circular 
or simple abstraction such as those used 
by Esso, Gulf and Shell contrast sharply 
with the less successful harder, more 
complex and “concrete” ones such as the 
flying horse. This is due largely to the 
empathic feelings associated with that 
gas which is essentially unseen and 
deceptively simple liquid that smoothly 
rolls you along. 
The method of visual communication 

analysis itself may appear deceptively 
simple, requiring a great deal of hard 
research and more than a fair share of 
creative insight. It involves an intimate 
analysis of the structure and function 
of the symbol, which when identified, 
can be transposed into new content and 
then validated through empathic group 
research. This essentially is research into 
the “grammar” of visual communica- 
tion. a 
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THESE 

STATMASTERS 

ARE NOT 

FOR SALE 

They have recently been installed in 

progressive Ad Agencies and Art Services 

... at leading Typographers, Publishers, 
Printers, Lithographers and Department 

Stores, throughout the country. 

Their proud owners beam with delight 

over the tremendous savings, the 
phenomenal speed, the versatility, 

reproduction quality and sheer simplicity 

of this truly amazing all-in-one unit. 

IT’S A STAT CAMERA...COPY CAMERA... 

AN ENLARGER...A “LUCY” FOR TRACING... 

all incorporated in a fully equipped, 

compact and efficient darkroom! 

Why continue to pay high prices for poor 

quality, slow service, limited facilities, 

overtime and special service charges? 
The STATMASTER offers you freedom from 

“deadline” worries, greater efficiency, increased 
earnings for you and your clients, without 

capital investment or additional personnel. 

Now... ANYONE, without any knowledge ot 

photography can make the sharpest, 

reproduction quality Glossy or Matte STATS 

LITHO, HALF-TONE or SCREENED FILM... 

from Flat Copy ...or directly from Objects... 

Enlarged or Reduced (up to 350% in one shot). 

Negative or Positive (on any grade of paper or film) 

dried... ready to use... ina few minutes... 

for less than 10% of your present costs! 

YOU CAN OWN THE FABULOUS STATMASTER 

for as little as $230. down. (after that, it pays for itself) 

__includes accessories, installation and instruction. 

as 

Come in for a thrilling demonstration or write for Free literature. 

STATMASTER CORP. 19 west 44th St., New York 36, N.Y. » OXford 7-9240 

Factory : Miami. Florida 



. CALL CHET PATTERSON, DO 2-I117, PATTERSON & HALL, 425 BUSH STREET, SAN FRANCISCO 

HOME OF THE 

WESTERN 

BLACK AND WHITE 

Patterson & Hall 

San Francisco 

Servicing clients in Detroit, 

New York, Chicago... and 

nationally known for 

Chevy B&W’s since 1964 fi “a 
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the 
finest 
red sable 

water color 
brush 

designed 
specifically 

for the 
graphic 

and 
ad 

arts 

delta’s ‘jewel’® 

delta | 
brush mfg. corp. 

120 south columbus ave. 
mount vernon, n. y. 

Eckstein-Stone 

Write for your free copy of 

“Iilustration, Retouching, Lettering with the Red Sable Water Color Brush.” 
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For sample book write: Strathmore Paper Company, Ten Front Street, West Springfield, Massachusetts 
ssh.” 
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The midwest’s most modern design, art and photographic studio—since 1942 
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TV-FILM 

ROUNDTABLE 

by Ralph Porter 

pictorial 

contrasts 

reincarnated 

Like films of the silent days, The Gam- 
blers, a new television show, relies upon 
pictorial emphasis rather than upon the 
spoken word. But unlike some this 
feeble and fatal pilot attempts, this 
series does not try to emulate the silent 
film in its entirety. Words are spoken 
but only to propel a single action. 
Sounds are used but only to heighten 
the emotional effect. It is the de-emphasis 
of the spoken word and the fusion of 
sound with picture that makes this first 
film of The Gambler series noteworthy. 
It's a CBS feature, produced by Gil 
Ralston. 

(continued) 



Minnotte Studios/Complete Art Service/247 E 50 St 

Marv Friedman, a new face on 
the New York art scene but an 
old hand at loose, believable, 
dynamic illustration. 

Use his particular flair for concise 
editorial statement in annual 
reports, company booklets and other 
institutional pieces . . . capitalize 
on his rare talent to pinpoint 
product features and uses in 
selling advertisements and sales 
promotion literature. 

His experience in many industries 
will impress you. You'll be happy 
for the introduction. 

PLaza 1-4888 
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across the nation, Seagram's 7 Crown will add more p to more 
any other whiskey in the world We hope your glass will be among them 

Say te ane and be Sure 
o1 AMEFUCAN WHISKEY AT TS FINEST 

ee ee 

Photographer: Leslie Gill 
Art Director: Edward M. Cottingham 
Agency: Warwick & Legler, Inc. 
Client: Seagram Distillers Company 
Transparency Retouching: 
Estelle Friedman Associates 
141 E. 44 St. « MUrray Hill 7-7194 

Nothing Photographs Better than 

(CTT TT REPRODUCTION WHITE 

) . 

Soroductior 

White | 
A°Ces 
Commercial Ar 

Weber Reproduction White pho- 
tographs true, that’s why it’s 
the favorite of photo-engravers, 
retouchers and illustrators! And 
it contains no lead . . . is opaque F. WEBER co 
. . . Stays white indefinitely... py apevpHA 23. PA.. $T. LOUIS 1 ~ 

\ is perfect for air brush work. — Manufacturing Artists’ Colormen Since 1853 

TTT Eee ee ey, 
Avaiiabie at ali good art supply stores. 

TH 

They lay flat and stay flat 

Super-workable Bainbridge Board holds the world’s record for flat- 
ness—they Jay flat and stay flot for life regardless of climatic 
changes. Individually hung and dried in clean, temperature-controlled 
air, their perfection is guarded in every step of manufacture. 

brings you the best 
BAINBRIDGE in board for 

the best results. 

Famous for high quality since 1869 

THE LINE in d d by top pr f 

illustration Boards e Drawing Bristols e Mounting Boards 
Show Card Board e Mat Boards 

At all art suppliers in most popular sizes 

CHARLES T. BAINBRIDGE’S SONS, 12 Cumberland St., Brooklyn 5 N.Y, 

Is and teurs alike 
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here it is 

report 

CREATIVE ADVERTISING MANAGEMENT 

a new newsletter service for all art and photographic 

executives who must know 

legal data buying trends tax developments 

salaries business volume 

ethical problems 

prices 

If you make decisions — about ad art/photography/design — CAM Reports is for you. Whether you buy or 

sell, you'll want this twice-a-month crisp reading report. For the first time, art and photographic executives will 

have facts where there have been no facts. Now you can be in-the-know on what's happening in your city 

and around the country in art and advertising. 

CAM REPORTS WILL: 

save you time. Its lightning fast readability gives you basic 
data, unavailable up to now, in a few minutes reading. 

save you money. By familiarizing you with industry trends 
in salaries and prices, it sharpens your factual background for 

buying and selling supplies and services. 

give you factual bases of comparison. Dato tables on 

studio billings will reveal broad trends against which you can 
measure your performance. Data on percentages of costs for 

studio operation factors (selling expense, rent, talent, etc.) will 
enable you to see where your breakdown fits into the general 
practice. 

give you up-to-date data. Published twice-a-month with 

A “letter” to studio management. CAM Reports is an experiment. It's 
the first publication to limit its editorial material to you and your problems. 
It will research, compile and publish facts you, your accountants and your 
lawyers have been unable to gather. Without advertising, and with the 
relatively small number of studios, CAM Reports needs your support now to 
make the experiment work. Won't you subscribe right now, immediately after 
reading this page? 

With your subscription, CAM Reports will end, once and for all, a major 
vacuum in this field — the absence of accurate, prompt and trustworthy news. 
You no longer will have to ask anyone you meet, ‘How's business?’’ With 
CAM Reports, you will know and be able to tell others. 
CAM Reports — The first exclusive studio newsletter. CAM Reports 
will be published by the publishers of ART DIRECTION. It is being prepared 
and edited in answer to the many requests we have received from studio 
owners and executives for a publication geared to the suppliers of art and 
photography. Many studios have already subscribed to CAM Reports, based 
upon a ‘‘dry run’ edition and a desire to get a news publication for this 
field started. Studio subscribers may, if they wish, join in the various surveys 
now being made and prepared for the future. 

The National Association of Art Services, Inc., has already purchased 
subscriptions for each of its member studios. Inquiries are invited from any 
other studio organizations. 

While agency and company subscriptions will be accepted, it is understood 
that CAM Reports will be written for studio management and that CAM 
Reports reserves the right to limit subscriptions to studio personnel exclusively. 

data as new as the day before mailing, information is rushed to 

you at the peak of its significance. 

alert you to buying trends. Accurate, prompt reportage 
of trends, fads, swings in art, photography and business practice 
can mean the difference of hundreds of dollars to you. 

prevent headaches. Just one item on taxes, accounting or 
law may save you — in dollars, time and aggravation — many, 
many times the value of the year's subscription. 

Fortify your decisions with never-before available facts. Subscribe 
now. Accept this no-risk offer. 

Regular rate is $20.00 a year (24 issues). Prepublication subscrip- 
tions accepted now are $15.00. If you're not fully satisfied with 

the first six issues, your full payment will be refunded. 

TO BE MONEY AHEAD, TIME AHEAD, ON TOP OF THE FACTS, SUBSCRIBE NOW. 

CAM REPORT 19 WEST 44th ST.,. ROOM 509 NEW YORK 36, N. Y 

Yes. Send me Creative Advertising Management Report now, at the no-risk 
prepublication rate of $15.00 for 24 issues. Payment is enclosed. 

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK 

NAME 

TITLE 

ADDRESS 

city ZONE STATE 

CAM Report is published by the publishers of ART DIRECTION 
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(continued) 

The Gamblers is a new and different 
half-hour series filmed om location 
around the world. It is a breathtaking 
and spectacular television show that 
depicts the inner struggles of man 
against the odds of life and death. 

If the first show, “Action,” is any cri- 
terion of what is to come, this series 
should grasp the emotional mechanism 
of the viewing public, and out of sheer 
excitement, leave it exhausted. 

“Action” was directed by Don Med- 
ford; adapted for television from C. E. 
Montague’s story “Action” by Phil Reis- 
man, Jr.; starring Charles Bickford, with 
Philip Abbott, Karel Stepanek, Kath- 
leen Maguire, Lilia Skala, and Stephen 
Bradley. 

“Action” unfolds in a simple plot 
amid the beautiful and picturesque 
mountains of Colorado. Christopher Bell 
(Bickford), a great and proud mountain- 
climber who suffers a stroke, is robbed 
of his dignity, his youth, and his mas- 
culinity. To prove himself a worthy 
human being in his own and in his 
God’s eyes, he bets with himself that 
he will climb the most dangerous side 
of the mountain—alone, a feat nobody 
would dare undertake. His dear friend 
and erstwhile climbing partner Lars, 
realizes that this gamble with death is 
tantamount to suicide and tries in vain 
to dissuade him. The impossible climb 
begins, mounting in tension with each 
step until all human endurance is 
sapped. ; 
The foreboding mountain looms up 

before us in a succession of superb pho- 
tographic sequences that captures the 
essence of audience identification with 
the climber. When Bell dangles help- 
lessly in grandiose ascetic glory, his 
foliy of “go-it-aloneness” is dramatically 
depicted by the distressing dilemma of 
a young couple shrieking for help. Bell 
then realizes that the lives of his young 
friends are dependent upon his own 
will to live. It is this realization of hu- 
man inter-dependence that helps him 
win back his own life from the uncer- 
tainties of a gamble. In a way, it is a 
symbolic warning to the chaotic recluse 
world we live in today that inter- 
dependence, not go-it-aloneness, will 
lead to happiness. (Photos shown here 
by Joel A. Gross.) 

In its simplicity of construction, 
“Action” fits perfectly into the tele- 
vision half-hour format which has long 
ttied to justify heavily-plotted, cumber- 
some stories, but has ignored the great 
pictorial areas of the world. The em- 
phasis here in The Gamblers is upon 
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A visual idea which 
does not find its way to 

is an incomplete 
thought. If you place 
_. value on your thinking— 
ee appropriate value 
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By courtesy of the artist 
and the Chicago Guild of Artists. 

“And how was Sun Valley otherwise?” 

In delightfully free-flowing lines, 
Alex Yaworski creates his famous model, 
Guilda, the curvaceous character whose 
adventures enliven the issues of The News 
Bulletin, published by the Artists’ 
Guild of Chicago. 

Since his pen-and-ink lines must tell the 
whole amusing story of active characters and 
situations and also please the 
discriminating eyes of his fellow artists, 
Alex Yaworski naturally counts on the best of 
tools for best results. And quite naturally, 
the ink he uses is Higgins. “I always rely on 
it,” is his pointed comment. 

AT ART AND STATIONERY DEALERS EVERYWHERE 

HIGGINS INK Co. INC. 
BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 

THE FIRST— 

AND STILL THE BEST 

NON CRAWL 

COLOR MEDIUM 

Used in Water Colors, 

Woes, CARTOONS = Shae, © 
“es \ Ox 7 \y 

C ¥ 
Kennedy Associates, Inc. (LY, a 

141 East 44th Street, New York, N. ¥., MUrray Hill 7-1320, 7-1321 

A Complete Service in Cartoons and Humor For Advertising 

Poster Colors, 

Retouching Fluids, etc. 

Will make colors spread smoothly and stay on 

USED ON— Glazed, Waxed, 

Oiled, Glass, Acetate, Cello- 

phane, Photographic Prints, 

and other Plastic Surfaces. 

NO PEELING, FLAKING 
OR CHIPPING 

Blends colors more evenly 
Immediately effective for 

Air Brush use 
Gives instant coverage 

4s OZ. PATENTED 
SQUEEZ-A-DROP BOTTLE 

NOW ONLY $1.00 

AVAILABLE AT ALL DEALERS 
OR SEND DIRECT TO... wr PHILADELPHIA 7, PA. 

John J. Kennedy Heary J. Schilling 

Following is a partial list of cartoonists available through us: 

Adams, Frank Gibson, Mary Partch, Virgil 
Addams, Charles Goldberg, Herb Pascal, Dave 
Ajay, A. Goldberg, Rube Price, Garrett 
Barlow, Perry Goldstein, Walter Price, George 
Basset, Gene Helle, Ray Rea, Gardner 
Berry, Mike Hoff, Syd Reynolds, Larry 
Boltinoff, Henry Hollreiser, Lenny Richter, Mischa 
Booth, Be Holman, Bill Ridgeway, Frank 
Bri,G. Hunt, Stan Schulz ( Peanuts ) 

Brown, Susan Interlandi, Phil Selz, Irma 
Brown, Wm. F. Irvin, Rea Shirvanian, V. 
Caplan, Irwin Johnson, Crockett Smits, Ton 
Cavalli, Dick Keller, Reamer Soglow, Orto 
Darrow, Whitney Key, Ted Steig, Wm. 
Day, Chon Kraus, Robert Stein, Ralph 
Dean, Abner Langdon, David Syverson, Henry 
Decker, Richard — George Taber, Scott 
Dedini, Eldon Liivak, Harry Taylor, Richard 
Devlin, Harry Marcus, Jerry Thompson, Ben 

. Seuss Martin, CEM Tobey, Barney 
Dowling, Dan McKay, Dorothy Tobin, Don 

, Bud Mik ( Ferd’nand ) Volk, Vic 
Duffy, Edmund Mullin, Willard Weber, Robert 
Duan, Alan Nofziger, Ed White, David 
Duquette, Steve Norkin, Sam Wiseman, Al 
Emett, Rowland O'Brian, Bill Wiseman, Bernie 
Farris, Joseph Owen, Frank Wolff, George 
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FOR SAFEWAY STORES 

FOR C&H SUGAR -— 
FOR DOUGLAS FIR PLYWOOD ASSOCIATION 

really | 

produce! / 

7 

SHAWL NYELAND & SEAVEY 

A RT| STS SAN FRANCISCO 

San Francisco's 10th Annual Exhibition of Advertising Art — published complete 
in a 96 page litho section of Pacific Printer and Publisher = Special 50th 
Anniversary Issue = order your copy now — send $1.50 to San Francisco 
10th Anmal Exhibition = Room 410, 609 Sutter Street, San Francisco. 
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What can 

little advertisers 

learn from 

big advertisers? 

Big advertisers aren’t extravagant 

when it comes to advertising production. 

They buy the same way they sell—wisely. 

They never confuse rates with 

real costs. They’re wary of cut-rate services. 

They know you don’t ever pay a rate— 

you pay the final over-all cost. 

If you’re looking for authentic typographic 

production economy you can bank, call 

an ATA shop for your next typesetting job. 

ATA shops offer publicly-announced rates 

( so you can be sure) and then keep your 

final bill bite-size through peak efficiency 

and ultra-modern production facilities. 

Just ask any of the many, many 

advertisers, agencies and studios who, 

through the years, have learned it 

pays (in dollars and cents) to do 

business with ATA members. 

NEW YORK GROUP Advertising Typographers Association of America, 

ONIdWY19 34ONTe” 

ATA’s emblem \.\_ 
is the recognized symbol 
of quality in typography 

PRESS KNEE BACK <- — 

- ee 

BEFORE CLAMPIN 

Inc. * Walter A. Dew, Executive Secretary, 461 Eighth Avenue, New York 1, N. Y. 
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Where to find 

ATA typography 

in Greater New York 

Ad Service Company 
228 E. 45th Street MUrray Hill 2-3669 

Advertisi encies’ Service Co., Inc. 
216 ing Ae Street MUrray Hill 7.0590 
intype, Inc. 
115 W. 45th —, oe 2-3675 

Associated Typographers, Inc. 
227 E. 45th ard “ii Hill 2-1043 

Atlas T 
are paphic ty 2° vi 7-0314 

contral Zone Press, Inc. 
305 E. 45th Street a Hill 4-2727 

The com sing Room, | 
ae ee 2 JUdson 2-0100 

tone Service, Inc 
229 W. 28th Street Pennsylvania 6-1864 
ment T hic Service, Inc. 

= 40 W. Tru set on tee 9-0717 
A. Esuerés Typogra 

09 W. 38th Street 2. 7-4026 
Gra hi Arts 7 raphers, Inc. 
% E sath tereet Piney Hill 8-1220 

Warley iene 
216 E. 45th Street MUrray Hill 7-1050 

Imperial Ad Service 
37 W. 47th Street JUdson 6-1437 

King Typographic Service Corp. 
A 42nd Street LOngacre 3-4423 

Linocraft Type phers, Inc 
333 W. Street Plaza 7-8295 

Master Type ‘ios pany 
Eighth Avenue Wisconsin 7-6272 

chris F Olsen 
305 E. 45th Street MUrray Hill 4-3570 

Frederic Nelson Phillips, Inc. 
5 E. 45th Street MUrray Hill 4-3940 

Philmac T hers, Inc. 
318 W. 391 Stee ‘cae 

Royal T: 
au apts = spon 2250 

Frederick W. Schmidt, | 
228 E. 45th Street uray Hill 7-3550 

Hany Siverstohs, ine 
5 E. 47th Street ee 5-5035 

Supreme Ad Service, 
228 E. 45th — = Hill 7-0650 

Tri-Arts Press, | 
331 E. 38th Street 

Typographic Craftsmen, Inc. 
2 45th Street tre Hill 7-8383 

The Typographic Service C 
305 E. 45th Street uray ¢ 

Vanderbilt-Jackson Typ 
110 Greenwich Stree’ 

Kurt H. Volk, Inc. 
228 E. 45th Street Murray Hill 2-1840 

Murray Hill 6-4242 

~~ Ly 3-3815 

WHAT 1S ATA? 
ATA stands for Advertising Typographers Association 
of America. For 37 years membership in ATA has 
been a coveted distinction...the mark of craftsmen 
who not only specialize in advertising typography but 
are recognized masters in the field. When you do 
business with a member of ATA you do business with 
a company whose aims parallel yours: advertising 
that is more effective, at the lowest cost commen- 
surate with unfailing quality and dependability. 

etteahveee y ~~! ytepmmeeniaae 

461 Eighth Avenue, New York 1, New York 
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(continued) 

visual and emotional effect rather than 
upon lengthy expository sequences. And 
in this it succeeds admirably. 

The directing, acting, and editing are 
terse and rhythmical, and appear de- 
signed to heighten the emotional effect 
while playing down the deep psycho- 
logical motivations of characterization. 
As a result, “Action” achieves a mag- 
netic fascination that holds the viewer 
fast to this world of uncertainties, re- 
leasing him only when the gamble is 
over. 

It is a project like The Gamblers or 
commercials like the wordless Chevy 
spot (see ArT Direction, October) which 
prod this industry forward. And from 
these carefully worked out productions 
must craftsmen and artists learn. True, 
these presentations are not the critic’s 
or pedant’s points of reference as all- 
time great masterpieces of television art, 
but, then, neither is television itself yet 
worthy to be called an art medium for 
masters. That time will come, to be sure, 
and it is films like the above which will 
have contributed towards making tele- 
vision a true artistic medium. * 

November 1958 

editorial 

marketing, merchandising, research, 
sales results, etc. They are businessmen 
artists. 

Fred Ludekens had this to say in a 
recent speech: “Advertising pictures 
must be judged good or bad solely on 
the degree of success they achieved in 
presenting a forceful and compelling 
selling story. If it is technically and 
artistically good, so much the better.” 

In advertising art shows, then, is it 
logical to judge separately the picture 
from its context? I think not, yet I do 
not underestimate the importance of 
graphic excellence. Here’s a good ex- 
ample: sometime ago, the Ford Motor 
Company won the 100 Best Posters 
Award with the year’s best outdoor 
poster. It contained a simple straight 
illustration of an open baby carriage. 
The caption read: “The only convert- 
tible that outsells Ford”. Graphically it 
was well executed; however, most any 
good art man could have rendered the 
layout and art treatment. How could 
this illustration possibly have been 
judged separately. This was a perfect 
example of copy and art working to- 
gether with outstanding success. Perhaps 

: (continued on page 89) 
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sometimes it’s smart 

to put all your eggs 

in one basket! 

Take National’s complete 

photographic and art TV 

service, for example. 

Right on our own premises 

we’re equipped to handle 

all your TV needs...to give 

you johnny-on-the-spot 

service...the same day! 

Write..for..New..Free. Brochure | 

NATIONAL 

STUDIOS 

42 West 48 Street « New York 36 « JUdson 2-1926 

/
,
 

With equal ease, you can make both 
Roman and Gothic characters without 
ever changing your brush! 
Patented STEEL BRUSH holds ink .. . 
no drip .. . no spatter. . . yet new design 
makes STEEL BRUSH far easier to 
clean. At your art supply store. 

MANY USES 
@ Auxiliary water color brush © Poster color work 
@ Unusual textures, all media e@ Opaque fill-ins 
e Large poster lettering @ Price tickets 
© Palette knife for oils © Store signs 
Send for FREE lesson chart 

“SPEEDBA||’ 

STEEL BRUSH 

c. HowaRD HUNT 
PEN COMPANY 

Camden. N. J. 

Winsor & Newton’s Series 7 “Albata”’, 

the world’s finest water color brushes, 

are the choice of exacting artists 

because they are painstakingly made 

from finest pure red sable hair. 

Available in sizes 000 through 14. 

the world-wide , i ow 

standard t 

of IMPORTED quality s sit ae. 

afford 902 BROADWAY, 

N. Y. 10, N. Y 

Canadian Agents: THE HUGHES OWENS CO., LTD. Head office, MONTREAL 
Californian Distributors: THE SCHWABACHER-FREY CO., SAN FRANCISCO 



NON-YELLOWING WHITES 

Shiva Signature Oil Zinc White 
Shiva Signature Oil Titanium White 
Shiva Ultra White 
Shiva Casein Titanium White 
Shiva Underpainting White 
Ask for these non-yellowing whites 
at your dealer 

mm) 

ties of SHIVA NON-YELLOWING WHITES 
have made them a favorite of artists 
everywhere...now we add to this the 
convenience of individual packaging for 
easy storage and identification of these 
one pound tubes. See this distinctive new 
blue and gray packaging at your dealers 
now. 

Look for your favorite Shiva White 
in the self service display cartons. 

Yy SHIVA ARTIST’S COLORS - FACTORY /433 W. GOETHE, CHICAGO 10, ILL.» LAB. /SANTA FE., N. MEX. 
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As this is written we have yet to feel 
the results of last month’s public appeal 
for suggestions toward a standard con- 
tract between artists and agents. If past 
experience is a reliable guide, we can 
look forward to a long period of dis- 
cussions on this difficult subject, and 
would like to repeat our eagerness for 
your suggestions. Address all communi- 
cations to Joint Ethics Committee, P.O. 
Box 179, New York 17, New York. 
Although our case load was sufficient 

to warrant meetings through the sum- 
mer, there are at the moment no new 
decisions to report. In numerous in- 
stances an appeal to this committee has 
had the salutary effect of bringing dis- 
puting parties to make a further effort 
to settle their differences without our 
further help. 

In other cases, which resolve them- 
selves into mere bill collecting, we must 
decline our services. Recently, for an 
example, a complaint was offered after 
court action to force payment of a claim 
had already been started. We can save 
disputants the expense and trouble of 
litigation only if both parties agree to 
mediation or abitration, and then only 
if clear violation of ethical practice is 
involved. 

A new printing of the Code of Fair 
Practice is off the press. Designed by 
Bradbury Thompson and handsomely 
printed in two colors, this useful booklet 
should be in the studio or office of every 
artist, agent and art director. Obtainable 
from the JEC at the above address, for 
25¢ per copy. . 

Cover designer 

Gene Federico’s work has been gracing 
the leading consumer and fashion maga- 
zines for many years now. His sensitivity 
im handling type, in developing unusual 
picture situations, in creating ads that 
are enjoyed by those generally too 
sophisticated to enjoy ads, are known 
to the creative ad fraternity not only in 

(continued on page 33) 
Art Direct 



For FAST... EFFECTIVE... 

ECONOMICAL ART have 

CRAFTINT SHADING 

MEDIUMS and 

ALPHABETS 

at your 

FINGER-TIPS! 

CRAF-TYPE Fast-selling ... because it’s a quality, time- 
saving, money-saving aid for artists, designers, draftsmen, map and 
chart makers, layout and production men! Alphabets... Numerals... 
Symbols ...in every popular style and type size! On transparent, Matt- 
finish (NO GLARE) self-adhering acetate sheets! 

Cc R A FT- Cc Oo LO R Transparent, woxed-back solid color 
sheets .. . for making brilliant, impressive layouts, poster effects, pack- 
age designs, mechanical illustrations, maps and sales charts. These thin- 
gauge, self-adhering acetate sheets are available in 35 brilliant colors. 

CRAF-TONE «a new, better, more economical adhesive- 
backed Shading Sheet! And for the first time the world’s most complete 
pattern chart which includes 295 graduated tones and tints. Craf-Tone 
guarantees repeat sales... increased profits for you! 

FRE e CRAF-TONE, CRAFT-COLOR, 

CRAF-TYPE, TWO DRAWER FILE CABINET 

(Made of heavy gauge steel! with smoothly operating, nylon 
bearing-track channel construction, valued at $50.00) 

Pius 200 Large Storage Foiders valued at $7.00 

AGENCY DEAL 
2 sheets each of 180 of the most popular CRAF-TYPE patterns. 
3 sheets each of 70 of the most popular CRAF-TONE patterns. 
11 sheets each of CRAFT-COLORS— Red, Vermilion, Yellow, Medium 
Green and Medium Blue, plus 4 sheets each of the other 30 colors. 
200 Folders FREE. 
Two Drawer File Cabinet FREE 

Total — $498.50 

STUDIO DEAL 
1 sheet each of 180 of the most popular CRAF-TYPE patterns. 
2 sheets each of 49 of the most popular CRAF-TONE patterns. 
7 sheets each of CRAFT-COLORS— Red, Vermilion, Yellow, Medium 
Green and Medium Blue, plus 2 sheets each of the other 30 colors. 
200 Folders FREE. 

Total — $274.50 

NOTE: These Craftint Shading Mediums and Alphabets are also 
available with a high-melting, heat-resisting adhesive back for use 
with blue print and ozalid-type machines. Ask for Craftint Thermo. 

Y 

aTtin 

THE CRAFTINT MANUFACTURING CO. 
NEW YORK . CLEVELAND . CHICAGO 

1615 Collamer Avenue ° Cleveland 10, Ohie 
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THINNING and WEIGHTING 

Original too weak? — we'll make it stronger! 

Original too bold?—we'll make it softer! 

Weights and proportions of black and white 
copy — type, lettering or art — can be con- 

trolled to any degree, making it possible to 

achieve an endless variety of effects from a 

single unit. Correcting logos, designs, illus- 

trations, trade marks ‘photographically’ 
can solve your enlargement or reduction 
problems and improve your presentations. 

Original rm 

FULLBL 

Made Heavier 

The First Lady of Song 
Original 

The First Lady of Song 
Made Heavier 

The First Lady of Song 
Made Still Heavier 

D
E
A
D
L
I
N
E
 

All effects below have been 
achieved ‘‘photographically”’ 
from ORIGINAL above: 

DEADLINE 

DEADLINE 

DEADLINE 

DEADLINE 

DEADLINE 

DEADLINE 

DEADLINE 

DEADLINE 

DEADLINE 

DEADLINE 

PLAZA 3-4943 

Since 1937 the Greatest Name in 
Trick Photography and Process Lettering 

FLEXO-LETTERING CO. INC 5S E. 46th ST NEW YORK 17 

4 W 40th. ‘STREET, NEW YORK 18, N.Y.) 

<< o.., 

INGERSOLL STUDIOS 

package design 

roughs 

comps 

finished art... 

specialists in 

folding box and 

flexographic packaging 

tax talk 

MAXWELL LIVSHIN, CPA 

New York State’s 
Unemployment Insurance Tax: 

In defining who is liable for payment 
the statute distinguishes between em- 
ployment in general and employment 
of a special nature. 

1. In general, an employer becomes 
liable for the tax if in one or more loca- 
tions in New York State he employs 
two or more persons in covered employ- 
ment on any day in the calendar year. 
Example: An art studio or partnership 
has one regular employee in 1957. The 
studio is operated as an unincorporated 
business. For a single day an extra artist 
is hired. As of that date, and at least 
for the rest of that year and the follow- 
ing year the studio owner is liable for 
taxes on wages paid any employee. 
Example: An individual proprietor 

has one employee in Buffalo and one 
employee in New York City. He is liable 
for the tax even though the enterprises 
in each city are operated under different 
trade names. 

For the purposes of the New York 
Unemployment Insurance Law, employ- 
ment is any service performed for com- 
pensation under a contract of hire. 

Officers of a corporation are in em- 
ployment if they direct or take part 
in the normal activities of the enter- 
prise and receive compensation for the 
services. 

Persons compensated solely on the 
basis of commissions are in employment 
if a contract of hire exists, express, im- 
plied, written or oral. 

Services performed by an independent 
contractor is not employment. An inde- 
pendent contractor is a person who fol- 
lows an independent trade or business 
in which he offers his services to the 
public generally. 
To establish that a person is an inde- 

pendent contractor it must be shown 
that he is free from any control or direc- 
tion in performing his services and that 
the person engaging his services has no 
right to direct or control the manner 
in which he performs them, but is inter- 
ested only in the completion of the 
contract. 

Various criteria have been applied to 
determine the presence or lack of direc- 
tion or control. Since this subject is ex- 
tremely complicated and technical, em- 
ployers are urged to communicate with 
the New York State Department of 
Labor, Unemployment Insurance Div., 
explaining in detail all factors surround- 
ing the employment relationship and to 
request a determination with respect to 
the relationship between parties. e 



AMERICAN’S MOST POPULAR MANIKINS 

The “MANIQUETTE” and the “FIGURETTE” 

the “Maniquette” 
is the mest popular 
and finest figure made. 

All the Essential 
Features Packed 
Into One Figure. 

® Full 15” high com- 
plete with stand. 

@ Hardwood, 
lacquer finish. 

@ Anatomicall 
Proportioned. 

@ 66 separate parts. 
@ Built to last. 

Assumes 
Any Human Position 

onty $16.95 sist 

including stand 
(female — $18.50) 

The “FIGURETTE” => 

jon to the “Maniquette.” It is 
similar but has pear r-shaped head 

is-not lacquered. It is also = — 
ically proportioned and 

. Herdweed. With —— 

7a (0) 1 we — ) 

ME AST: 23kp ST. NEW YORK LON. Y 
wm S Niagr i ‘ cles .S 

EDWARD CARINI 
CREATOR AND DESIGNER 
OF SALES PROMOTION 

—IDEA THROUGH FINISH 

PLAZA 3-4394 
210 E. 47 ST., N.Y. 

call me when loaded 



what will we give them for Christmas? 

ART DIRECTION 

It’s a 12-time package long remembered and treasured as 

a thoughtful reminder of the Holidays. A gift card 

announces each gift subscription. If your friend is already 

a subscriber, your gift will extend his subscription. 

Fill in the coupon below and we will send your gift 

cards a week before Christmas. Subscriptions are $4.00 

for one year, $7.00 for two years. 

eeeeeee eee eee ee eee eee ereeeeee ee eeeeee eee eeeeeeeeee 

Art Direction, 19 West 44th Street, New York.36, New York 
Please send Christmas gift cards and subscriptions to: 

NAMt 

STREET AND NUMBER 

CITY, ZONE, STATE 

NAME 

STREET ANO NUMBER 

City, ZONE, STATE 

NAME 

STREET AND NUMBER 

City, ZONE, STATE 

Gift from, 

ADORESS 

While you're at it, renew my subscription too. 

Enclosed check or money order for $.... 

letters 

Will they hire us... 
This letter is in response to the state- 
ment made by Edward Jirasek and 
quoted by A.D. in the September issue 
(Omaha’s Second). “There are not 
enough young people going into adver- 
tising art.” 

I graduated with distinction at the 
top of my class from Calif. College of 
Arts & Crafts, Oakland Calif. this past 
June, 1958, with a Bach. Fine Arts de- 
gree. My education enables me to 
handle creatively adv. design, layout, 
illustration — both decorative and real- 
istic, package design and any production 
work. Yet after three and a half months 
of steady looking and well over 100 
interviews and more phone calls than 
I can afford I am still unemployed. 
I am not alone in this search for none 
of the graduating class in adv. design 
have found employment. This is cer- 
tainly no reflection upon the college for 
in the past it has supplied hundreds of 
creative and capable artists to the field 
many of whom have risen to the top 
positions. My question is, if there are 
to be more young people in advertising 
art who is going to employ them? 

I believe Mr. Jirasek should have 
said: there should be much more crea- 
tive freedom allowed artists already in 
the field. 

Richard E. Meyer, 
15022 Norton Street 
San Leandro, California 

Spectradyne process... 

In your September issue of Art Direc- 
tion, Gene Deitch in his article “New 
Ways To Move” states that transferring 
full-toned, full-color drawings uniformly 
to cels is a long way off. 

I would like to state that the Spectra- 
dyne Process which I have developed 
does just that and more. The Spectra- 
dyne Process uniformly prints any color 
or combination of colors, from black 
and white or color, transparent or 
opaque, line or continuous tone in per- 
fect register on cels, paper, foil, metal, 
wood, etc. This also includes greys and 
white. No plates or presses are used. 

This process can also be used for pro- 
ducing topnotch comps for packaging 
and color separation from black and 
white. 

Leo Lawrence, 
Process Design Co. 
Brooklyn, N. Y. & 
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ONE FOR EVERY PURPOSE 

e- Fine lettering with a professional finish and drawings with a flair demand a flexibility found 

d only in one family of pens... SPEEDBALL. Five proven styles... 36 versatile points pro- 

. vide the right combination to meet 

a Helpful and comprehensive lettering § 

six cents in stamps. 

Ba every conceivable demand. “ " 
icharts on request for only SPEEDBA|| 

ee wreaew#ts & € 

sv 
Aayhouse 

. - 

Fr SS ee 

c. Howaro HUNT pen co., CAMDEN 1, NEW JERSEY 

How to help 

a young artist get ahead 

The next time a “young hopeful” 

asks your advice about. 

a job or a raise... 

tell him to mail this coupon. 

help yourself... 

Rush, the only monthly newsmagazine of 

advertising production in New York, 

gives you timesaving, cost cutting guides, 

new developments in ad typography, 

photoengraving, paper, color, photography, Tue Famous ARTisTs SCHOOLS of Westport, Conn., have 

helped many a young artist forge ahead. As you know, this 
is the school run by America’s 12 Most Famous Artists. 

Albert Dorne 

up-to-the-minute data on all processes. 

Austin Briges City 0 cece ee ee COMM. veer eeeeeeee 

Help yourself to this now, ertep, So why not tell the next young artist who comes in and 

easy-to-read working tool. Just asks for advice to mail the coupon below. Jt will help him 

$1.50 for 12 newspacked issues. get ahead faster. 
poco --- 

| i Walesm ons 46 nse a Conn 7 om . e 
Stevan Dohanos Send me, without obligation, information about ) 

Rush, 19 W. 44th Street, New York 36, NV. Y. 7 Nonna 7 the courses you offer. i 

2 tae — cnn ecdseeseave Siantas Tek ee. : eer! 

Sen Stahl 
| Robert Fawcett AMATOED isc cncccacsiodvcweecoeoocesoccceses | 

| 
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MARSHALL’S 

COMPLETE 

COLORING SYSTEM 

$ 
Y is a lifetime non-giossy trans- 

parent fixative. Eliminates unwanted 
glare for photographing. 

MARSHALL'S complete coloring system is used by 
graphic art people the world over to save time 
and money—why not you? All Marshall products 
are available from any Art Supplier or Dealer or 
write to: 

JOHN G. MARSHALL MFG. CO. 
Graphic Art Div., 167 N. 9th St., Brooklyn 11, N. Y. 

Please send me FREE Coloring Brochure 

| 
| 

0 1 6-02. can of Pre-Color Spray at $1.50 | 
LJ 1 box of Photo-Oil Color Pencils at $4.98 
C) 1 Advanced Set of Photo-Oil Colors $7.65 

| 
1 

calendar 

Nov. 1-15... Annual Awards Exhibition, Art 
Director's Club of St. Louis, Stix, Baer & Fuller 
Exhibition Hall. 

Nov. 8-29 .. . San Francisco Art Directors 
10th Annual Exhibition, San Francisco Public 
Library, Civic Center. Preview cocktail party 
at the Library, Nov. 7. Awards Luncheon, 
Nov. 6, Canterbury Hotel. 

Nov. 13-Dec. 3 . . . “Creativity at Work,” the 
New York ADs’ layout show, Time & Life 
Bldg., 9 Rockefeller Pl. 

Nov. 24... Awards Dinner for 26th Annual 
Exhibition of Midwestern Advertising Art, 
sponsored by Art Directors Club of Chicago, 
Grand Ballroom of the Palmer House. 

December .. . Art Directors Club of Memphis, 
annual exhibition. Gallery A, Brooks Memo- 
rial Art Gallery. 

Jan. 15 . . . Illustrators Annual Exhibit, So- 
ciety of Illustrators, 128 E. 63 St. 

March 30. . . New York Art Directors Annual 
Show, Waldorf-Astoria, members’ exhibitors’ 
preview. March 31, Awards Luncheon, and 
show opens to public. Closes April 8. 

April 1-2 . . . Communications Conference, 
sponsored by New York AD Club, Waldort- 
Astoria. 

April 4 .. . Art Directors and Artists Asso- 
ciation of Iowa, 2nd Annual Exhibition, 
opens in Des Moines. 

April 15 . . . Awards Dinner, Detroit AD 
club, Statler Hotel. Exhibit to be hung follow- 
ing weekend. 

May 1959... Art Directors Club of Milwaukee 
Exhibit to be held in conjunction with Careers 
in Visual Communications Conference. 

May 8, 1959 . . . Preview of 24th Annual 
Show, Philadelphia Art Directors Club, at 
the Commercial Museum. Awards Dinner- 
Dance May 16, at Warwick Hotel. 

Arts Club of Chicago . . . Nov. 7-Dec. 7, 
Sculpture by Leonard Baskin, Joseph Glasco, 
Seymour Lipton, Julius Schmidt, Ilja Schor, 
and Fred Farr; Dec. 15-Jan. 25, Drawings 
and Small Sculpture. 

Museum of Modern Art... Jean Arp, major 
retrospective, through Nov. 30; Recent Ac- 
quisitions, through Nov. 9; Architecture 
Worth Saving, through Dec. 15. 

The Philadelphia Art Alliance . . . Nov. 28- 
Dec. 28, Exhibition of Philadelphia Sculpture. 
Portland Art Museum .. . Sept. 23-Nov. 3, 
Exhibition of Calligraphy. * 

YOU BET!...and you ain’t 

heard nothin’ yet! 

Admaster “Stats on Acetate” 
are photo sharp, clean and 
opaque! You can have ‘em in 
black, white or ANY color! 
They’re modest in cost! 

Can be used for film strip 
art, movie titles, TV art, com- 
prehensives and is limited only 
by your imagination. 

CcOsT? 
Black on clear acetate 11x 14 $2.00 

White .. 5.00 

ANY Color 7.00 

Add negative charge of $1.00 per 
sq. ft. to all orders. Acetate is .005 
thick ... available up to 20x24 
and there's no charge for opaquing 
paste-marks or positioning. 

How to order... 
Line copy (any size) plus a tissue 
tracing, showing: Focus. . . Color 
sample (when necessary) . . . Posi- 
tion of copy on acetate ... Outside 
dimensions of acetate. 

A wealth of STAT 
INFORMATION in 
our 24 poge stat 
catalog. Write or 
phone for your: 
copy to: 

Admaster 
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what’s new 

AD-LETTER STYLES: Folder showing six new 
AD-letter styles (adhesive backed acetate 
letters in sheets) from AD-Letter, 7466 
Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles 36, Cal. 

KODAK MATERIALS LIST: Compact digest of 
data on newest materials for color pho- 
tography is in “Kodak Materials for 
Color Photography”. 8-pages, has data 
on color films, processing chemicals, 
materials for color printing. Free. Sales 
Service Publications, Eastman Kodak 
Co., Rochester 4, New York. 

Cover designer 

(continued from page 26) 
this country but in Europe as well. 
Gene was born in Greenwich Village 

in 1918, studied with Leon Friend, Tom 
Benrimo, Howard Trafton and Herbert 
Bayer. He’s Aded for Abbott Kimball, 
Grey Advertising, Doyle Dane Bernbach, 
and is presently AD at Douglas D. 
Simon Advertising. He’s a member of 
the ADC of New York and of the Type 
Directors Club and owns a long string 
of awards from these as well as other 
groups. * 

LEGAL NOTICE 
Statement required by the Act of August 24, 

1912, as amended by the Acts of March 3, 1933 
and July 2, 1946 (Title 39, United States Code 
Section 283) showing the ownership, manage- 
ment and circulation of 7. Direction, published 
monthly at New York, N. Y., for October 1, 1958. 

2, names and addresses of the publisher, 
— managing editor and —. managers 

blisher, Advertisi Trade Publications, 
eas Editor, Edward Gottse toe ye —~ 
none; Business Manager, Don Barron, all of 19 W. 

St., New York 36, N. Y. 
owner is: (If owned by a corporation 

te names and ad must be stated and also 
immediately thereunder the names and addresses 
of stockholders owning or holding 1 percent of 
= of the total amount of stock. If not owned 

a corporation, the names and addresses of 
the individual owners must be given. If owned 
by a partnership or other unincorporated firm, 
its name and address as well as that of each 
individual member, must be given.) Advertising 
Trade Publications, Inc. and Don Barron, both 
of 19 W. 44th St., aoe, York 36, N. Y. and Claris 
Barron of Haviland , Stamford, Conn. 

8. The known coda, mortgagees, =p 
other security holders owning or holding 
percent or more of the total amount of bonds, 
mortgages, or other securities are: None. 

4. Paragraphs 2 and 3 include, in cases 
where the s' der or seéurity holder ap- 
pears upon the books of the company as trustee 
or in any other fiduciary relation, name of 
the person or corporation for whom such trustee 
is acting; also the statements in the two ra- 
graphs must show affiant’s full know: 
and belief as to the circumstances and conditions 
under which stockholders and security holders 
who do not appear upon the books 
as trustees, hold stock and securities in a capacity 
= than that of a bona fide owner. 

The average number of copies of each ‘issue 
or this publication sold Ky distributed, through 
the mails or otherwise, to paid subscribers dur- 
ing the 12 months preceding the date shown 

: (This ee is required from 
semi-weekly and tri-weekly news- 

papers only. ) 
DON BARRON 

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 8th 
day of September 1958. 
[SEAL] BERNARD B. KLEIN 

Notary Public 
(My commission expires March 30, 1960) 

jt gil Whether you're selling an image 

or a can of sauerkraut... 

it takes a handsome, 

no-nonsense promotion 

=... to move the goods 

. or drive 

the image home. 

/mage makers 

a and hard-se// 

merchandisers alike 

are dialing 

MU 3-8215 

. placing their 

presentation-display- 

direct mail problems 

in the hands of a 

full-line art service 

that can give them both 

excellent art direction and 

the most modern 

production facilities. It’s 

Rapid Art Service, Inc., 

we're talking about... 

at 304 East 45th St., 

New York 77. 

ektachrome retouching 
DUPLICATES, ASSEMBLIES “INI “JOIANIS 

soianis 

mildred medina 
8 EAST 48 STREET © MURRAY HILL 8-0270 

HELLO! 1S THIS PLAZA 3-5770? AN3LNI UNO SYM LVHL 0907 
JOHNSTONE & CUSHING? AT UNO GV3B NOA 41 ATIVNOLLNZINI 

137 BAST 57 th ST/N-¥C.7 NMOG 3GISdN G3LNIUd SYM OV SIHL 
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VENUS slimn 

EXTRA BOLD REGULAR 

VENUS slimmed dov 

BOLD REGULAR 

VENUS slimmed down! 

MEDIUM REGULAR 

VENUS slimmed down! 

LIGHT REGULAR 

VENUS slimmed down! 

Supplied by the same foundry that makes 

the extended version, here is the newest 

standard in successful gothic letters... 

one basic design for all weights and sizes, 

and made with an accompanying italic. 

Sizes range from 6 pt. to 84 pt. 

Venus Light with /talic Venus Medium with Italic 

Venus Bold Venus Extra Bold 

with Italic 

Send for complete showing 

M.J. BAUMWE fins Typography 

7 West 45th Street, New York 36, N. Y. « JUdson 6-3077 

STVDIO y 
ROMAN a 

Specialist in the placement of art personnel 

FRANK 
BOWLING 

Maude Lennox Personne! Service, Inc. 

630 Fifth Avenue, New York 20, N. Y. 
Circie 6-0276 

{ by appointment only 
FL 3-8133 

MODEST 

Hi-Fi, a new dimension 

Y&R opens a new news- 

paper color medium 

The Young & Rubicam-developed Hi-Fi 
full color insert, which offers adver- 
tisers a new newspaper color medium 
with magazine-type color reproduction, 
initially posed not only mechanical and 
production problems but also very im- 
portant design problems. Obviously, all 
sets of problems were solved, with the 
first successful insert appearance in 
June. Since then the agency has pro- 
duced a preprinted full-color newspaper 
insert for Jell-O Instant Puddings and 
Moore-McCormack Lines, which ap- 
peared in seven papers, an insert in 
September in two Canadian newspapers, 
another in October on the west coast 
in seven papers, and still another in 
October. More are in preliminary form, 
but not yet scheduled. 

This is how the Hi-Fi insert works: 
The full-color inserts are printed on 
coated stock in 150 line screen lithog- 
raphy on ATF perfecting five-color web 
offset publication presses. The inserts 
have to be furnished to the newspapers 
in very tightly wound, rolls of stock the 
same diameter as the blank paper rolls 
used by each individual newspaper. This 
necessitated, at the insert printers, spe- 
cial rewinding equipment with movable 
slitters and special electronic register 
and ink coverage and drying control 
units. And special techniques had to be 
worked out to coordinate the news- 
papers’ and the insert printers’ techni- 
cal requirements. 
When the newspaper receives the 

Hi-Fi roll, it is inserted in the press and 
run through with the regular newspaper 
press run. Newspapers need no addi- 
tional equipment, and there is no delay 
in printing. 
A 55-pound machine-coated paper was 

chosen for the inserts because it seemed 
to combine maximum opacity, whiteness 
and tensile strength. Opacity is neces- 

aw = © 
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Use these Nupastel companions: Nupastel Fixative & Nupastel Cleaner Trademarks Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. 

NUPASTELS 

the color sticks that are better than pastels 

Nupastels —the experienced artist’s first crumble, less smudge, less dust . . . and no 

choice! Blacks are blacker ... whites are whiter. mottling! Smooth ‘em in! Notice their uniform 

In fact, all 60 colors are radiantly finer. texture...their perfect blending quality. 

Nupastels have that real. paper “bite’—less Nupastels ... better than pastels! 

~ EBERHARD FABER‘. 1849 in writing 

WILKES-BARRE, PA. © TORONTO, CANADA 

E. M. Fuhrer Litho Co., N. Y. 

NUPASTELS (/Antists draw mother quality 



EBERHARD FABER 

for onby he fimes% wy 

ART MATERIALS 

NUPASTEL FIXATIVE—No. 2816 
16 oz. can. Permanently protects at 
press of a button! Clear matte finish won't 
dull or darken colors. Easy to rework 
dries fast—fixes and smudge-proofs. No 
2800 — 12 oz. can. 

NUPASTEL CLEANER—No. 1120 
New Pink plastic cleaner highlight 
Nupastels, chalks and charcoals. Knead 
easily into any shape for fine detail wo 
Won't crumb. Won’t weaken newly inked 
lines or leave greasy film. Non-oily. Sma 
size — No. 1110. 

NUPASTEL COLOR STICKS—No. 284 
ASSORTMENT —60 radiant colors from 
which to choose. Also 48, 36, 24, 12 and 
8 color GREY assortments. 

NUPASTEL GREY STICKS—No. 250— 
Special 8-shade grey assortment, both 
warm and cold shades. Same cleaner, 
firmer, stronger qualities of all famous 
Nupastels. 

EBERHARD FABER Fier YU ated Ear ermy— 

“ ~ -~ 

PINK PEARL—No. 101 
— Popular all-purpose eras- 
er. Soft, pliable ..» won't 
smudge or damage paper 
surfaces. Small size — No. 
100. Convenient paper 
wrapped pencil shape—No. 
400. 

RUBKLEEN— No. 6002 
— Perfect all-purpose clean- 
er. Soft, gentle yet long 
wearing. Minimum crum- 
bling. No greasy film. Extra 
large — No. 6004. Paper 
wrapped pencil form — No. 
6001. 

VAN DYKE — No. 6500 
—A soft ink eraser. Gently 
abrasive. Removes stub- 
born marks and ink from 
paper or tracing cloth. 
Small size—No. 6505. 

Le Dt ole ALLL bLbLELELELLLE LT 

Look for NUPASTEL 
display cabinet at all 

leading art supply dealers 
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‘sary because a very heavy ad may be 
"backed up by a very light ad, as was the 
fase in the Jell-O Chiffon Pie and 
Moore-McCormack insert. Whiteness is 
fan important reader attraction, Y&R 
ifelt. Tensile strength is important be- 
[cause the paper moves through two 
"separate high speed press operations. 

Designing for creepage 

Special art and copy problems arose 
when the problem of creepage was faced. 
Creepage is the term given to variations 

bin cut-off point on each page of an 
» insert, the variations ranging from 1/100 
inch a page at start of press run to five 
inches in one minute at a press speed 
of 500 newspapers a minute. Creepage 
of paper stock during a letterpress run 
occurs because of slight variations in the 
letterpress cylinder diameter and the 
weight differences between the insert 
paper and conventional newsprint. Y&R 
art directors had to overcome the design 
problem posed by the fact that though 
a color insert will start flush with the 
newspaper page at beginning of the 
run, after one minute the insert may 
be cut off five inches from the top. 
Copy and artwork had to be laid out 

in a continuous pattern so that the en- 
tire ad appears on the page, no matter 
where the cut-off occurs. Already avail- 
able continuous designs, such as those 
used for wallpaper, wrapping paper, 
bread wrappers, Y&R felt could not do 
for Hi-Fi. 
The design problem was given to the 

agency art department, director of 
which is executive vice president Fred S. 
Sergenian. AD Bill Muller, working un- 
der Jack Anthony, vice president and 
executive art supervisor, developed the 
design concept. The new technique is 
in many cases nonrepetitious. The lay- 
Outs are designed to give the advertiser 
the full benefit of an entire bleed news- 
paper page. The insert page’s continu- 
ous design includes several messages, 
and no matter where the cut-off, the ad 
shows three of the messages. All the sales 
points can be made effectively, using 
the new design technique, thus avoid- 
ing continuous-design pitfall of merely 
repeating one sales point over and over. 

Because every product and every ad 
presents its unique layout and art prob- 
lem, each account’s art director solves 
that. Illustration A is the original design 
by AD Carl G. Lins for Jell-O Chiffon 
Pie Filling. B is an example of one crop- 
ping resulting from creepage during a 
high speed press run. 

ADD YOUR INDIVIDUALITY! 

FLEXICHROME OFFERS 

YOU THE OPPOPTUNITY 

TO COORDINATE YOUR 

OWN IDEAS WITH OUR 

SKILL AND LONG 

EXPERIENCE TO PRODUCE 

THE DESIRED RESULT 

OF COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY 

FLEXICHROME e COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY 

WECO STUDIO @e 14 EAST 39th ST.e MU 5-1864 

“You're right, it is top quality illustration board.. 

... Crescent !”” “oy 
i 

Send for free samples today, to 

CRESCENT CARDBOARD COMPANY ,_ Qwatily 
1240 N. HOMAN AVENUE / cHicaco, 1umors CARDBOARD 
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PICK OUT YOUR TYPE 

Got it? Type, see? 
Like by Boro— % 

and by Boro 
you'll like type 

so buy by Boro, see? 

LA 

SACK 

BROADWAY 18, 24, 30, 36 pt 

Eh bien! 
C'est joli, 

c’est par Boro! 

WRAP 
ULTRA BODONI 8 pt. to 120 pt.! 

FUTURA DISPLAY 14, 18, 24, 30, 36, 48, 60 pt. 

Himmel und Donnerwetter! 
es Das is von Boro! 

BORO = 

TYPOCRAFEERS, INC... 

Do 
think , Yep. 

Ri ae 2” 

production bulletin 

(continued) 

Mechanical and production problems 
of Hi-Fi were solved by a team com- 
posed of Y&R production department's 
Lewis Greenwood, printing buyer for 
the collateral advertising division; Leon 
Leighton, president of Eastern Color- 
type, Clifton, N. J.; the Safran Printing 
Co., Detroit; Y&R's director of produc- 
tion John F. Aldinger; production man- 
ager Doc Parsons; all in close associa- 
tion with Walter Glenn, vice president 
and manager of the art department. 

Present status, future growth 

What is the future of Hi-Fi? Will it 

GLAUBACH PALAMARA 

WAS -3359 

three 

dimensional 

design 

TRIANGLE 

water colors 

Finely ground quality 

pigments in the widest 

range of brilliant colors. 

Superior media, ensur- 

ing smooth, even, quick 

drying characteristics. 

Old worid craftsman- 

ship — most advanced 

scientific methods. 

only Triangle gives you 

‘one stroke’ perform- 

ance ... write for new 

color chart. 

TRIANGLE COLOR COMPANY 
Producers of fine color since 1918 

1026 North Water Street 
Milwaukee 2, Wisconsin 
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spread like wildfire or will it burn out 
after a few flashy flares? At present the 
process gives no indication that it will 
do cither. Young & Rubicam president 
Sigurd S. Larmon said, when the de- 
velopment made its debut in June, that 
many factors may restrict widespread 
use of the technique. But the agency did 
contact 88 newspapers across the coun- 
try, found 78 of them able to work with 
Hi-Fi. And there are the previously re- 
ferred to inserts which have already 
appeared, and those in preliminary form 
which have not yet been scheduled. So 
there is certainly continuing interest 
from advertisers. 
And since Young & Rubicam did not 

create the insert as a one-time gimmick 
nor to combat ROP, the new technique 
may evolve into a widely acceptable 
ad medium, stimulate use of color in 
newspapers. It may grow in value to 
advertisers who want a different color 
reproduction of their products than 
ROP gives, and its use may grow in 
markets not presently covered by ROP 
color. 
American Association of Newspaper 

Representatives is collecting informa- 
tion about Hi-Fi. The mechanical de- 
partment of American Newspaper Pub- 
lishers Association is cooperating on all 
of the mechanical data. Data to be 
made available from AANR, 141 E. 44 
St., New York 17, include space costs, 
mechanical requirements of each paper 
accepting the preprinted insert, names 
of commercial printers able to handle 
preprinted inserts regardless of the 
method used. 

Price is a major factor holding back 
immediate wide acceptance of Hi-Fi. At 
present the color inserts cost approxi- 
mately slightly above twice b/w rates, 
or 70 to 80 percent above ROP rates. 
But Y&R’s Lewis Greenwood, who as- 
sisted at the birth of Hi-Fi, thinks there 
is a very definite chance that price will 
ultimately come down because positive 
savings could be effected in three areas 
—publishers’ rates, costs of paper, and 
higher speed printing. 
Though the Hi-Fi insert is printed by 

lithography, other printing processes 
could be used. Greenwood noted that 
technically any web-fed press that will 
print at least four colors on two sides, 
though five colors are probably more 
desirable, can be equipped with the 
needed rewinder, special dryers, etc. 
Which printing process may prove best 
suited to this type of insert? The final 
decision will be determined by economy, 
quality and flexibility. Maybe all proc- 
esses will be used simultaneously. 2 
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JACK WARD COLOR SERVICE 

DUPLICATE 

TRANSPARENCIES 

SAVE TIME, SAVE MONEY, 

GET BETTER RESULTS. 

Why buy less than the best . . . Jack Warp Cotor Service duplicate 
transparencies, assemblies, and separation negatives give you the 
utmost in color fidelity, can save up to hundreds of dollars on your 
engraving costs. Be assured you are getting the best that money can 
buy. Write or phone Jack Ward Color Service about your very next 
color problem. 

Also Custom Processing of; Ektachrome . .. Anscochrome . . . 
Slides . .. Dye Transfer Prints . .. Art Copies... Printons... Type 
“C” Prints ... Kodacolor . .. Ektacolor. 

JACK WARD COLOR SERVICE, inc. 

202 East 44th Street, New York 17, New York 

MuUrray Hill 7-1396 

insomniacs: 

Why loose sleep worrying whether 
color work will be ready on time? 

Instead, go right toK &L 
with your requirements for Dye 
Transfers & Ektacolor (‘‘C’’) prints 
for reproduction, comps, 
displays, color processing, 
flexichromes, transparencies, slides 
and filmstrips. Be sure of finest, 
exact color reproduction 
delivered on time. Discuss problems 
with K & L’s top technicians — 
Sam Lang and Len Zoref. 
Call or write for free color Data 
Handbook and complete Price List. 

) 3 Sunsnan 

color service, inc. 

AND ANG Dept.a.t1, 10 East 46th Street, N.Y. 17, 
N_Y. Murray Hill 7-2595 
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Props...the important providers of mood, contrast and harmony... 

employed by Gommi Studios to reveal with distinction and 

artistry the qualities of a client’s product...selected 

with an artist’s eye and tempered with professional judgment. 

GOMMI STUDIOS, Photography Albert Gommi - Joe Long + Bernard Gray + Represented by Fredric Kammier 
‘ 4 tithe 
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Whitney Wolf 

Dates and chairmen for Garrett P. 
Communications Confer- Orr, presi- 
ence, New York show dent of 

the Art 
Directors Club of New York, announced 
the appointment of Elwood Whitney as 
director of the Fourth Communications 
Conference and Henry Wolf as chair- 
man of the club’s 38th Annual Exhibi- 
tion of Advertising and Editorial Art. 
Whitney is senior vice president and 
director of Foote, Cone & Welding. Wolf 
is art director of Harper’s Bazaar. 
Deadline for submissions to the ex- 

hibition is Dec. 13. Material published 
between jan. 15, 1958 and Jan. 1, 1959 
is eligible. The show, to be hung in the 
Waldorf-Astoria, will be previewed by 
AD club members and exhibitors March 
$0 at 5 p.m. There will be a preview 
for agency and other executives March 
$1 at 11 am. The Awards Luncheon 
follows. The exhibit opens to the public 
the afternoon of March 31 and runs 
through April 8. The Communications 

AND, ayer Di RECTION 

Conference will be at the Waldorf April 
1 and 2. 
William L. Longyear, chairman of the 

department of advertising design, Pratt 
Institute, and consultant to industry, 
has been named conference chairman. 
Edward Rostock, creative director and 
vice president of Ashe & Engelmore 
Advertising, will be chairman of the 
show design committee. 

Other New York Club committee 
appointments include: director of pub- 
lic relations, Edward R. Wade, picture 
editor of This Week magazine; chair- 
man of the advisory committee, Walter 
R. Grotz, past president of the club and 
AD of Marschalk & Pratt (division of 
McCann-Erickson); chairman of the 
Awards Luncheon, Arthur Hawkins, con- 
sultant AD; chairman of the entertain- 
ment and traveling exhibition commit- 
tees, Salvatore J. Taibbi, AD of Ameri- 
can Telephone & Telegraph Co.; chair- 
man of reception and member relations, 
Robert H. Blattner, AD at Reader's 
Digest. 

Hoyt Howard of Hoyt Howard, Inc. 
continues as chairman of the research 
committee. Thomas Throck Morton of 
Outdoor Advertising, Inc. was reap- 
pointed chairman of the scholarship 
committee. John A. Skidmore of Union 
Carbide Corp. will direct the Layout 
Show. This exhibit will display layout 
sequences of each of the 16 medai win- 
ners in the club’s 1957 annual exhibi- 
tion. The layout show will be in the 
Time-Life building, main floor recep- 
tion lounge, Nov. 13-Dec. 3. Herman A. 
Davis of Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone 
will direct the Members Exhibition. 

Board members’ supervisory assign- 
ments are: Garrett Orr, constitution, 
advisory, NSAD; first vice president Bert 
W. Littmann, art direction, newsletter, 
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public relations, photography; second 
vice president Robert Gage, 38th Annual 
of Advertising Art, design, traveling ex- 
hibition; secretary William Duffy, chil- 
dren’s exhibition, entertainment, recep- 
tion and member relations; treasurer 
Mahlon A. Cline, finance, AD Founda- 
tion. 

Executive committee and their assign- 
ments: Walter Glenn, education, re- 
search, fund raising, scholarship; Wallace 
F. Hainline, conference, golf tourna- 
ment, library; Arthur Hawkins, Awards 
Luncheon, house, layout show, housing; 
Louis Dorfsman, 38th Annual Exhibi- 
tion; George Krikorian, membership, 
new member survey, speakers; William 
Strosahl, ethics, historian, members ex- 
hibition. 

William Nashville honors 
past and present officers Dillon, new 

president of 
the Art Directors Club of Nashville, 
second from right, presents silver T- 
square tie clasp to John Furlow, out- 
going president. New officers include, 
(usual order), William Gernert, secre- 
tary, Haskell Richardson, vice president, 
and far right, Dan Eadie, treasurer. Club 
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will place special emphasis this year 
on extending numbers by seeking asso- 
ciate as well as regular members. 

Memphis gets art center 

The Art Directors Club of Memphis is 
contributing to the $150,000 fund drive 
for the new Memphis Academy of Art 
building which is expected to open 
around Dec. 15. The building is the first 
in a fine arts center to be built in Over- 
ton Park. For it architects Mann & 
Harrover received one of Progressive 
Architecture magazine’s three annual 
awards for public buildings. The acad- 
emy will train students in fine arts and 
advertising art. 

A four-level structure, the base has 
auditorium, storage and crafts (includ- 
ing silk screening) space, and sculpture 
section which includes a_ courtyard. 
Largest of the second floor sections is 
devoted to advertising design classes. 
Interior design, graphic arts, drawing 
and painting rooms will also be on the 
second floor. The entire third floor will 
be given over to drawing and painting 
classes. 

Atlanta surveys ADs’ 
salaries, education, experience 

A survey of salaries, experience and 
education of art directors, artists and 
art educators in the Atlanta area, con- 
ducted for the education committee of 
the Art Directors Club of Atlanta by 
the research department of Liller, Neal, 
Battle & Lindsey, shows a salary range 
from a high of over $30,000 a year for 
one executive art director to a low of 
less than $3,500 for one art education 
supervisor. 

Educational backgrounds were not 
that far apart. All of the six surveyed 
in the art education supervisor level 
group—all women—attended college an 
average of four and a half years and 
averaged the same amount of time in 
college art courses. Of the executive art 
directors surveyed—nine men—three at- 
tended college an average of three and 
a half years with two and a half years 
of art in college. Five executive ADs 
attended professional art school an aver- 
age of three and a half years, and five 
attended night art school for an average 
of two and a quarter years. Two took 
correspondence art courses for an aver- 
age of one and a half years. 
Two executive art directors have over 

30 years experience, all nine have over 
10 years experience. Average years with 
the same firm is 10. Average gross in- 
come is $17,650 per year. One makes 
over $30,000, four make over $15,000, 
four make over $12,000, two supplement 
their income by freelancing an average 

42 

of $3,250 per year at an average hourly 
rate of $15. Six receive a bonus aver- 
aging $1,000 per year. Three receive 
retirement benefits, five receive insur- 
ance benefits averaging $30,000, four 
share in company profits, none is paid 
for overtime. One supervises 42 people, 
two supervise over 15 people, all nine 
supervise over 10 people. 

Of the 21 art directors—20 men and 
one woman -—surveyed, one reported 
$19,740, eight over- $10,000, seven over 
$9,000, two over $8,000 and two over 
$7,200. Average gross income is $10,000. 
Twelve supplement their salaries with 
freelance «work at an average of $2,535 
yearly, at an. average hourly rate of $10. 
Fourteen receive a bonus averaging $535 
per year. Seventeen are given insurance 
benefits averaging $8,000. Two share in 
company profits. Two get paid for over- 
time. Twelve receive retirement benefits. 
One supervises 19 people, six supervise 
over five people and five supervise less 
than five people. Average staff consists 
of five. 

Of the 21 ADs, 20 are in advertising, 
one combines editorial and other with 
advertising. Fifteen attended college an 
average of three and a half years, with 
three years of art in college. Fifteen at- 
tended professional art school for an 
average of three years. Eight studied at 
night art school for an average of six 
years, and four took correspondence art 
school courses for an average of one 
year. 
Three reported over 30 years of ex- 

perience, one over 25 years, five over 15, 
eight over 10, two over five and two 
under five. Average experience is 15 
years, six months. One has been with 
the same firm over 20 years, three over 
ten years, nine over five, and eight less 
than five. Average number of years with 
the same firm, five years, cight months. 

Survey breakdowns for assistant art 
directors, staff artists, free lance artists, 
art education directors and art educa- 
tion supervisors are as detailed as the 
executive art director and AD study. 

Facts were compiled from 108 returns 
of the questionnaire. 

In most cases the number of years 
of experience reflects the amount of 
income, the study found. Overall aver- 
age income of Atlanta artists came to 
$8,664.88. Beginners average $3,500. 
Educational level is high for the artists 
as a group. Personnel turnover is high- 
est in the assistant AD and staff artist 
brackets, lowest in the AD group and 
director level of art education. 

Memphis salaries range 
from $12,000 to $3500 

Art Directors Club of Memphis surveyed 

salaries in their area, compared them 
to Atlanta, Nashville, New York, Chi- 
cago and Los Angeles, drew graphs to 
graphically show highs, lows and me- 
dians of salaries for agency artists, self- 
employed and others. In the Memphis 
agency artist group, $7500 was median, 
$12,000 was high and the low was $6000. 
Self-employed high was $12,000, median 
was $7062, and low was $5500. High, 
median and low for “other” group was, 
in that order, $9000, $5650, and $3500. 
Graph also showed salary comparisons 

(average yearly incomes) for skilled 
workers in graphic arts in Memphis, in- 
cluding artists, printers, engravers and 
typographers. Artists were third with 
$6998, typographers were first with 
$8000. 

Details on the survey results may be 
obtained from Ed Bailey, 5 N. Third 
St., Memphis 3. 

LA plans its 14th 

Hugo Hammer, president of the Art Di- 
rectors Club of Los Angeles, announced 
preliminary plans for the 14th Annual 
Western Exhibition of Ad and Edito- 
rial Art. Submission to the Los Angeles 
club, 5030 Wilshire Blvd., will be ac- 
cepted from artists, photographers, de- 
signers, ad agencies, tv studios, and ad- 
vertisers from the 12 western states, 
Hawaii, and Vancouver, B. C. Final 
judging will be held in Carmel, Calif. 
where representatives from Los Angeles, 
San Francisco and the 12 western states 
will vote by secret ballot. Medal awards 
and certificates of distinctive merit will 
be presented at the annual awards din- 
ner to be held early in 1959. 

‘Creativity at work’ 
—the New York layout show 

Layout designs from conception to final 
form of each of the 16 medal winners 
in the Art Directors Club of New York’s 
37th annual show will be exhibited Nov. 
13 through Dec. at the Reception Cen- 
ter. Time & Life building, 9 Rockefeller 
Plaza. The exhibition, titled Creativity 
at Work, will be open weekdays, 9 to 
5:30, admission free. John A. Skidmore 
of Union Carbide Corp. is chairman of 
the exhibition committee. George Giusti 
designed the show. Franc Ritter of East- 
man Kodak Co. executed the design. 

Chicago’s 26th 
opens Nov. 24 
The 26th Annual Awards Dinner of the 
Art Directors Club of Chicago will be 
held Nov. 24 in the Grand Ballroom of 
the Palmer House. The club’s 26th 
Annual Exhibition of Mid-Western Ad- 
vertising Art, designed by Ralph Ecker- 
strom of Container Corporation, will be 
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open to the public following the dinner. 
All work produced in the area bounded 
by Pittsburgh in the east and the 
Rockies in the west, between Sept. 1, 
1957 to Sept. 1, 1958, was eligible for 
the competition. 
Len Rubenstein is general chairman 

of the exhibition committee. Ed Jirasek 
is co-chairman. Committee members in- 
clude Gene Walz, awards dinner; Bob 
Dunn, finance; Jules Beskin, publicity; 
Lee King, jury selection; Hal Smedley 
and Ben Rawlins, judging; Carl Regehr, 
print design; John Breunig, honorary 
membership award chairman; Ken 
Boehnert, editor 1958 Annual; Mar- 
shall Holingue, slide show; Bert Ray, 
plans group; Morton Shapiro, photog- 
raphy. 
Color slides and tv films of the ex- 

hibition will be available from Marshall 
Holingue, Clinton E. Frank, Inc., Mer- 
chandise Mart, Chicago, IIl. 
Judges include AD Jim Hastings, 

Campbell-Ewald Co.; AD Ernie Allen, 
Tatham-Laird, Inc.; creative director 
Draper Daniels, Leo Burnett Co.; 
executive AD Sam Fink, Young & Rubi- 
cam, Inc.; executive producer Herb 
Klynn, UPA; free lance writer Herb 
Futran; creative director Alice West- 
brook, North Advertising, Inc.; artist/ 
designer Franklin McMahon. 

Detroit's 1959 show 
set for midApril 
In order to coordinate the annual ex- 
hibition and awards dinner with a club- 
sponsored design conference for univer- 
sity students, Art Directors Club of 
Detroit is planning midApril dates for 
both these activities. The awards dinner 
will be held April 15 at the Statler 
Hotel, and the exhibit will be hung 
the following weekend. The show and 
conference dates were synchronized so 
that students might get the full benefit 
of both, care being taken to avoid sched- 
ules which might conflict with final 
examinations, it was announced. 

Russ Kulberg and Jack Carmichael 
are planning the awards dinner presen- 
tation programs. Graphics committee 
chairman Jim Bernardin is conducting 
a brochure contest for students. Detroit 
past presidents Warren Kemp and Doug 
MacIntosh are planning the student 
design conference. 

Other activities of the Detroit club: 
Hospital painting program, led by chair- 
man Somerville and Harley Melzian. 
A donation of $25 was approved for the 
Detroit and Michigan Artists Memorial, 
a society .established to preserve the 
works of Michigan artists. The club has 
also promised $50 as its prize in the 
Michigan Artists show. Club meetings 
this season were opened by an October 
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program featuring Herbert Matter and 
an experimental film he produced. The 
club meeting programs will be arranged 
by art directors from an agency named 
for each meeting, with the club cover- 
ing basic expenses. 

chapter clips 

Memphis: James E. Wilson, technical 
representative for Eastman Kodak Co., 
was recent guest speaker. Visitors at 
meeting included Harold Bartlett, of 
Greenhaw & Rush; Ken Westerman of 
Jimmie Jamieson Studio; Edmunda Fry 
and Joe McChesney of Merrill Kremer, 
Inc.; Richard Holley of Hallman-Mims 
Studio, George Belote of Hanson En- 
graving Co., and Lawson Williamson of 
Ransom and Ransom... Mike Capadalis 
is new member . . . Ed Bailey has been 
appointed exhibition design chairman 
for the club’s December show which 
will be at the Brooks Gallery... Plant 
tour of Bruce Carton Co. to see com- 
plete packaging operation was a recent 
meeting program. AD Rex Brasher and 
sales manager Jackson Farris discussed 
role of packaging in modern selling. 
Miami: Sixth Annual Exhibition and 
Awards Banquet of the Art Directors 
Club of Greater Miami was held at the 
new DuPont Plaza Center. Show was 
open to the public for 10 days following 
the banquet. Sam Willig was chairman 
of the exhibit. 

Portland: Graphic and industrial designer 
Byron Ferris who is a past president of 
the Portland Art Directors Club re- 
viewed the Brussels World’s Fair, at 
recent program. He showed color slides 
of displays, architecture and cultural ex- 
hibits...Club president John Semple 
announced designs of many club mem- 
bers will be included in Oregon’s Cen- 
tennial exhibits next year. 

Philadelphia: Club members heard discus- 
sion on Re-Creating Creativity by panel- 
ists Joseph Low, artist/designer; Henry 
Wolf, AD, Harper’s Bazaar; John H. 
Tinker, Jr., creative director and senior 
vice president, McCann-Erickson. 
St. Levis: St. Louis Art Director’s Club 
cooperating in St. Louis AD-Vantages, 
new publication by the Advertising Club 
of St. Louis. Pres Bagent is art director, 
and the club will produce a cover and 
a spread in each issue. Jean Flowers of 
Cassell & Paul did cover for Vol. 1, 
No. 2, and Phil Gnaegy, AD for Inter- 
national Shoe Corp., did editorial layout 
for story on that company’s advertising 
program. Harry ‘Sparling designed the 
editorial spread of a story on the Von 
Hoffmann Press. 
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Artists Guild elects Youngest presi- 
AD Ernest Brown dent ever elected 

by the Artists 
Guild of New York is 32-year-old Ernest 
Brown, AD with Training Films, Inc. 
A New Yorker for 10 years, he was 
originally a Pennsylvanian, holds a BFA 
from Pratt Institute. The Guild's other 
new officers are first vice president Cliff 
Glynn, free lance designer spécializing 
in promotion; second vice president 
Sam Sedano, display designer for Mess- 
more & Damon Co. Secretary Margaret 
Ayer Smith and _ treasurer Robert 
MacDonald continue their respective 
posts. Recording secretary is Otto Mar- 
kevics. 

AN INVITATION POR ENTRIES TO THE 
FOURTH ANNUAL PAINTING OF THE YEAR 

MEAD A ANTA PAPER COMPANY 

Total image for AD Herb 
Paintings of the Year Meyers de- 

signed a total 

a3 



image for the Mead-Atlanta Paper Co.'s 
Fourth Annual Painting of the Year 
“campaign”. The blue-ribboned gold 
medal symbol appeared on prospectus, 
shown here, (printed by both offset and 
letterpress), as well as on posters, entry 
cards, envelopes, letterheads, the show 
catalog. And on a restrained white in- 
vitation to the show, the symbol was 
blind-stamped onto invitation’s cover. 
The arrangement of artist's tools within 
the serrated circle comes from the Third 
Annual when a halftone of the tool 
arrangement was used as cover for show 
catalog and mailer, address labels, and 
as a poster design. 

ee mee HG oe 

Warmth for hard-sell Editorial style 
photographs by 

Frank Cowan for series of fall magazine 
ads by AD George Ancona of Daniel 
& Charles for client Fruit of the Loom 
Socks feature nonpro models in true-to- 
life situations. Benefits of the nylon 
stretch socks are indicated in photos 
which catch at one time both the 
warmth, vigor and charm of children 
and also product-in-action. Theme, “the 
socks that grow with growing feet” ap- 
pears always in white at bottom of lay- 
out-dominating halftone. Strongsell copy 
plus price, packaged product and trade- 
mark are always featured. 
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Here are two 2 new looks 
in story illustration departures 

from Satur- 
day Evening Post’s policy of illus- 
trating via realistic art. J. Frederick 
Smith’s color photographs (la and 
Ib) for Robert Nathan’s novel solved 
both realistic and surrealistic illustra- 
tion problems posed by the novel. 
AD Kenneth Stuart said that after 
sketches were made of scenes picked 
to convey the story’s theme, “paint- 
ing just couldn’t bring it off.” But 
the “posed artificial look that most 
photographic illustrations have” had 
to be avoided. Smith’s photographs 
solved the dilemma, also showed ver- 
satility and possibilities of his me- 
dium. The father and children, real 
characters, are photographed that 
way. The mermaid visually conveys 
the unique mood she lends to the 
story. 

For Paul Darcy Boles’ story, Sweet 
Chariot, AD Stuart chose not to use 
the kind of realistic humorous illus- 
trations commonly seen with such 
stories of Kentucky mountaineers. 
“The illustrator will usually make a 
drawing showing humorous charac- 
ters, which is liked by other illus- 
trators, but the story is not read by 
our audience.” For a new look, far 
from the usual realism, Erik Blegvad 
did a charming group of drawings 
(see example 2b). 
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Pick your trend — 
1 each for decanters and prewraps 

Christmas packaging in the nation’s 
three major distilleries—National, Schen- 
ley and Seagram—reveals no single trend 
for all, but rather one emphasizing 
decanters, another concentrating on gift 
prewraps, and the third split down the 
middle, offering both. National Dis- 
tillers has a full line of prewraps, except 
for the lone decanter introduced last 
year for Old Grand-Dad bottled in bond 
bourbon. The new Old Grand-Dad 86 
proof will come in gift cartons, however, 
as wil] the rest of the National line. 
National will also offer premium brand 
pints in gift cartons. One gift wrap will 
add sound. This is the vodka which will 
come with a miniature workable bell. 

Schenley’s large line of gift decanters 
have been increased by four. At the 
same time, the Old Stagg brand is being 
offered in a new open-face prewrap box, 
to test consumer reaction to a decanter- 
less Schenley. 
Seagram believes in both trends. Four 

brands will come in gift decanters hold- 
ing fifths, and one quart size decanter 
will also be presented. The rest of the 
Seagram line will come in prewraps, 
with gift packs offered down to the pint 
size. 

In direct opposition to Schenley’s 
packaging thinking, Hiram Walker con- 
tinues its gift wrap policy but offers one 
decanter, for Walker’s De Luxe. 
Brown-Forman’s only decanter is a 

Raymond Loewy design for Old For- 
ester. This brand will also come in its 
usual bottle plus gift carton. Other 
brands by this distiller will come in gift 
cartons. One unusual Brown-Forman 
gift bottle is the Bols Ballerina, which 
offers sound and motion as well as 
liqueur. In the bell-shaped glass are a 
tiny ballerina (set in the clapper space) 
and, inset in the bottle’s base, is a small 
music box and springwound mechanism. 
When the bottle is raised for pouring, 
the ballerina whirls and pirouettes to 
soft tinkling music. The automatic 
mechanism shuts itself off when the 
bottle is placed on the table. 

lowa ADS plan 
2nd exhibition 

The Art Directors and Artists Associa- 
tion of Iowa, formerly named the 
ADAA of Des Moines, will hold its 
second annual exhibition in Des Moines 
next spring. Opening date is April 4. 
Show planners are program chairman 
Harry Watts of Bankers Life Co., assist- 
ant chairman Robert Christiansen, Look 
Magazine; secretary Bob Alberty, Mere- 
dith Publishing Co.; treasurer Bill Fultz, 
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Meredith Publishing Co.; exhibition de- 
sign, Lynn Stacey, Freeman Decorating 
Co.; printed material, Jim Lienhart, 
Meredith Publishing Co.; publicity, 
Wendell Mohr, Fairall & Co. 
ADAA members were represented in 

the Art Salon, held as part of the 100th 
Iowa State Fair. Wendell Mohr won 
second place in the watercolor section. 
Other ADAA members exhibiting in- 
cluded William Behm, Bill Fultz, John 
Sirotiak and Bob Lindborg. 

Fall programs began with an October 
meeting addressed by William McClusky 
of Hallmark Cards. 

3 new district offices 
opened by Interstate Photographers 

With the opening of three new branches, 
Interstate Industrial Reporting Service 
and its subsidiary Interstate Photogra- 
phers count six centers for providing 
photographic and case history reports. 
In addition to the New York head- 
quarters and regional offices in Chicago 
and San Francisco, general manager 
Alexander Roberts announced three 
new branches have been established in 
Pittsburgh, Detroit and Los Angeles. 
Carl G. Lindquist is district manager 

OG Seer 5 

Fall goes on a. color kick with Van Raalte 

es 

Elongated legs 

of the Pittsburgh office, B. F. Jones Bldg., 
311 Ross St. William W. Sweet is district 
manager in Detroit, Park Ave. Bldg., 
Park & Adams Sts. The Los Angeles 
office is at 3839 Wilshire Blvd., with 
Louis J. Karmel as district manager. 

illustrators exhibit 
deadline Nov. 15 

Closing date for entries in the 1959 
Illustrators Annual Exhibit is Nov. 15. 
The show will be held next Jan. 15 at 
the main art gallery, Society of Illustra- 
tors, 128 E. 63 St. David Stone is exhibi- 
tion chairman. 

Judges for the show’s five catego- 
ries: Editorial Illustrations—Harold Von 
Schmidt, Coby Whitmore, Robert Ather- 
ton, Lorraine Fox, Ken Riley. Adver- 
tising Illustration — Bernard D'Andrea, 
Robert Fawcett, Jack Tinker, Joe Bow- 
ler, Phil Hayes. Institution Publication 
Illustration — Harry Carter, Bradbury 
Thompson, Robert Hallock, Bernard 
Simpson, Evelyn Ness, Robert Thom. 
Book Illustration— Lynd Ward, Fritz 
Eichenberg, Roger Duvoisin, Antonio 
Frasconi, Mary Blair. TV Graphic Arts— 
Howard Munce, Jack Sidebotham, Jack 
Zander, Steve Frankfort, Lee Blair. 

For a full color double spread in fall issues of fashion 
show product the most magazines, to show off Van Raalte’s colored stockings, 

photographer Dan Wynn achieved exaggerated effect of 
legs by using a special lens with which he has been experimenting. The lens can 
be adjusted to expand or contract the subject as desired along any chosen axis. 
For this ad he used an elongation of about 15-20 percent more than real life, for 
striking yet lifelike look. AD, Ralph Breswitz of C. J. LaRoche. = 
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WHAT’S NEW...WHAT’S BEST 

Art Direction’s critic panel watches direct mail, displays, 

packaging, newspaper ads, consumer and business magazine ads, posters, TV 

Space economizer, a strong display point 
Merchandising display unit for Motorola 
radios achieves economy of space while 
displaying eight radios in area usually 
occupied by two. Identification is 
achieved by structural design, charac- 
teristic of this manufacturer, and by 
logo atop display unit. A wraparound on 
unit carries copy. The display also 
offers mobility, pilferproofing and per- 
manence at low cost. Designer, Walter 
A. Mazeski, Kling Studios, Inc. Con- 
sultant, Joseph M. Callan, Kling Stu- 
dios, Inc. 

New pack design: 
Sensitive, direct, rulebreaking 
“This Tareyton Dual Filter cigaret 

4a 

package designed by Lippincott and 
Margulies for American Tobacco Co. 
goes further toward the clean and sim- 
ple than did the Old Gold Straights. 
We see here greater graphic sensitivity 
and directness. Note especially the un- 
usual thin gold stripe zip tape and 
the daringly simple red bars which, by 
the way, are on opposing sides of the 
front and back of the package—another 
old rule broken.” 

Mock candid realism for successful ad 
“This ad takes on the form of a close- 
to-candid testimonial for advertising in 
the Wall Street Journal, more effective 
because most people—particularly the 
professions to whom this ad is aimed— 
are preconditioned adversely to the ordi- 
nary type of testimonial ad ... whereas 
here, the reader is seemingly allowed to 
eavesdrop on an indirect and believable 
reference to the success of a client's ad 
and thereby led to accept the message 
much more easily. The selection of the 
model and handling of the copy all con- 
tribute to the mock candid realism that 
makes this ad successful.” Taken in the 
office of Martin K. Specter Associates, 

this is the biggest blowup of a Polaroid 
shot ever printed. AD, Richard Strellike, 
then with Specter. Photographer, Ed- 
ward R. Scovner. Model, Penny Bank 
(a real office manager, just as the ad 
copy says). Copy, Martin Specter. 

Abstract keys a missile story 
Abstract approach to tell the story of 
ITT’s Talos missile was decided upon 
by AD Lester J. Loh of J. M. Mathes 
and artist Hubertus von Zitzewitz. Loh 
is executive vice president of J. M. 
Mathes and heads the creative depart- 
ment. Result: Graphic of stark simplicity 
and high visibility. This, plus short 
headline invites readership of informa- 
tive, quick reading copy. Subject of ad 
appearing in national magazines and 
newspapers was chosen to tell the story 
of ITT, a leader in the field of elec- 
tronics and telecommunications, a cor- 
poration whose product is research and 
development, a product not to be found 
on supermarket and department store 
shelves. This ad is one in the abstract 
art series accepted, and found successful, 
by conservative ITT. 
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1) Kari Fink, industrial designer. 2) Georg Olden, 
Grector of graphic arts, CBS-TV. 3) Garrett 
Orr, associate AD, Outdoor Advertising, Inc. 

Birth announcements make happy strides 
“Birth announcements are mailings that 
have made happy strides. The stock an- 
nouncement of vital statistics, which 
apart from the names, was applicable to 
all, has given away to personal, indi- 
vidual identity announcements. The de- 
signer has taken the place of the local 
stationery shop. When Jon Buelow was 
asked to do a birth announcement for 
the Bar-Illans, the result was the natural 
you see here. You can savor the thinking 
that went into the design when you 
know that the Bar-Illans are both con- 
cert pianists.” Designer/photographer, 
Jon Buelow. 

& 

«= 

Stills + abstracts = imaginative commercial 
This frame from commercial for Chem- 
strand nylon lingerie indicates use of 
still photographs and well coordinated 
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4) George Krikorian, promotion AD, Look. 5) 
Peter Palazzo, advertising & visual director of 
Henri Bendel. 6) Art Kane, executive AD, Irving 

abstract elements for extremely well 
designed and imaginative film. Commer- 
cial had to interrupt, entertain and 
excite the audience, have a flip, sophis- 
ticated tone, shout high fashion. Frame 
by frame integration of film with track 
cut a line in the lyrics if the line did 
not work out visually, cut a picture if 
it did not carry out the spirit of the 
lyrics. Agency, Doyle, Dane Bernbach. 
AD, Bob Gage. Photography, Bill Hel- 
burn. Agency producer, Don Trevor. 
Copy, Phyllis Robinson. Music, Mitch 
Leigh of Music Makers. Model, Linda 
Harper. 

Unusual design/ production 
This very interesting poster combines 
storytelling design, product package pic- 
ture (for a major design element, iden- 
tification and copy holder), and simplest 
headline for outstanding exposure in 
the Pittsburgh market. This poster was 
first to employ actual aluminum foil 
strip “coming out of” package. The 
strip hangs from regular billboard paper 
3D picture of box. (A second poster in 
series has entire background of alumi- 
num foil, graphic consisting only of 
package reproduction.) This “wife saver” 
poster with the actual seven-inch strip 
of foil is result of two years of experi- 
mentation at Alcoa’s laminating plant 
in Davenport, Ia. Pittsburgh Outdoor 
Advertising Co. tested various sizes and 
materials over six-month period before 
determining proper size of strip and 
type ‘of foil to stand up under bad 

Serwer, Advertising. 7) John Jamison, AD, J. M. 
Mathes, Inc. 8) Gabryel de Million-Czarnecki, de- 
signer, Container Corporation of America. 

weather and at same time be flexible 
enough to wave in a light wind to give 
sparkling effect. The strip is of double 
strength Alcoa Wrap Laminated Videne, 
reinforced at each end with a special 
tape to keep strip from tearing in the 
wind. ADs Frank Perry and Edward 
Spahr of Ketchum, Mac Leod & Grove 
are in charge of this Alcoa campaign. 
This lithographed poster has blue and 
red box and housewife, in four-color 
process, against a white background. 
Title is in process red. 

Making a prop out of type 
“A very, very tasteful ad, the props, the 
lighting, and the materials used and the 
way in which they were used all con- 
tribute to this ad’s outstanding quality. 
Typewise, the ad is so much better than 
is usually found. The type construction 
for ‘jr.’, this combination of type, art 
and prop was handled with exquisite 
taste.” AD Lee Batlin’of Altman-Stoller 
dramatized “jr.” in 3D lighted letters 
to emphasize sophistication in client 
Cuddlecoat Jr.’s high fashion line of 
junior clothes. Usual connotation of 
“junior” in fashion—coy or kittenish— 
had to be eliminated boldly. Photogra- 
pher, Bill Helburn. Copy, Lois Harmon. 
Account executive, David R. Altman. @ 
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A Starch Reader Impression Report 

how effective is clean design in trade ads? 

By the standards of high-budget con- 
sumer advertising, many business paper 
advertisements seem primitive in art- 
work and layout. All too frequently, the 
business paper advertiser, operating on 
a traditionally low budget, regards qual- 
ity artwork as an expensive frill which 
he cannot afford. 

Today, there is a definite trend toward 
higher production budgets for advertis- 
ing placed in business journals, but 
money alone will not insure sophisti- 
cated and appealing presentations. In 
fact, advertisers who have _ invested 
heavily in expensive, avant-garde layouts 
may be appalled to discover, through 
research programs like the Starch Reader 
Impression Studies, that the readers of 
business journals often reveal a basic 
distrust of any presentation which is too 
“arty”. In many respects, the art director 
and the figures-and-facts minded busi- 
nessman live in two completely different 
worlds. Since most businessmen do not 
look for inherent meanings in form or 
structure, they may find abstract or sym- 
bolic artwork nonsensical. 

Does this mean that business paper 
advertising is forever sentenced to a 
regimen of dull, tasteless illustrations 
and cluttered layouts? Does it mean that 

the businessman is incapable of respond- 
ing to a clean, modern presentation 
which is primarily graphic in nature? 
By no means. Several corporate adver- 
tisers, such as the Associated Spring 
Corporation, are already using such pre- 
sentations successfully. 

These two Associated Spring adver- 
tisements, which appeared in Business 
Week, were studied by the Reader Im- 
pression Program under the direction of 
Leonard Gerson, Starch Vice President. 
Reader responses show that the simpler 
of the two ads is also the more effective 
communication. 

This advertiser enjoys the initial ad- 
vantage of having a product with an 
intrinsically dynamic form, and he has 
taken full advantage of this form in 
the ads reproduced here. Although 
springs may come in different shapes, 
most of us think of springs in terms of 
coils or spirals, and contrast in size 
alone is enough to convey the idea of 
versatility in this type of product. 
Readers believe the caption, “There’s 
nothing more versatile than a spring,” 
because the illustration establishes this 
versatility before the reader is even ex- 
posed to the caption. 
The advertisement on the right is 

almost equally successful in conveying 
the ideas of quality, precision and versa- 
tility associated with the advertiser's 
corporate image, but here the illustra- 
tion led to a few cases of misinterpreta- 
tion. Ignoring the reverse black copy in 
the upper-left corner of the ad, some 
readers remarked that the rolls of strip 
steel shown were “mighty big springs.” 

Both of these advertisements represent 
the coming trend toward cleaner and 
more sophisticated business paper ad- 
vertising. The more foresighted readers 
among the business audience already 
realize that well-designed innovations 
in advertising and package design can 
help to move their consumer products; 
the two worlds of the businessman and 
the artist are slowly but steadily con- 
verging. 

For the present, however, the most 
important point to remember is that the 
more successful business paper adver- 
tisements continue to subordinate form 
to meaning. The artist frequently pro- 
ceeds from an appreciation of structure 
to inferred meanings; the businessman 
usually proceeds from explicit meanings 
associated with the product or advertiser 
to a secondary appreciation of the 
structure. © 
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Buick is not alone among the automo- 
bile manufacturers fighting to rebound 
from a sales-poor 1958, driving to up 
its share of the market in what promises 
to be a year of recovery for the national 
economy. 

But two dramatic marketing moves 
distinguish the Buick campaign, make 
it The Campaign. Product-wise: the 
Buick is a new car. Gone are the Road- 
master, Century, Super, Special and the 
Limited. In their place is a three-series 
line with such imported-sounding names 
as Electra, Invicta, and Le Sabre. Gone 
is the blunt, solid, conservative look. In 
its place is a new but not radical sleek- 
ness. Ad copy calls it “lean and clean 
and stunningly low”. It is at once classic 
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HE CAMPAIGN... 

in flow of body lines yet very much 
1959ish “classic modern”, it is called. 
Dramatic move Number 2 centers 

around the ad world. This is the ac- 
count that moved to McCann-Erickson 
from Kudner. The ad world that 
watched the creative campaigns McCann- 
ran for Chrysler is now watching the 
new Buick campaign unfold. A big ad 
and big automotive question of the year 
is whether the team of a new Buick and 
a new advertising approach will make 
a new slogan, “When better car sales 
are made, Buick and McCann will make 
them.” 
How is McCann giving the new Buick 

a new look? 
The campaign in magazines, news- 



© 79a ELECTRA 
The moat huxurious Buick 

OPENING PAGE OF 5 PAGE MAGAZINE AD 

INVICTA 
The most spirited Buick 

From anywhere you look, here is a classic modern concept that is Buick speaking a. 

Mere it is... and now you know! Know why we have called this THE CAR. Know that a new generation 
of great Buicks is truly now here. From just this one view you can see that here is not just new design ... 
but splendidty rignt design for this day and age A car that is lean and clean and stunningly low .. and at 
the same time great in headroom and legroom. easy to get into or out of. And when you see your Buick 

* dealer and walk the whole wonderful way around this Buick, you'll know still more how right all thie ie. 
tanguage of to- 

day. A language oF fine cars priced within the reach of almost anyone. A language of quailty and comfort 
and quiet pride of ownership... a language of performance satiefactions without equal. (see next page)| 

Buick has given its new agency a new car to shout about ... 

McCann-Erickson is giving the car-buying world 

a new image of a famous old name 

papers and TV is a combination of 
shocker announcement contrasting into 
a mood approach. Page one of the open- 
ing salvo in the September 22 Life fea- 
tured two huge words “The Car”, let- 
tered by Irving Bogen. “The” was in 
yellow, 6” high. “Car” was equally high 
and in green. Background of entire ad 
was a solid blue. 

No copy said so...no words said so, 
but you knew, you felt instantly — the 
1959 Buick is truly new. You can argue 
the combination of colors, the details 
of the lettering, the use of a full-page 
in Life for little more than two words, 
but as a practitioner of visual communi- 
cations you have to admire how much 
this one page does to build a new image 
of Buick, to wipe out the old image, to 
create not mere interest but genuine 
excitement. 

The remaining four pages of the five- 
pager are very straightforward in layout. 
After the first shocker the stage is turned 

over to the product. The first spread 
features one huge Buick, almost bleed- 
ing off the opposite sides. This is “The 
Car” you will be hearing about all year. 
No people. No scenic background. More 
of the Bogen lettering, (original layout 
for lettering made by AD Don Shure) 
and more green on blue. But the car 
is up front and center and without trick 
worm’s eye, bird’s eye, front or rear views. 

Second spread of the opening ad is a 
high-readership type Life-style picture- 
caption feature about “The Car.” Here 
you see the new Buick in different 
colors, different models, different angles 
and in action. Captions plug perform- 
ance features. Style, locks, may be the 
major appeal of the ad and of the cam- 
paign, but for the buyer in the market, 
the man who reads the copy, there is 
plenty of talk about new chassis and 
rigid K-frame, new braking system, new 
power steering, twin-turbine transmis- 
sion and vertical valve V-8 engines. 

These ads aim to intrigue, then sell. 
Some of the first insertions employ 
illustration, but chiefly because the car 
itself was not ready for camera when the 
ads were prepared. Essentially this is a 
photographic camapign, and much stress 
will be on mood photography, by Mickey 
McGuire of Boulevard Photographic 
Studios in Detroit. Illustrations on the 
opening ads were done by the Art 
Group, Detroit. 

Newspaper ads also have their own 
unmistakable style, also feature the spe- 
cially lettered words “The Car.” The 
lettering style will be a distinctive mark 
of the campaign in all media—in TV, 
at dealer meetings ,and will be almost 
a symbol for the new Buick. 

McCann’s creative team behind the 
Buick team will be among those most 
earnestly counting the ballots in mid-59 
to see whether “The Car”, driven by 
The Campaign, made The Comeback of 
the year. * 
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Naturally, a man feels good when his judgmert rewards him with the finest performance va've 
ever built into the Buick. And when his taste selects the most magnificent looking Buich m nearty 
sixty years. Even wher you walk away from it, you can't help but turn your head te took at that 
wonderful choice of yours. And in every driving situaton the 59 Buck proves your wisdom 
You tearn its strength and solidity and power | 9p. apht-second response n handling. Ita 
luxurious comfort and quietness. No wonder the car you've thosen deserves to be called the car 
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TV material, AD William Duffy 
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Acoles & Pollock say 
hee athore abeoeys osm Iefore the omg and ries were 

by Kim Taylor, Assistant Editor, Graphis 

Once upon a time banks, pharmaceu- 
tical firms and large industrial concerns 
in all their advertising presented digni- 
fied and serious faces. While a bank 
advertisement in the hands of a cartoon- 
ist might well gain wide attention, it 
must always be asked if the consequent 
laughter will be accompanied by con- 
fidence. Or may it suggest irresponsi- 
bility? While soups and soaps and 
ladies’ stockings can be sold by a sniile, 
can the same be said for the place where 
a man entrusts his wherewithal? Will 
a smile sell reputable drugs or, say, steel 
tubes? 

Clearly it depends. Laughter can up- 
lift or it can undermine. In the realm 
of advertising, even lunacy, when it is 
inspired, will succeed. See the first illus- 

trations shown here: they are part of a 
campaign of consistent lunacy that has 
continued over twenty years for British 
manufacturers of steel tubing. The 
clients, Accles and Pollock, and their 
advertising agents haven’t been unques- 
tioning in their use of folly for serious 
ends. An advertisement appeared invit- 
ing the public to vote for frivolous or 
factual advertisements (see 2). The de- 
cision was published: ‘In a recent ballot, 
readers voted plainly in favour of not 
doing advertisements to please the direc- 
tors. As a consolation, we shall occa- 
sionally give them a corner to do what 
they like in.’ The directors made clear 
in this corner what they thought of their 
agents’ advertising methods (see 4). In 
the corner of another advertisement Mr. 

Accles complained: ‘Some people don’t 
know we hold the largest stock of pre- 
cision steel tubes in the country.’ ‘Some 
people don’t even care’, replied Mr. 
Pollock sadly. Judging by results how- 
ever, enough people of the right sort 
have cared and so have fully justified 
the path of lunacy that the generous 
directors have allowed their agents to 
pursue. 

It is not by accident that the other 
examples shown here are from England. 
It was there that a scholar of higher 
mathematics told a little girl the story 
of the Mad Hatter’s Tea Party; in that 
strange land eccentrics are still allowed, 
while even the more normal folk have 
made it a matter of dignity, as the last 
war showed, not to be too serious about 
serious things. s 

3, 

4, 

11) 

12) 
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LUNACY 

1) JOHN GRANT + W. SUSCHITZKY: Press advertisement for 
Accles and Pollock steel tubes. Agency: T. Booth Waddicor & 
Portnere. in the service 

2) JOHN GRANT: Advertisement inviting the public to vote for 
factual or for frivolous advertising. 

3) JOHN GRANT: The vote ia for lunacy. The protesting directors, 
Mr. Accles & Mr. Pollock, are allowed a corner to express 
their views. °_- 

of advertising 
4) JOHN GRANT: Detoilt of corner wherein Mr. Accles and 

Mr. Pollock make plain their opinions about their advertising 
agent’s approach. 

5) ROWLAND EMETT: Advertisement for knitting wools. 
6) PETER KNEEBONE: One of a series of full colour advertisements 

covering different industries served by Shell oils. 
7) ANTHONY GROVES-RAINES: Page from a Guinness booklet 

parodying Mrs. Beeton, the 19th century adviser on etiquette. 
8, 9,10) SHEILA PERRY: Pages from house organ of Gilbeys, 

London wine merchants, showing how an Archdeacon can serve 
an Important Teetotal Guest with a satisfactory meal at which 
only water is drunk. : 

11) RONALD SEARLE: Menu cover for Third Annual Congress on 
International Federation of Press Cutting Agencies held in 
London. Note clipping scissors and glue. 

12) DEREK HARRIS: Cover of ‘Spring’ number of Bulletin of Society 
of Industrial Artists. Incidentally, a fine wood engraving. 
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New York’s recent three days full of 
Run of Paper color—mechanical infor- 
mation, advice from leaders in their 
fields on how to solve creative and 
reproduction problems, exhibits, awards, 
even ‘a dramatic presentation full of 
curves and color” featuring famous car- 
toonists and “Copacabana nightclub 
lovelies”—was the latest and stellar per- 
formance in three years of annual con- 
ferences sponsored by American Asso- 
ciation of Newspaper Representatives 
to increase the newspaper ROP color 
user market. 

This was the first time the conference 
was held in New York, this was the first 
time special awards were made for crea- 
tive use of ROP, and this was the first 
time AANR was joined by co-sponsor 
organizations. Joint sponsors were Art 
Directors Club of New York, Adver- 
tising Agency Production Club of New 
York, 4As, Brand Names Foundation, 
Newspaper Advertising Executives Assn., 
Bureau of Advertising, ANPA. 

Editor & Publisher magazine, which 
devoted an entire issue to the confer- 
ence the week it was held, presented its 
second annual awards for best reproduc- 
tion quality and its first annual awards 
for best creative use of ROP color. 

The evident targets of the massive 
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frontal attack on ROPless New York 
were: To convince agencies that ROP 
today is practically uniform in quality 
nationwide, and that that quality is 
very high. To convince advertisers that 
newspaper ROP color campaigns greatly 
up ads’ attention value and package and 
brand name identification, build pres- 
tige, add taste appeal to food ads, in- 
crease distribution. To convince New 
York agencies specifically—through con- 
ference programs’ involvement of and 
direction to creative, production and, 
marketing personnel —that their ROP 
placement rate should rise quickly and 
much. 

New York is one of four cities of over 
one-half million population to have no 
4-color newspaper ROP, and originates 
a lower percentage of ROP color ads 
than Chicago, San Francisco, Los An- 
geles and elsewhere. 

How well did the three-day ROP 
campaign succeed? There can be no 
doubt about the value of the confer- 
ence, its scope, the opportunities to hear 
leaders in all the fields concerned with 
ROP, the benefits provided by partici- 
pating in and listening to panel dis- 
cussions by art directors, production 
managers, advertisers, and newspaper 
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pnewspaper ROP color conference 

ROP mechanical production men. Not 
to mention special features such as: 
An address (at the Awards Dinner) 

by J. Kingsbury Smith, vice president 
and associate general manager, United 
Press International, speaking on Clarify- 
ing the Middle East Muddle. A demon- 
stration of production of an actual 
newspaper ad in color right through to 
receiving a tear sheet of same (next 
day). Reports of various surveys on ROP 
use and economics. And last but far 
from least, special exhibits of ROP ads. 
One display was assembled to point up 
national ad campaigns in both spot and 
full color, intended to show the little 
variance in reproduction from city to 
city. Another exhibit displayed retail 
ROP color ads. 
But the national exhibits did reveal 

variance in reproduction from paper to 
paper. And the best ROP ads generally 
seemed to be those placed at the local 
level, such as those by the Dallas high 
fashion department store Neiman-Mar- 
cus and Rich’s of Atlanta. Best repro- 
duction appeared most often in spot’ 
color ads. The noteworthy full color ads 
had large, flat color areas, were art 
tather than photography. English ads— 
from the Liverpool Daily Post & Echo, 
only ROP paper in Great Britain—were 
outstanding. 

Att Direction / 
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when 

alone... 

good 

in every cup... 

Editor & Publisher’s. award for best 
creative use of full color ROP went to 
N. W. Ayer & Son’s full page for 
National Dairy Products Corp., Sealtest 
Div. Product in use was photographed 
against black-raspberry blue background. 
Wax berries were made part of the 
otherwise white cutout block letters of 
product name. Trademark at bottom 
of page, off-center, and letters at top 
of ad, are in red. For best creative use 
of spot color, ExP presented an award 
to McCann-Erickson’s ad for local place- 
ment by Coca-Cola bottlers. “Coca-Cola 
red” is used for backgrounding wash 
drawing, also package and symbol at 
bottom, offcenter. Duplicate awards 
went to advertisers and agencies, minia- 
tures to ADs and copy chiefs. 

The two creative award winners were 
selected from 313 entries by 51 agencies. 
Arthur Porter, vice president J. Walter 
Thompson Co., was chairman of the 
color creativity panel of nine judges. 
Melvin Loos, adjunct professor of 
graphic arts at Columbia University and 
head of its Printing Office, served as 
chairman of the ROP reproduction 
competition judges. They chose 12 
award winners from 2051 entries by 
153 papers. ° 

2) 

3 - 

4) 

5) 

COFFEE - ™ 300d a 

Spot color creativity award 
AD: William Free 
Art: Bernie Fuchs 
Copy chief: Alberta Hays 
Agency: McCann-Erickson 
Client: Coca-Cola Co. 
Full color creativity award 
ADs: Robert Leubers, Wing Fong 
Photographer: George Lazarnick 
Agency: N. W. Ayer & Son 
Client: National Dairy Products Corp. 
Reproduction award, genl. subj. 

circ. under 100,000, 3 colors & black 
Paper: Daily Olympian 
Agency: Miller, McKay, Hoeck & Hartung 
AD: James E. Peck 
Art: Ren Wicks 
Copy: Roger Bye 
Client: Rainer Beer 

From retail advertising exhibit, full color 
AD: Art Shipman 
Designer: George Coutts 
Art: June Dickson 
Client: Neiman Marcus 
Paper: Dallas Morning News 

From retail advertising exhibit, full color 
AD: Fred Bohrman 
Copy chief: Lenora Gordon 
Advertising manager: Joan Van de Erve 
Client: Rich’s 
Paper: Atlanta Journal & Constitution 

&7) Entry, full color creativity 
AD: Frank Westbrook 
Photographer: For (6), Stephen Heiser 

For (7), Lennie Warren 
Studio: For (6), Stephens Biondi DeCicco 

For (7), Promotional Arte 
Copy chief: John Winter 
Agency: Lilienfeld & Co. 
Client: Thos. J. Webb Coffee Co. 



Bob Freeman, Marlow Hartung, George Culler, 
Morgan Henninger, Claire Falkenstein. 

Shot of screening group. 

Fred Cole and Morgan Henninger. 

New tllustration 

San Francisco's Tenth Annual Exhibi- 
tion of Advertising and Editorial Art 
clearly shows that Northern California 
has an abundance of people in the pro- 
fession with outstanding illustrative 
ability. It also indicates that San Fran- 
cisco, which has given so many top 
ranking illustrators to the national ad- 
vertising and editorial scene, continues 
to develop new creative talent in this 
field. 
The Exhibition, sponsored by the Art 

Directors and Artists Clubs, is currently 
on view at the San Francisco Public 
Library. It comprises 267 entries, which 
were selected by a rigorous triple screen- 
ing from a total of 1,250 pieces entered. 

In recognition of the influence of con- 
temporary fine arts on graphic design, 
Claire Falkenstein, internationally- 
known sculptress, who appeared in June 
as a speaker at the Eighth International 
Design Conference at Aspen, Colorado, 
and George D. Culler, newly appointed 
director of the San Francisco Museum 
of Art, were chosen as two of the judges. 
Completing the jury were Marlow E. 
Hartung, Head Art Director for Miller, 
Mackay, Hoeck and Hartung of Seattle; 
Bob Freeman, Creative Director of 
Weiner and Gossage, Inc. of San Fran- 
cisco; Morgan Henninger, nationally- 
known Los Angeles illustrator and Di- 
rector of the Illustration Department 
of the Art Center School of Los Angeles. 

Celebrating the tenth anniversary of 
the San Francisco Exhibition, the entire 
show has been printed in the 50th anni- 
versary edition of the west coast publi- 
cation, Pacific Printer. 

This year’s show, aimed at the public 
as well as the trade, will run through 
November 29. Exhibition chairman Dan 
Bonfigli expects to draw the equal of 
the 40,000 attendance record set last 
year. . 
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talent scores in San Francisco’s 10th 

one LED DIAMOND WALNUTS NOW SEALED IN SARAN 
USWE SARAN BAGS OST NO MORE THAN ORDINARY CE LOPHANE 

AD: John Feeley 
Art: Don McKee 
Agency: McCann-Erickson Inc. 
Client: Diamond Walnut Growers, Inc. 

Fruit Crown ses cabe mix « new way — and pets 
0 ee om 

= perenne 

AD: Lee Ruagles 
Art: Dorothy Williams 
Agency: McCann-Erickson Inc. 
Client: California Packing Corp. 

Sevteianta cms 

AD: Ben Summeral 
Art: Ed Renfo 
Agency: Lennen & Newell 
Client: Crown Zellerbach Corp. 

AD: Don Smith, Gene Tepper 
Art: Don Smith, Helen Faibish 
Agency: Smith & Tepper Design Associates 
Client: Crown Zellerbach Corp. 
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AD: Richard Klaner, Bob Freeman 
Art: Bruce Butte 
Agency: Campbell-Ewald, Detroit 
Client: National Bank of Detroit 

AD: Bruce Butte 
Art: Craig Sharp 
Agency: Peter Hurst Advertising Inc. 
Hexcel Products Inc. 



(continued) 

AD: Bruce Butte 
Art: Fred Reusche 
Agency: Peter Hurst Advertising Inc. 
Client: Sunset Short Rui Color Co. 

AD: Bruce Butte 
Art: Fred Reusche, Bruce Butte 
Agency: Peter Hurst Advertising Inc. 
Client: South Pacific Air Lines 

AD: Jay Houtz 
Art: Bruce Butte 
Afigency: Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit 
Client: National Bank of Detroit 

AD: Rene Weaver 
Art: Mildred Porter, William Coppock 
Agency: J. Walter Thompson 
Client: Ford Dealers Ass'’n., Northwest 

AD, art: Lawrence E. Green 
Client: Academy of Art 

AD: M 

Client: 
AD: Marget Larsen 
Art: Betty Brader Ashley 
Client: Joseph Magnin Co., Inc. 

AD: Marget Larsen 
Art: Betty Brader Ashley AD:Ma 
Client: Joseph Magnin Co., Inc. Art: Be 

Client: 
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AD: Marget Larsen 
Art: Betty Brader Ashley 
Client: Joseph Magnin Co., Inc. 

AD:Marget Larsen 
Art: Betty Brader Ashley 
Client: Joseph Magnin Co., Inc. 
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AD: Francis Mair, Rod McKnew, Walter Landor 
Art: Walter Landor & Associates 
Client: Stitzel-Weller Distillery 

AD: Graphic Design Associates 
Art: Ron Clark 
Client: University of California, Extension 

AD: Cal Anderson 
Art: Larry Rehag 
Agency: Cunningham & Walsh 
Client: Qantas Empire Airways Ltd. 

AD: James Robertson, Bruce Montgomery 
Art: Graphic Design Associates 
Client: S. F. Museum of Art, American Society 
of I a Ar Le + 

AD: John Flack 
Art: Hy Peskin 
Agency: Cunningham & Walsh Inc. 
Client: Fibreboard Paper Products Corp. 
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(continued) 

AD: Edward Cerullo 
Art: Stan Galli 
Client: True Magazine 

AD: Tom Kamifuji, Arnold Fujita 
Art: George Kawahara, Barney Vogel 
Agency: Kenyon & Eckhardt 
Client: American President Lines 

AD, art: Ed Gross 
Agency: Johneon & Lewis 
Client: Bank of America 

oSFULLER 

AD: Don Sternloff 
Art: Ed Gross 
Agency: Young & Rubicam 
Client: W. P. Fuller & Co. 

3 

money only you can spend 

AD: Ed Hamilton, Nicolas Sidjakov 
Art: Nicolas Sidjakov 
Agency: Johnson & Lewis 
Client: Bank of America 

AD: Ed Hamilton, Nicolas Sidjakov 
Art: Nicolas Sidjakov 
Agency: Johnson & Lewis 
Client: Bank of America 

AD: Mario Risso 
Art: Jerrol Richardson 
Agency: Johnson & Lewis 
Client: The Langfield Co. 

AD: Ken Webster 
Art: Robert Strohmeyer 
Agency: BBDO 
Client: Pacific Gas & Electric 



AD: Alan Lefkort 
Art: Jerrol C. Richardson 
Agency: Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli 
Client: Ralston Purina Co. 

AD, art: Edgar Watson 
Agency: Design Advertising 
Client: Edgar Watson 

IVE BETTER ELECTRICALLY -PGE 

AD: Nick Carter 
Art: Bruce Butte, Chuck Wertman 
Agency: BBDO 
Client: Pacific Gas & Electric Co. 

AD: Art Abel 
Art: Lowell Herrero 
Agency: BBDO 
Client: Foremost Dairies Inc. 

AD: Arnold McClay 
Art: Edward Shuster 
Client: Gantner & Mattern Co. 

AD: Tom Gori 
Art: Earl Thollander 
Agency: Needham, Louis & Brorby 
Client: Morton Salt Co. 

AD: Bill L. Thomas 
Art: Bill L. Thomas 
Agency: S. F. E. i Pr ti Dept. 
Client: S. F. Examiner Promotion Dept. 

AD: Roger Sheridan 
Art: Earl Thollander 
Client: KRON-TV 



Although pieces in Rochester’s fourth annual exhibition of 

advertising and editorial art roamed the techniques from pencil 

illustration to photography to sheer design with type and ran 

the gamut of the print media, to say nothing of TV, the pieces 

had a common denominator of freshness and cleanness. The 

pieces seemed uncluttered and gave the viewer a feeling that he 

was getting quickly to the heart of the message. Show judges 

were Taylor Poore, vice president and executive art director of 

Wentzel, Wainwright, Poister & Poore Inc.; Charles ‘T. Coiner, 

vice president and in charge of the art department at N. W. Ayer 

since 1936 (with Ayer since 1924); and Langdon Clay, Assistant 

Director of the Rochester Memorial Art Gallery. a 



1) AD: John Bowllan 
Printer: Case-Hoyt Corp. 
Client: Rochester Gas & Electric Corp. 
AD: John Bowllan 
Printer: Case-Hoyt Corp. 
Photographer: Joseph Josephson 
Client: Carrier Corp. 
AD: William Buckett 
Printer: Case-Hoyt Corp. 
Client: Goulds Pumps Inc. 
AD: Fayette Harned 
Photographer: Lou Ouzer 
Agency: The Rumrill Co. Inc. 
Client: Stromberg-Carlson 
AD: Victor F. Boero 
Art: Victor F. Boero, Donald Buckler, Al Wilson 
Agency: The Rumrill Co. Inc. 
Client: The Rumrill Co. Inc. 
AD: Victor F. Boero 
Art: Victor F. Boero, Donald Buckler, Al Wilson 
Agency: The Rumrill Co. Inc. 
Client: The Rumrill Co. Inc. 
AD: Milton Punnet 
Printer: Smith Art Printing Corp. 
Client: Smith-Corona 
AD: Walter Kornrich 
Art: Walter Kornrich 
Printer: Case-Hoyt Corp. 
Client: Sylvania Electric Products Inc. 
AD: Victor F. Boero 
Art: Al Wilson 
Agency: The Rumrill Co. Inc. 
Client: Community Chest-Red Cross 
AD: William Buckett 
Printer: Case-Hoyt Corp. 
Client: Oak Hill Country Club 
AD: William Buckett 
Printer: Case-Hoyt Corp. 
Client: Eastman Kodak Co. 
AD: George Mercier, Jr. 
Printer: Great Lakes Press 
Client: Bausch & Lomb Optical Co. 

ROCHESTER’S 

FOURTH 



from Aspen to Seattle to Detroit to San Francisco to Ann Arbor 

ADs, designers, ad men have been asking questions, seeking 

answers to fundamental problems. Here are some of the conclusions 

they reached, some of the new questions they asked. 

1958 has been a year of ideating, of 
thinking back to things we have done 
and reevaluating them, of seeking for 
patterns of trends, of seeking the reason 
why we did things the way we did. 

Major sympton of this self-examina- 
tion process has been the mushrooming 
of conferences. Every segment of the ad- 
vertising field, every area of the country 
has had its conferences this year. And 
1959 promises more, bigger and better 
conferences. 

Several of 1958’s major conferences 
have already been fully reviewed in 
this magazine. The Creativity Confer- 
ence of the New York Art Directors 
Club was presented in the June issue, 
as was the International Typographic 
Design Seminar of the Type Directors 
Club. Pittsburgh’s “Where To” was re- 
ported in December 1957. The Visual 
Symbol sessions sponsored by the Art 
Directors Club of Chicago and the So- 
ciety of Typographic Arts will be re- 
viewed in the forthcoming December 
issue. 
On the following pages highlights 

from other outstanding idea sessions of 
the year are brought together to stimu- 
late your own thinking as well as to 
report the events themselves. The five 
conferences highlighted here are the 
Eighth International Design Conference 
(Aspen), the 2nd Packaging-Research 
Symposium (Sponsored by Walter Lan- 
dor & Associates), the Fifth Annual Ad- 
vertising Conference at the University 

of Michigan, the Research vs. Intuition 
forum held in conjunction with the 
First Annual Pacific Northwest Art Di- 
rectors Convention, and the Design 
Conference run by the Art Directors 
Club of Detroit. The presentation is in 
the form of excerpted quotes. 

freedom ...can be chaos... 
“The materials of design derive from all 
the tangible matter we can extract from 
the earth or find upon its surface... 
We have an unprecedented variety and 
abundance of materials and technical 
means with which to achieve the social 
and human ends of design. But this 
wealth and diversity of means has of 
itself created new problems as well as 
possibilities for design. Diversity and 
abundance can mean freedom of choice 
and expression. But it can also mean 
‘misery of choice’ and chaos. 

the challenge of synthetics... 
“We feel a natural affinity for materials 
such as wood and stone which are used 
pretty much as harvested or extracted 
from the earth. They wear and age 
gracefully and their infinite subtleties 
derive from the infinite depths of time 
in which they and man have both been 
formed. ... The great challenge to design 
today is to learn how to use the new 
synthetic materials which increasingly 
dominate our environment in ways that 

are compatible with human needs. 
“The synthetic materials have their 

own sensuous qualities—aluminum with 
its range of textural and chromatic pos- 
sibilities, the hard lustre of stainless 
steel inert, impervious, enduring, the 
satin smoothness, bright colors and even 
the impermanence of plastics. I like the 
uniformity and predictability of mate- 
rials like these and the forms they 
generate. 

“As the synthetic materials increas- 
ingly dominate our environment, the 
natural setting in which they are placed 
will assume greater importance in the 
total scheme. The crispness, sparkle and 
regularity of the artificial intensifies the 
impact of the continually varying as- 
pects of foliage, hill and sky. To me the 
essential character of an environment 
for modern man is a counterpoint of 
stimulus and serenity. I work with metals 
and plastics for machine production, but 
I find it important to do this work 
in the country surrounded by natural 
materials and forms. 

joinery, the heart of expression... 
“The ways in which we join materials 
and thereby articulate and express 
structure, whether in a coat, a chair, 
or a bridge, or conversely, form them 
to create continuity and jointlessness 
are at the heart of effective use of mate- 
rials. ... Such examples of modern join- 
ery as the Geodesic Dome or the Eames 
chair represent an enormous amount 
of research and invention which are 
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crucial to the total structural and formal 
concept. Paper design is of little help 
Complete technical involvement by the 
designer is essential. 

needed ...a common outlook ... 
“While it is essential for the designer 
to have a feeling for materials that can 
only come from first hand experience 
of them, the fact remains that the separa- 
tion of the designer from the produc- 
tion process is itself an unresolved prob- 
lem. The designer is no longer the 
maker and the architect no longer the 
builder. They are members of a team 
of specialists, but the members of the 
team all too often work at cross pur- 
poses. This is more than a problem in 
communication. It is a problem of values 
which will not be solved until designer, 
engineer, business man and consumer 
are motivated by a cormmon outlook and 
common values. 

“feel” is visual, too... 
“It is easier to sell things on the basis 
of how they look than how they feel 
or work, though the latter may be 
equally important for long term use 
and satisfaction. It has been my experi- 
ence, however, that if an object not 
only feels right but also looks as though 
it feels right, people respond to it. This 
points up another aspect of texture. The 
tactile sense is not limited solely to 
cutaneous experience. We experience 
the “feel” of things vicariously through 
the eye as well as the hand and all 

Art Direction / 

visual experience has a tactile compo- 
nent. Perhaps the psychologists have a 
word for this. If not we can improvise 
a word like ‘tacthetic’ to describe visu- 
ally transferred tactile perception as a 
component of esthetic experience.” 

Don Wallance, 
International Design Conference 

the man in the middle... 
“The American designer is at once a 
central figure in what I am going to 
call the cultural apparatus and an im- 
portant adjunct of a very pecular kind 
of economy. His art is a business, but 
his business is art and curious things 
have been happening both to the art 
and to the business—and so to him. He 
is caught up in two great developments 
of 20th-century America: One is the 
shift in economic emphasis from pro- 
duction to distribution, and along with 
it, the joining of the struggle for exist- 
ence with the panic for status. The 
other is the bringing of art, science and 
learning into subordinate relation with 
the dominant institutions of the capital- 
ist economy and the nationalist state. 

“Designers work at the intersection 
of these trends; their problems are 
among the key problems of the over- 
developed society. It is their dual in- 
volvement in them that explains the 
big split among designers and their fre- 
quent guilt; the enriched muddle of 
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ideals they variously profess and the 
insecurity they often feel about the prac- 
tice of their craft, their often great dis- 
gust and their crippling frustration. 
They cannot consider well their posi- 
tion or formulate their credo without 
considering both cultural and economic 
trends, and as well the shaping of the 
total society in which these are occur- 
ring. ... 

the realm of communication... 
“The consciousness of men does not 
determine their existence; nor does their 
existence determine their consciousness. 
Between the human consciousness and 
material existence stand communica- 
tions and designs, patterns and values 
which influence decisively such con- 
sciousness as they have.... The mass 
arts, the public arts, the design arts are 
major vehicles of this consciousness. Be- 
tween these arts and the everyday life— 
between their symbols and the level of 
human sensibility, there is now con- 
tinual and persistent interplay... . 

“For most of what we call solid fact, 
sound interpretation, suitable presenta- 
tion, we are increasingly dependent 
upon (1) the observation posts, (2) the 
interpretation centers, (3) the presenta- 
tion depots of the cultural apparatus. 
In this apparatus, standing between 
men and events, the meanings and 
images, the values and slogans that 
define all the worlds men know are 
organized and compared, maintained 
and revised, lost and found, celebrated 
and debunked. 

“By the cultural apparatus I mean all 
those organizations and milieux in 
which artistic, intellectual and scientific 
work goes on. I mean also the means 
by which such work is made available 
to small circles, wider publics, and to 
great masses. ... 

our commercial culture... 
“As an institutional fact, the cultural 
apparatus has assumed many forms. In 
some societies—notably that of Russia— 
it is established by an authority that 
post-dates capitalism: it is thus part of 
an official apparatus of psychic domina- 
tion. In some—notably the nations of 
Western Europe—it is established out of 
a tradition that pre-dates capitalism; it 
is thus part of an Establishment in 
which social authority and cultural pres- 
tige overlap. Both cultural tradition and 
political authority are involved in any 
cultural establishment, but in the USA 
the cultural apparatus is established 



idea roundup 

(continued) 

commercially: it is part of an ascendant 
capitalist economy. This fact is the major 
key to understanding both the quality 
of everyday life and the situation of 
culture in America today. 
“The virtual dominance of commercial 
culture is the key to America’s cultural 
scope, confusion, banalization, excite- 
ment, sterility. 

the salesman becomes paramount... 
“...As the social and physical machin- 
eries of industrialization develop, new 
purposes and interests come into play. 
The economic emphasis moves from 
production to distribution and, in the 
overdeveloped society, to what is called 
“merchandising”. The pivotal decade 
for this shift in the USA was the Twen- 
ties, but it is in the era since the ending 
of World War II that the new economy 
has flowered like a noxious weed. In 
this phase of capitalism, the distributor 
becomes ascendant over both the con- 
sumer and the producer. 

“As the capacity to produce goes far 
beyond existing demand, as monopoly 
replaces competition, as surpluses ac- 
cumulate, the need is for the creation 
and maintenance of the national market 
and for its monopolistic closure. Then 
the salesman becomes paramount.... It 
is then that obsolescence comes to be 
planned and its cycle deliberately 
shortened. 

“There are, I suppose, three kinds of 
obsolescence: (1) technological, as when 
something wears out or something better 
is produced; (2) artificial, as when some- 
thing is deliberately designed so that it 
will wear out; and (3) status obso- 
lescence, as when fashions are created 
in such ways that consumption brings 
disgrace or prestige in accordance with 
last year’s or with this year’s model, and 
alongside the old struggle for existence, 
there is added the panic for status. 

“It is in this economic situation that 
the designer gets his Main Chance. 
Whatever his aesthetic pretension and 
his engineering ability, his economic 
task is to sell. In this he joins the adver- 
tising fraternity, the public relations 
counsel, and the market researcher. 
These types have developed their skills 
and pretension in order to serve men 
whose God is the Big Sell. And now the 
designer joins them. He designs the 
product itself as if it were an adver- 
tisement, for his aim and his task— 
acknowledged by the more forthright— 
is less to make better products than to 
make products sell better. ... 

“The silly needs of salesmanship are 
thus met by the silly designing and re- 

designing of things. The waste of human 
labor and material become irrationally 
central to the performance of the capi- 
talist mechanism. Society itself becomes 
a great sales room, a network of public 
rackets, and a continuous fashion show. 

proficient—but not first rate... 
“... Those who allow themselves to be 
managed by the mass distributor are 
selected and in time formed in such a 
way as to be altogether proficient, but 
perhaps not quite first-rate. So the 
search goes on for ‘fresh ideas”, for ex- 
citing notions, for more luring models; 
in brief: for the innovator. But in the 
meantime, back at the studio, the labo- 
ratory, the research bureau, the writers’ 
factory—the distributor is ascendant over 
many producers who become the rank- 
and-file workmen of the commercially 
established cultural apparatus. 

@ hack, or a star... 
“In this situation of (1) increasing 
bureaucratization and yet of (2) the con- 
tinual need for innovation, the cultural 
workman tends to become either a com- 
mercial hack or a commercial star. By 
a star, I mean a producer whose pro- 
ductions are so much in demand that 
he is able, to some extent at least, to 
make distributors serve as his adjuncts. 
This role has its own conditions and 
its own perils: The star tends to be 
trapped by his own success. He has 
painted this sort of thing and he gets 
$20,000 a throw for it. This man, how- 
ever affluent, may become culturally 
bored by this style and want to explore 
another. But often he cannot: he is 
used to the $20,000 a throw and there 
is demand for it. ... 

to make people ashamed... 
“The merchandising apparatus, of which 
many designers are now members, oper- 
ates more to create wants than to satisfy 
wants that are already active. Consumers 
are trained to ‘want’ that to which they 
are most continually exposed. Wants 
do not originate in some vague realms 
of the consumer’s personality; they are 
formed by an elaborate apparatus of 
jingle and fashion, of persuasion and 
fraud. They are shaped by the cultural 
apparatus and the society of which it is 
a part. They do not grow and change 
as the consumer's sensibilities are en- 
larged; they are created and they are 
changed by the process by which they 
are satisfied and by which old satisfac- 
tions are made unsatisfactory. Moreover, 
the very canons of taste and judgment 
are also managed by status obsolescence 
and by contrived fashion. The formula 

is: to make people ashamed of last year’s 
model); to hook up self-esteem itself 
with the purchasing of this year’s; to 
create a panic for status, and hence of 
self-evaluation, and to connect its relief 
with the consumption of specified com- 
modities. . . . 

the air-brush boy a general... 
“This apparatus is now an adjunct of 
commercial establishments which use 
‘culture’ for their own non-cultural— 
indeed anti-cultural ends, and so debase 
its very meaning. These uses of culture 
are being shaped by men who would 
turn all objects and qualities, indeed 
human sensibility itself, into a flow of 
transient commodities, and these types 
have now gotten the designer to help 
them; they have gotten him to turn 
himself into the ultimate advertising 
man. When you think about it—if you 
do—it really is amazing: the old help- 
mate of the salesman, the Air Brush 
Boy, the corporal of retailing—has be- 
come the generalissimo of anxious obso- 
lescence as the American way of life. ... 

e@ cultural vacuum... 
“The most fundamental splits in con- 
temporary life occur because of the 
break-up of the old unity of design, 
production and enjoyment. Between the 
image and the object, between the de- 
sign and the work, between production 
and consumption, between work and 
leisure, there is a great cultural vacuum, 
and it is in this vacuum that the mass 
distributor, and his artistic and intellec- 
tual satraps, have filled up with frenzy 
and trash and fraud. In one sentence, 
what has been lost is the fact and the 
ethos of man as craftsman... . 

to possess... participate 
“...you cannot ‘possess’ art merely by 
buying it; you cannot support art 
merely by feeding artists—although that 
does help. To possess it you must earn 
it by participating to some extent in 
what it takes to design it and to create 
it. To support it you must catch in your 
consumption of it something of what is 
involved in the production.” 

C. Wright Mills, 
International Design Conference 

let us be arrogant... 
“Our task—Ilet us be ‘arrogant’; US 
means those who think in long term 
solutions and who are struggling to 
evolve the principal direction in which 
we should move—is: to see things whole; 
to break through the thought-barrier 
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and to break down the barriers between 
the arts, between art and life, between 
individual disciplines—in brief those of 
us who work for a synthesis and are not 
content with analysis. Both belong to- 
gether like breathing in and breathing 
out. Analysis is the overestimated toy 
of the last two centuries and in the 
narrower field of city planning is now 
called Survey. But Survey is not iden- 
tical with action as it is believed to 
be today. This is an unproductive 
approach.” 

E. A. Gutkind, 
International Design Conference 

superficial correction... 
“Today's designing is, with some notable 
exceptions, the superficial correction of 
the mistakes of yesterday, but we should 
realize that unless we revise our basic 
approach, the same superficial and fruit- 
iess ‘corrections’ will continue, leaving 
unexplored the vast areas for new 
development. 

“All this indicates that mistakes have 
played an important role in the shaping 
of our environment. When viewed posi- 
tively, as a source of learning, mistakes 
serve a valuable function: they indicate 
the degree to which we have failed at 
comprehension. There seem to be only 
three ways to avoid making mistakes: 
by sheer luck, by intuition; or by com- 
prehension. Luck cannot be seriously 
considered as a reliable method of get- 
ting things done. Intuition, which re- 
quires vast experience, and/or innate 
ability, is also limited by personality 
and circumstances. The only trustworthy 
and educationally acceptable approach 
seems to be through maximum compre- 
hension of the factors and elements 
involved in a given situation, and the 
application of this data to a given prob- 
lem. But since the native ability to 
comprehend varies considerably from 
person to person, and at best, remains 
limited, a tool for extending this faculty 
is urgently needed. Such a tool consists 
of the structuring of data within a field, 
and the subsequent building of a theory 
to contain the structure. 
“The chronology of object develop- 

ment may be thought of in terms of an 
evolutionary process: from the initial 
research in the development of the 
object-to-be, to the utilization of the 
finished product by the consumer. Of 
all the participants in this line of de- 
velopment, the scientist and engineer 
stand out as the most fruitful con- 
tributors. The designer, in his role of 

relating the object directly to man and 
his environment, lags far behind . . . 

“Today there is little evidence of theory 
or conscious method underlying the 
practice of design. For the most part 
the private working habits of an indi- 
vidual designer cannot be considered 
sufficiently ‘methodological’ to warrant 
the title of method, and this lack be- 
comes immediately apparent when the 
designer attempts to communicate his 
partner ‘method’ to someone else.” 

Hin Bredendieck, 
International Design Conference 

(Mr. Bredendieck also quoted Josef 
Albers, as follows: “I believe that think- 
ing is ‘necessary in art as everywhere 
else and that a clear head is never in 
the way of genuine feelings.”) 

to be doubtful... 
“...from all the appeals to feelings, 
creative instinct, etc., and from all our 
virtues and values comes more often 
rhetoric and emptiness in art. To be 
doubtful does not mean at all to be 
actionless, it only means that more think- 
ing is necessary, more time to test ideas, 
more severity in judgments and that 
more problems are created.” 

Romaldo Giurgola 

research for packaging... 
The 2nd Packaging-Research Symposium 
included the following participants: 
Hosts: 

Walter Landor, President, Walter Lan- 
dor & Associates 
Industrial Design 

Donald Short, Studio Director, Walter 
Landor & Associates 
Industrial Design 
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Moderators: 

Dr. Herbert Kay, Research Consultant 
to Walter Landor & Associates 

Dr. Ernest Dichter, President, Institute 
for Motivational Research Inc., Croton- 
on-Hudson, New York 

William H. Gacke, Vice-President, Gould, 
Gleiss, & Benn, San Francisco 

Robert Haslacher, Manager, Dan E. Clark 
II & Associates, Palo Alto 

Robert Heyer, Vice-President, Field Re- 
search Co., San Francisco 

John Nelson, Jr., Research Director, 
Honig-Cooper & Miner, San Francisco 

Raymond Penfield, Manager, Facts Con- 
solidated, San Francisco 

Dr. Maurice Rappaport, Director of Ex- 
perimental Psychological Research, Stan- 
ford Research Institute, Menlo Park, 
California 

Leon Rosenbluth, Market-Research Direc- 
tor, Broadview Research Corp., San 
Francisco 
The following is a condensed report of 
the round-table discussion. 

Kay: ... The purpose of today’s meeting 
is to establish some basic principles and 
criteria for packaging research which 
will be of value to researchers and 
clients. Just what should packaging re- 
search accomplish? 

Gacke: Take the risk out of packaging. 

Short: At all stages in the development 
of designs. Not just at the test-marketing 
stage but even further back.... It should 
tell us what the profile of the whole 
package is. 

Haslacher: And what is the personality 
of the people We are appealing to. 

Rosenbluth: What we would like to do 
is determine the most effective design 
concepts. We're trying to start with 
design concepts. How can research help 
before the designer even gets the specific 
assignment. The image of the product, 
and who the people are you are trying 
to appeal to, are supplmentary informa- 
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tion to design concepts. I would like to 
see less research after the design is done, 
because I think it’s not as valuable as 
determining what the designer should 
do before he has done it. This would 
save research subsequently and give re- 
searchers the direction for what to do 
afterwards. If you start afterwards, you 
are starting with unknowns and can go 
out in every direction possible and get 
answers, but you are not able to con- 
clude much from answers like that. 
Would like to start determining what 
design and design concepts mean to 
people to whom these designs will be 
shown. I would like to see developed 
a theory of package-design aesthetics. 
We then would be able to analyze what 
it is that will appeal to people. In order 
to answer these questions about design 
concepts, we must go back and find out 
what elements of design mean to people 
when applied purely abstractly and then 
when applied to products. We may find 
a merging of images, and this merging 
could vary with different types of 
people. ... 

Keay: What other goals are there for 
packaging research? 

Penfield: When the designer is first 
called in by a company, the client says 
“We have a problem — we think we 
should change products A to Z.” De- 
pending on the background, packaging 
research should begin at a certain point. 
The client should already know why 
these changes are necessary and what 
the objectives should be. If not, the 
designer should request that such a study 
be initiated. If there is any take off 
point, this is the logical one. 

Nelson: There is a lot we don’t know 
about consumer behavior so that we 
could provide criteria for determining 
consumer boredom with a given pack- 
age style at a given moment. We need 
some research in terms of understand- 
ing this very subtle area of style change 
no matter where it takes place. 

Dichter: We must be sure that we under- 
stand the function of a package. It is 
one other form of communication. You 
have to concentrate on two elements: 
what you are communicating, and the 
person who receives it. You have the 
product, the communication, and the 
recipient of the communication. The 
assignment that the designer receives is: 
competitive communication. We assume 
the designer usually knows all there is 
to be known about attention-getting 
value, etc. We feel we come in to help 
establish the additional psychological 

factors. We feel the contribution of MR 
is to aid aesthetic, psychological con- 
siderations. We ask ourselves: What do 
you want to do with your package? Get 
attention? Be visible? Reachable? We 
assume any good designer knows these 
things and that he will do it in some 
form. Designer may get started to begin 
with by getting together with the client 
to determine what the basic problem is. 
Packaging research is no different than 
any other kind of research. You have 
the problems of gaining attention and 
communicating the right message. I have 
been saying for a long time that the real 
problem is whether the package design 
or advertisement builds the correct 
brand image. A package which attracts 
many people but communicates the 
wrong message is much less desirable 
than one which attracts a moderate 
number of people but sells the right 
ideas. ... We first develop goals based on 
research or discussions which we call 
semi-research procedure. When we go 
out to test we test against criteria. We 
are interested in knowing if this does 
the job it should do in 1958 against the 
competition it faces now. When the 
goals have been determined, the design- 
er has to come up with answers... . 

Kay: One big problem —a rather pre- 
valent one, too—is that the package 
and the advertisements may communi- 
cate conflicting ideas about the product. 
A brand which develops this kind of 
“split personality” obviously is in trou- 
ble. For example, if the ad promises 
a high quality product, the package on 
the shelf should also connote high qual- 
ity. Walter, when you get a design 
project does the agency mention, “This 
is the theme we have been promoting 
and we would like the package to speak 
the same language?” 

Lander: Yes. We ask the client for mate- 
rial regarding advertising and imagery, 
and study this before we start designing. 
Sometimes we tend to extend this and 
develop ideas not yet conceived by the 
agency, but later they sometimes build 
advertising towards the new package. 
And this brings up the problem of 
research sometimes inhibiting the de- 
signer’s creativity. If you define the 
design ahead of time based on the past, 
you are going to make it difficult for 
the creativity of the designer to exert 
itself in the best way. ... 

Keay: I’m sure that’s true: When research 
blocks out directions for a new design 
by studying the appeal of previously- 
successful designs it discourages crea- 

tivity. Some research seems to be han- 
dled in this unfortunate way. But recom- 
mendations for new designs often stem 
from a totally different source: analysis 
of the consumer’s current needs, and 
a description of the kind of image that 
the package must help to create. 

Landor: We agree that this is far more 
helpful to the designer....We advo- 
cate that it should become standard 
practice for advertisers once a year to 
have research done to determine to what 
extent the appeal of the package is in 
tune with the appeal of the advertising. 
If this would be done, one result would 
be a better return on the advertising 
dollar. Check the advertising campaign 
against the package. 

Heyer: If you want them to go in the 
same direction. 

Kay: That’s a good point. The adver- 
tising campaign and the package cer- 
tainly should be in harmony. But this 
does not necessarily mean that they 
should always say exactly the same thing. 
Sometimes more sales result when the 
two media complement each other 
through contrasting appeals. For exam- 
ple, a certain brand of shaving lotion 
now on the market tries to create an 
aura of high quality and exclusivity 
through its name and packaging, but 
the advertising is careful to emphasize 
that the product is not just for kings 
but is within the reach of truck-drivers 
who will be able to feel like kings by 
using this product. It seems to me that 
when contrasting appeals are used, the 
critical factor is that it must come from 
a conscious and deliberate decision 
based on sound evidence rather than 
happen by chance or negligence... . 

Dichter: Each medium has its own func- 
tion and works in its own field. The 
package is more closely related to the 
point of purchase. It can cause a sale 
immediately—by itself—as in the case of 
an impulse item. Or it can be the clinch- 
ing stage in an advertising campaign 
which has pre-sold the consumer. We 
once did a study for a weed-killer which 
showed you have to be sold at the 
point of purchase—you would not buy 
it on impulse just by seeing the brand 
and product names and you were not 
sufficiently pre-sold by the advertising. 
The study showed that once you reached 
for this new weed-killer you wanted to 
read all the details of the thing. We, 
therefore, decided to divide the package 
into two halves, one side showing a 
lawn well taken care of, the other side 
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showing a lawn with weeds. With other 
products you may be more insecure 
after buying a product than before you 
bought it. You may have to incorporate 
different kinds of selling messages on 
the same package. 

Landor: Can we agree the image of the 
package should complement the adver- 
tising message or at least be coordinated 
with it? 

Dichter: Yes, but we must be careful in 
the way we formulate that. Integrate 
doesn’t mean you keep on doing the 
same thing. Take a skin cream—a new 
product. The ads read “Greatest Dis- 
covery.” The package looks like a mod- 
ern beautiful cosmetic. Result: nega- 
tive. Because the package repeated the 
theme of the advertising. 

Rosenbluth: The package acts at the 
point of purchase. Advertising has its 
greatest impact before that purchase 
instant, but possibly has impact after 
the purchase. The package stops at that 
point because it has done its job on the 
shelf. The illustration of a high quality 
package backed up by advertising ap- 
pealing to all is not good. Advertising 
acts in a different way from the package 
itself. 

Key: What about the package communi- 
cating one thing at the point of pur- 
chase and then something else after 
the purchase? 

Heyer: Well, getting back to the example 
of the weed-killer, each time the person 
uses the package it is reassuring him that 
it is doing what he wants it to do. That 
is what the package should do. 

Dichter: A purchase is a continuing 
process, not a single event. After it is 
bought, the package has a reselling job 
within the home to do. There must be 
communication between product and 
consumer—does it get the essential na- 
ture of the product accross to the con- 
sumer or does it detract from it? 

Kay: What are the various stages of 
packaging research? 

Dichter: | would be afraid of generaliza- 
tions. In one case the product doesn’t 
yet exist—in another case the product 
already exists. You may have an old 
package or a new package. But you must 
always analyze how the public is going 
to react to the change. 

Landor: Do you suggest that part of the 
research should be checking on the 
reactions caused by the fact of change, 
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as against researching the effectiveness 
of the new design versus the old? 

Dechter: Yes. 

Landor: Would you isolate it? 

Dichter: In my opinion the new design 
is responsible for about 50% of the new 
package's effectiveness, but the mere fact 
that a change was made accounts for 
about 50% too. Change can also be in- 
terpreted in a negative way. 

Landor: Can packaging research be help- 
ful in determining when it’s preferable 
to make the drastic change as against 
the subtle change? 

Dichter: Yes. 

Landor: Should it be done by testing 
design solutions or should it be done 
before design starts? 

Dichter: We find out first how well estab- 
lished is the image of the company and 
what are the components of this image. 
These are things which should help you 
determine if they should change radi- 
cally or if they shouldn’t change radi- 
cally. If there is a radical change it some- 
times connotes that they are starting a 
new brand. 

Kay: We might see how radical a label 
change would be tolerated by consum- 
ers or how radical a change we should 
shoot for. Recent research studies which 
we sponsored indicated that loyalty 
toward a label or package may differ 
much more from one type of product 
to the next than among the various 
brands of a given type of product. For 
example we found that loyalty to baked- 
goods packaging was pretty low, but 
that loyalty toward beer labels was 
rather high. Here’s where some useful 
basic research could be done. It might 
be possible to set up some kind of scale 
which could tell designers the intensity 
of loyalty toward brands of a given type 
of product and that in turn would help 
the designer to decide how far he could 
go in revamping a package design. 

Landor: Without having such facts at 
the beginning of a project we designers 
must rely primarily upon judgment to 
tell us how far we can depart from the 
current label or package design. We 
feel that designers could eliminate quite 
a bit of the normal trial-and-error time 
at the drawing boards if research could 
provide us with advance information on 
label loyalty. 

Short: What is the value of a consumer 
minority in packaging research. I think 
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we'd agree that the dominant trend in 
marketing is to appeal to the biggest 
possible majority. But sometimes that 
seemingly-vast majority is split up 
among sO many competing brands that 
an untapped minority might really be 
the best source of greater sales. So per- 
haps packaging research should pay 
more systematic attention to untapped 
minorities, and not focus just on the 
design which has the greatest universal 
appeal. 

Heyer: How does the client decide 
whether to get on the band-wagon or 
try for the minority. The researcher 
has the job of identifying these markets 
for the client. Then he can make a 
decision as to which market he will 
appeal to. The case of the Rambler is 
a good example. Rambler must have felt 
that there was a better opportunity in 
appealing to the minority of car buyers 
who prefer smaller, more economical 
automobiles, rather than trying to fight 
the mass market dominated by Ford, 
GM, and Chrysler. And in a market 
of falling sales-volumes for American- 
built cars Rambler sales have been 
going up steadily. 

Landor: So many packaged products in 
a given category all taste about the 
same, cost about the same. Ten manu- 
facturers of canned peas each may retain 
designers to create designs with the 
greatest universal appeal. Is there any 
way research can help point towards 
minority appeals and measure them. To 
illustrate this, during the testing phase 
we will find there are certain types of 
people who favor design X and they 
may feel more strongly about it than 
many others who prefer design B. Those 
who prefer Design X intensely may be 
fewer in number than those who express 
a less-intense first-choice preference for 
B. But we wonder whether we might 
not achieve a higher sales volume by 
appealing to the minority which likes X 
rather than to the majority which likes 
B. The problem is: how can we go 
about getting the kind of objective, sys- 
tematic information that will enable 
us to make a sound decision in such a 
situation? 

Kay: We may also wish to locate and 
study those who are the dissatisfied users 
of the mass-appeal brands, and those 
who now do not but might start buying 
that type of product. 

Landor: This brings up a vital point— 
namely increasing collaboration between 
designers and researchers and a formal- 
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izing of the points at which researchers 
and designs should get together during 
a design program. We find it extremely 
valuable to have research injected into 
the design-development procedure while 
it is still going—not just at the begin- 
ning and the end. We should think up 
ways and means of bringing researchers 
into the program during the mid-way 
stages of the design process as well as 
at the beginning and at the end. 

Short: Designers frequently come up 
with questions during the process of de- 
sign for which they seek reliable answers. 

Rosenbluth: I still don’t quite see why 
you want a researcher in the middle of 
your design program. 

Landor: If a researcher comes in at the 
end and finds even the best design lack- 
ing in something it’s too late to make 
a change because the time-budget has 
already been used up. We look for ways 
to test half-way through so we can avoid 
this situation and can be sparked by 
findings of the researcher and open new 
avenues of thought before the budget 
is used up. 

Heyer: If the researcher and the de- 
signer get together at the beginning, 
any research that happens at that point 
and the subsequent evaluation of the 
design might be just in terms of testing 
whether red is better than orange, and 
so on. Testing individual colors out of 
context is a trap which I'm sure that 
you designers are well aware of, but it is 
something that does occur. Since this is 
not very helpful, I don’t think that re- 
search like this could be useful at an 
intermediate stage. 

Gecke: This method is used in adver- 
tising before the ad is in its final form. 

Heyer: This is tinkering with the de- 
sign. ... 

Rosenbluth: | would rather use Dr. Dich- 
ter’s concept of package “communica- 
tion” rather than “appeal.” The re- 
searcher comes to the designer and says, 
“This is what the pockage design should 
communicate.” In the middle of the 
design process you call in the researcher 
and ask him if the designs are doing 
what they should do. 

Landor: We also want to find out it, in 
addition to meeting the initial objec- 
tives, they do other things—in a positive 
way. 

Heyer: Results depend on what you go 
out looking for. So the researcher should 

have’ some creative guides before he 
starts the research. ... 

Rappaport: We need some concrete data 
on how good our methods of collecting 
information are and what packages peo- 
ple will like. We want to know how 
close our methods will come to approxi- 
mating actual consumer purchase be- 
havior. We go around and knock on 
doors and ask people what they like, 
but what they buy is different some- 
times. Sometimes we tell them they can 
pick the one they like and they can keep 
it. Maybe we should put someone in 
the store to check the items that are actu- 
ally bought. What we really need is a 
series of basic studies to determine which 
of the approaches gives us the best infor- 
mation about what type of package 
people will buy. 

Kay: Is it better to test at home or at 
the point of purchase? 

Rappaport: You get differences. Instead 
of tackling each study individually, we 
should raise our sights and try to de- 
velop models of consumer purchasing 
behavior in regard to package design. 

Dichter: You start off with certain basic 
principles and can rule out any research 
techniques that do not use anything of a 
dnyamic nature. By this definition we 
should start the meeting all over again. 
You cannot go out and ask for opinions. 
How do you go about it? The main 
problem is the analysis of what happens 
when a consumer is asked a direct ques- 
tion. By scientific research it is impos- 
sible to get the correct answer in this 
way.... You must deal with a dynamtic 
communication process. Use identifica- 
tion, entrance, point of reference, — 
which all result from Principle #1 — 
dynamic communication. Principle #2 
is: no value-judgments allowed. I deter- 
mine what the criteria are for a good 
or a poor package. I will know this from 
past experience or research. Then I will 
say to you: What goes through your 
mind when you look at this package? 
And you are not supposed to know what 
I am interested in. You tell me anything 
that comes into your mind. For example, 
when you are drinking something cool 
you may want to find out how tall the 
glass is. I am not interpreting this, I am 
just puting it down. 

Key: In getting the respondent to free- 
associate, there is a crucial stage of in- 
ference involved. You must take these 
indirect comments and infer how they 
answer the specific questions you have 
posed in your mind. How have you inter- 

preted these free-association responses? 

Dichter: We have him look at the ad— 
he keeps on associating and goes on and 
on. We report whether these associations 
are favorable or unfavorable to the 
effect which the agency is trying to 
create. . . 

Kay Have you had the feeling in an 
interview that many times you get the 
respondent to give you the answer to a 
question which, before you brought it 
up, hadn’t affected him? 

Dichter I don’t ask questions. I just tell 
him to tell me what is going through 
his mind. 

advertising and the subconscious... 
Theme of the University of Michigan 
Advertising Conference was “Advertis- 
ing and the Subconscious.” Excerpts 
from speaker’s comments follow. 

a@ sense of audience... 
“We all owe a debt to the men who 
have been carrying forward this type 
of research (psychological). They have 
given us something which was sadly 
lacking in most market research—a sense 
of audience. They have edged aside the 
lifeless percentages and created an 
awareness that we are trying to reach 
people who act and react, who are moti- 
vated by basic drives and needs.” 

Ben Gedalecia, 
U. of Michigan Advertising 
Conference 

the third communication... 
(Following excerpts are from a dialogue 
by W. B. Booth, vice-president and copy 
director, and A. B. Scott, senior art 
director, Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit, 
at the U. of Michigan Advertising Con- 
ference.) 

Booth: We are going to tell you about 
the Third Communication in advertis- 
ing. I think it will help us explain the 
third communication if we first briefly 
define the other two. One of these is 
copy—thé obvious, verbalized message, 
the literal meaning of the words in the 
advertisement. 

Scott: A second communication in ad- 
vertising is the graphic one—the illustra- 
tion, the visual symbols with their ap- 
parent meanings and purposes. What 
the words say literally—what the graph- 
ics say literally—these are the first two 
communications. 

Booth: The third communication is over 
and beyond the other two. It is not 
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spelled out in words. It is not apparent 
in the illustration or design. Yet we have 
long believed that by means of the third 
communication almost every advertise- 
ment says things about the product 
being advertised and the company that 
makes the product. It may say good 
things or it may say bad things. The 
communication may be strong or it may 
be so weak as to be almost non-existent. 
But, in most cases, we believe it’s there 
—even though the advertiser may not 
know it’s there, or may not want it to 
be there. 

Scott: The third communication, we be- 
lieve, is a function—not just of art alone, 
not just of copy alone—but of the total 
advertisement. It is not a verbalized 
message. It is not a pictorial message. 
But it is something—an impression, an 
opinion, an attitude—that comes off the 
page into the reader’s mind, in many 
cases, we believe, into his subconscious 
mind. 

Booth: It’s not because this forum is 
devoted to the subject of the subcon- 
scious in advertising that we express 
this belief. We have long held the opin- 
ion that an advertisement the reader 
might not be able to recall seeing right 
after his exposure to it, still has affected 
his impression of, or attitude about, a 
company and its products. In many such 
cases, we maintain that the reader may 
have no conscious awareness of receiv- 
ing any message or impression at all. 

So we submit that in many instances 
the third communication may well be 
a communication to the subconscious. 

Scott: You might possibly conclude that 
what we really mean is the kind of ad- 
vertising commonly called image-build- 
ing advertising. Well, in part, that’s 
tight. For the best image-building ad- 
vertising employs the third communica- 
tion. But this kind of advertising always 
has as its deliberate purpose the pro- 
jection of a specific and desirable image 
of the product or company, and this 
image is often verbalized in copy and 
made apparent in picture or symbols. 
The kind of communication we are talk- 
ing about is present in almost all adver- 
tising—deliberate or not—and often, as 
we will show you, may actually tend to 
weaken the credibility of the literal mes- 
Sage in the advertisement. 

Booth: You might also ask if we are 
dealing with some obtuse theory of 
subliminal perception. Not exactly, al- 
though we began some explorations into 
sublimal perception about two years 
ago. We did this, not with the Machi- 
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vellian hope of flashing unseen adver- 
tising messages all over the place, but 
to see if we could uncover the subcon- 
scious impact and meanings of various 
visual treatments and word arrange- 
ments. 

... All we're really trying to pro- 
pound is that the third communication 
is there. We’re not going to give you 
any formula for using it or controlling 
it. No rules about the number of words 
per sentence, the kinds of words per 
sentence, the number of prefixes, suffixes 
or personal references per paragraph 
or anything of that sort. 

Scott: Nor do we have any rules about 
whether the third communication says 
certain things better in photographs 
than in drawings or paintings, in color 
than in black and white, in serif than 
in sans serif type. We have no recom- 
mendation about which kinds of lay- 
outs deliver what kinds of third com- 
munication. 

Booth: All such matters must be a matter 
of creative skill, intuition, perception 
and judgment. We've never found, nor 
do we ever expect to find, any workable 
formulas in these areas. 

Scott: But we do say that the people 
who make the advertisements and the 
people who approve them might well 
give consideration to the third com- 
munication. For, in almost every case, 
the third communication in your ad- 
vertisement is going to say something 
about your products and about you.” 

it’s here to stay... 
“Subliminal stimulation is the newest 
of a long line of methods calculated 
to make the influencing of attitudes and 
behavior a more predictable and de- 
pendable affair. Of primary interest to 
both psychologists and advertisers, is 
the fact that each new method of in- 
fluencing others has, each year, come to 
involve the unconscious part of normal 
personality to a greater and greater de- 
gree. In a sense the problems both of 
us face have literally been doubled in 
number. We now have two persons to 
deal with in each human being we 
contact—we have to account for his con- 
scious and unconscious self. If subli- 
minal stimulation is an omen of any- 

thing it is an omen of the permanence 
with which we will have to be concerned 
with understanding and working with 
the unconscious part of the self. The 
unconscious is here to say. It cannot be 
banned out of existence. It cannot be 
ignored because what was good enough 
for the father of your agency ought to 
be good enough for you. As complex 
as the existence of the unconscious 
makes your task, you must either grap- 
ple with it and meet its challenge or 
settle for working with, and creating 
for, less than the whole person who con- 
sumes your efforts. .. . 

more science in advertising... 
“...it seems clear to me that the future 
will bring a whole new era of closer 
cooperation between social scientists and 
advertisers. I don’t mean cooperation in 
the unfortunate form it sometimes takes 
where the psychologist tries to be an ad 
man and the ad man spends all his time 
wallowing in the depths of Freudian 
psychology, I mean a more intelligent 
and workable relationship in which 
each cobbler sticks to his last. A rela- 
tionship in which research is called upon 
to do only what it is able to do and the 
creative work of advertising is left to 
those who have the ability to do it.” 

Prof. Elton B. McNeil, 
U. of Michigan Advertising 
Conference 

results not proven... 
“...the scientific (or commercial) prac- 
ticability of significantly influencing the 
behavior of human beings by means of 
subliminal stimulation remains to be 
demonstrated. I do not contest the pos- 
sibility of such influence; indeed, I per- 
sonally think it is likely that significant 
alterations in human behavior may be 
produced by this means. However, it is 
one thing to make what is at best an 
educated guess about a matter, and quite 
another to find, or produce, solid scien- 
tific evidence upon which to base a 
conclusive statement. 

where is the subliminal risk level... 
“Of all the questions one can possibly 
raise, the issue of how much risk a per- 
son can be induced to take through 
subliminal influence is most significant. 

(continued on page 78) 
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AD CLUB 

DIRECTORY 

Herewith, the latest compilation of art 
directors’ clubs, both NSAD and non- 
NSAD, with names and addresses of 
club presidents and clubs, where avail- 
able. It is hoped this annual listing will 
prove an aid in furthering the exchange 
of information between clubs. 

NSAD Clubs 

Atlanta 
Baron G. Roberts, Liller, Neal & Battle 
Adv., Atlanta, Ga. Club address: Build- 
ers & Engineers Center, 230 Spring St. 
NW, Atlanta 3, Ga. 

Baltimore 
Lewis W. Waggaman, Van Sant, Dugdale 
& Co., 15 E. Fayette St., Baltimore 2, Md. 

Boston 
Leon Pistone, 5 Murdock Rd., Natick, 
Mass. 

Chicago 
Orville Sheldon, Foote, Cone & Belding, 
115 E. Superior, Chicago 11, Ill. Club 
address: 58 E. South Water St., Chicago 
1, Il. 

Cincinnati 
Philip R. Goyert, Farson, Huff & North- 
lich, 700 Terrace Hilton Bldg., Cin- 
cinnati, O. 

Cleveland 
Mario DiSantis, Creative Art, Inc., 1411 
NBC Bidg., Cleveland, O. 

Dallas-Ft. Worth 
Ed Bearden, Ed Bearden Studios, 3607 
Amherst, Dallas, Tex. 

Denver 
Gene Kramer, 520 E. Ash St., Littleton, 
Colo. 

Detroit 
Charles Dickinson, MacManus, John & 
Adams, Bloomfield Hills, Mich. 

Kansas City 
Austin Harmon, Hal Sandy, Inc., 5006 
State Line Rd., Kansas City, Mo. 
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Los Angeles 
Hugo Hammer, Dozier, Eastman & Co., 
1206 Maple Ave., Los Angeles 15, Calif. 
Club address: 5030 Wilshire Blvd., Los 
Angeles 36, Calif. 
Memphis 
John Boatwight, 4083 Wildwood, Mem- 
phis, Tenn. 
Miami 
Wm. O. Hays, Newman, Stern & Mandell, 
1000 Lincoln Rd., Miami Beach, Fla. 
Club address: Box 1062, Miami 6, Fla. 
Milwaukee 
Fred Terry, Hoffman & York, Inc., 5130 
W. Vliet St., Milwaukee 8, Wis. 
Minneapolis-St. Paul 
Robert Connolly, Batten, Barton, Dur- 
stine & Osborn, Northwestern Bank 
Bldg., Minneapolis 2, Minn. 
Montreal 
W. David Feist, Harold F. Stanfield, Inc., 
1010 St. Catherine St. W., Montreal, P.Q., 
Canada. Club address: P.O. Box 248, Sta- 
tion B., Montreal, P.Q., Canada 
Nashville 
William Dillon, 3903 Abbott Martin Rd., 
Nashville 2, Tenn. 
New York 
Garrett Orr, Outdoor Advertising, Inc., 
60 W. 42, New York 17, N. Y. Club ad- 
dress: 115 E. 40th St., New York 16, N. Y 
Omaha 
Quentin Moore, 
Omaha 2, Nebr. 
Philadelphia 
Raymond A. Ballinger, 334 S. Camac St., 
Philadelphia 7, Pa. 
Pittsburgh 
Joseph Huot, Huot Studio, 106 Smith- 
field St., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Portland, Ore. 
John Semple, Pacific National Agency, 
Cascade Bldg., Portland 4, Ore. 
Richmond 
Milton Hull, Baughman Co., 801 Ran- 
dolph St., Richmond, Va. 

1300 WOW Bldg., 

Rochester 

Dan Marciano, Rochester Art Directors 
Club, Box 941, Rochester 3, N. Y. 
St. Lovis 
Robert S. Robison, Washington Univer- 
sity School of Art, St. Louis, Mo. Club 
address: 122 N. Seventh St., St. Louis 1, 
Mo. 

San Francisco 
Dan Bonfigli, Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, 
130 Kearny St., San Francisco 8, Calif. 

Seattle 
John Lee, Seattle Art Directors Society, 
1217 2nd Ave., Seattle, Wash. 

Spokane 
Keith Ola, Virgil A. Warren Adv., Post 
Theatre Bldg., Spokane, Wash. 

Washington 
Henry J. Bausili, Rte. 3, Box 534M, 
Vienna, Va. Club address: 500 Walker 
Bldg., 734 15th St. N.W., Washington 
15, D.C 
Toronto 
Jack Dawkins, John Belknap Ltd., King, 
Ont., Canada. Club address: 64 Avenue 
Road, Toronto, Ont., Canada 

NonNSAD Clubs 

Albuquerque 
Albuquerque Commercial Artists Guild, 
P.O. Box 4254, Station A, Albuquerque, 
N. M. Correspondent: John Sherman, 
Albuquerque Commercial Artists, 1601 
Granite, N. W., Albuquerque, N. M. 

Columbus 
Ned T. Moore, Columbus Art, Inc., 480 
Hutton Pl., Columbus, O. 

Des Moines 
Robert L. Lindborg, 2825 S.E. 14, Des 
Moines 14, Ia. Club address: P.O. Box 
265, Des Moines, la. 

Dayton 
Laurence Brinkman, Kircher, Helton & 
Callett, 2600 Far Hills, Dayton 9, O. 

(Continued on Page 80) 
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on the 

west coast 

Movement and color The Nor- 
for lighting trademark man Gollin 

trademark 
designed for Lighting Dynamics, manu- 
facturer of lighting fixtures, has a com- 
bination symbol for “L” and “D” in 
black or white, enclosing yellow square, 
and introduced by three rows of blue, 
yellow and red squares which diminish 
gradually according to their distance 
from the “LD”. In the cover for the 
Lighting Dynamics catalog, the trade- 
mark is used horizontally, far right cen- 
ter, after the title. In envelope, the 
trademark moves vertically. 

RETOUCHING — 
TRANSPARENCIES - CARBROS 
“C” PRINTS + DYE TONING 

BLACK & WHITE 
RICHARDSON’S STUDIO 
212 SUTTER ST. + SAN FRANCISCO 
35 ¥EARS EXPERIENCE 
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and written out in black and red by 
James Hayes of Evanston, IIl., one of 
America’s leading contemporary alli- 
gtaphers, is from the collection in the 
Exhibition of Calligraphy at the Port- 
land Art Museum Sept. 23-Nov. 3. The 
exhibition was designed to show the 
historical development of calligraphy 
and the backgrounds in its present re- 
vival. Show includes Roman _inscrip- 
tional capitals written on stone and then 
cut, calligraphic manuals of the Ital‘an 
Renaissance, examples. by leading artists 
of all periods including the present. 
Among the Americans represented are 

Arnold Bank of New York, Ray F. 
DaBoll of Chicago, Father E. M. Catich 
of Davenport, and James MacDonald of 
San Francisco. Works were selected by 
Dr. Max W. Sullivan, director of the 
Portland Art Museum, and Lloyd J. 
Reynolds who prepared the catalog, pro- 
fessor of art at Reed College. fe 

From Romans to moderns 
—the calligraphy show 

CAMERA HAWAII 
Editorial & Advertising Illustration 

Honolulu’s most versatile photographers 
directed by 

WERNER STOY 
Honolulu, Hawaii Cable: CAMHAWAI! 

PRODUCT ILLUSTRATION 

BACKED BY A COMPLETE ART SERVICE 
Layout to complete job. Quick service 

Fast Airmail service on out-of-town orders 
WM. MILLER ADVERTISING PRODUCTION 
672 S. Lafayette Park Pi. Los Angeles 57, DU 54051 
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A BRIGHT YOUNG TORTOISE got to thinking, 

‘“‘Grandpa told me that, ‘slow and steady always 

wins the race’ but I’m a little skeptical. I’m going 

to take my vitamins, get off to a faster start and 

set a faster clip. You cannot depend on the 

other guy taking a nap.”’ 

DF KELLER CO Printers with imagination 

$005 FRANKLIN BLVD CHICAGO 12 ILLINOIS 

We have clients in America’s foremost 

industries and would like more 

é Gortotoee. for precise work 
the NORedge for close work - - oe 

steel drawing beard edges 

for data check with your dealer or write 
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SELL YOURSELF LOCALLY... 

Place an ad in 
Art Direction’s 
local news pages 

in Chicago 

Loren C. Moore Vice president and 
art director of Grant 

Advertising, Inc., Chicago, Loren C. 
Moore died at the age of 53. He had 
joined Grant in 1942, was promoted to 
art director of the Chicago office, and 
the next year was named overall art 
director for all the agency's offices. He 
was made a vice president in 1956. 
Before his association with Grant, he 
had been art director of H. W. Kastor & 
Sons, Chicago, from 1936 to 1942. He 
had begun his career as an art director 
in 1927 at Aubrey, Moore & Wallace, 
Inc., Chicago, after having graduated 
from the University of Wisconsin. He 
was born in Sheboygan, Wis. Over the 
years the Art Directors Club of Chicago 
had awarded him three gold medals. 

Chicago Photographic Guild 
confers Nov. 28-30 

Supervisory and departmental manage- 
ment in the Chicago photographic in- 
dustry will meet at a Key Man Confer- 
ence sponsored by the Chicago Photo- 
graphic Guild Nov. 28, 29 and 30 at the 
Moraine Hotel, Highland Park. Pro- 
gram will include speakers Earl Night- 
ingale, Dr. Arthur Gutenberg and 
others, problem clinics, discussion from 
the registrants, visual aids. Fees are $50 
per person, to be paid by the studio, 
and will include registration, program 
activity, meals, taxes and tips. 
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Humor for Humor directed to 
the dog market west coast dogs by a 

Chicago agency em- 
ploys a vicious little animal inside a 
placid, good humored pooch evidently 
belonging to a master who has read 
and followed the advice of copy in the 
Ken-L-Ration ad for newspapers and 
supplements. Needham, Louis & Brorby’s 
AD Robert Skinder used artwork by 
Roy Hansen of DeVenny-Wood Studios 
and an inset illustration—a carbro by 
Ed Van Baerle—to visualize the message. 
In some of the ads the cuts of meat sur- 
rounding product package will be shown 
in color. 

S2Pranorner 

Chicagoan Ran- 
dall R. Roth 
does other things 

besides art direct Insulation magazine, 
one of several American technical maga- 
zines selected by Mouton & Co., pub- 
lishers of Rijswik, Holland, for a con- 
tinuing study of printing quality, typog- 
raphy and layout. Here is a Roth- 
designed folder—front and back covers— 
which holds an ad reprint campaign for 
Inland Steel Co. This piece was directed 
at manufacturers who planned on add- 
ing steel structures to their plants. Three 

(continued on page 89) 

Expanding folder 
for steel campaign 

HAND MADE ART, FRESH DAILY 

TELEPHONE WHITEHALL 3-2559 

16] EAST GRAND, CHICAGO II, ILL. 



in 

‘Philadelphia 

; 

These three 
posters in a 
series for 

the Philadelphia Enquirer were done by 
European designer Michael Engelmann, 
who was given a free hand by the En- 
quirer’s promotion AD Don Donovan. 
Result, the b/w photographs by Paul 
Baker of New York and the paper's 
slogan in yellow type arranged in 
unique designs. 

European design for 
Philadelphia promotion 

~s 
( 

veorge faraghan stu 

Engelmann, now based at 100 Cedar 
St., Dobbs Ferry, N. Y., was born in 
Prague, had no formal art education 
but became interested in abstract art 
and posters (the big and beautiful ad 
medium in Europe). Self trained, he did 
publications, poster and industrial ad- 
vertising in Europe. He produced adver- 
tising design for Holland’s International 
Textiles, was AD for Die Neue Zeitung 
published in Munich and financed by 

rch street. pti ladel) hia. pa. 
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P ; 

os, ax 
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ABT: 

the U. S. State Department, was AD for 
Pirelli Rubber Co. in Milan, had his 
own studio in Munich where he did 
general advertising and posters. He won 
many European prizes, including the 
German Best Poster of the Year. 

Since coming to the United States a 
year ago, he has done, in addition to 
the Philadelphia Enquirer series, work 
for Gray & Rogers’ art department head 
Vincent Benedict, a huge sample book 
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for Hamilton papers, pieces for Abbott 
Labs in Chicago, illustrations for Ab- 
bott's What’s New. The. Enquirer series 
won such good response, according to 
advertising director Leonard Bach, that 
the “welcome” one was repeated as a 
24-sheet billboard after the Philadelphia 
newspaper strike was settled. 

A Holiday theme A merry-go- 

for promotion attention round music 
box that 

works (plays Pop Goes the Weasel) is 
part of Holiday magazine’s “most 
wanted” promotion series, distributed 
to limited number of most wanted 
accounts. Front has colorful artwork 
against white background, “Holiday” 
letters in black and gray. Artwork, in 
orange, orchid, Chinese red, black and 
gtay, by Mel Richman, Inc. J. L. Had- 
sell is Holiday’s creative manager. @ 

Philadelphia Art Supply Ce. 

Philadelphia’s most complete stock of 
art and drawing materials. 

* Bourges sheets * Craftint 
* Kemort materials ¢ Zipotone 

* all graphic art supplies 

Send for our 200-page catalog 
on your letterhead 

25 S. Eighth St. * Philadelphia 6, Penna. 
MArket 7-6655 * Prompt delivery service 

copy corner 

heads together 

without bumping? 

by Draper Daniels, 
Vice President in Charge 
of Creative Departments, 
Leo Burnett Company, Inc. 

Sometime last March your editor asked 
me if I would write a column on crea- 
tive teamwork between copy men and 
art directors. I said no, that I was very 
busy and besides I had never seen very 
much of it. 

He said, “How about next fall?” I 
said, “that would be nice.” So last week 
I got a letter saying, “It is now next 
fall.” This brought me smack to the end 
of the shortest summer in my memory 
and here I am. 
To begin with, advertising is a rela- 

tively simple business. What makes it 
difficult at times is the number of com- 
plicated pepple in it. Art directors and 
copywriters are among the most compli- 
cated. 
The trouble with most art directors is 

they make layouts. The trouble with 
most copywriters is they write copy. 
What they ought to do is to work with 
each other to make ads. 

Before they can start doing that, they 
need to know why ads made. The pur- 
pose of an advertisement is not to dem- 
onstrate that the art director could make 
Titian look like a pasteup boy. Nor is 
it to prove that the copywriter would 
have won the Harper’s award for the 
best novel if the judges hadn't been 
fixed. The purpose of advertising is to 
make people do something, ordinarily, 
to induce them to buy something. An 
advertisement which does not do this is 
no damned good. 

Making an ad that gets people to do 
something is not a one-man job. It 
should start with the account executive 
and the marketing people explaining 
what the client’s problems and sales 
goals are. The virtues and demerits of 
the product to be sold should be laid 
on the line with complete objectivity. 

At this point the copywriter should be 
able to figure out what he needs to 
know about the product, the people 
who buy it, and the reasons people buy 
the products they do in this category. 
At this point, research should be called 
upon to supply the answers to the copy 
man’s questions. 

(Obviously, I am talking about a new 

Can we 

put our 

campaign. Once the base has been estab- 
lished, the rest of this procedure can be 
dispensed with, although it’s a good 
plan to review the fundamentals at reg- 
ular intervals to make sure the adver- 
tising is on the track.) 
When the copy man has the informa- 

tion he needs, he should figure out an 
approach or approaches which he thinks 
will make the sale. If he is a good copy- 
writer, he will throw his mistakes in the 
basket rather than turn them in to the 
art director for layouts. He ought to 
have an idea for illustrating each adver- 
tisement he wants laid out and he should 
write at least one piece of sample copy 
so that the art director will know how 
much space must be devoted to copy. 

Any art director should be entitled to 
murder most painfully any copywriter 
who turns in a picture idea and head- 
line, enthusiastically approves a layout 
that allows for 100 words of copy, and 
then writes 750 words of copy to fill the 
space. To make matters worse, this type 
of copywriter usually insists that it will 
ruin the ad if one word of the copy is 
cut. 

A copywriter should have the same 
privilege with the art director who does 
not read the copy or note its length, 
who makes no effort to find out what 
the idea of the campaign is, and who 
then makes a flashy picture which has 
no relation to the subject matter. This 
is always the same gent who suggests 
taking out two-thirds of the copy be- 
cause there isn’t room for it. 

The copywriters and art directors most 
likely to succeed in turning out ads that 
sell are those who sit down with each 
other. The art director makes roughs. 
The copywriter criticizes and makes sug- 
gestions. The art director asks questions 
about the copy and doesn’t hesitate to 
suggest changes that he thinks will im- 
prove the ad. Each respects the other. 
Each learns from the other. Each helps 
make the other a better advertising man. 

Together, they turn out far better 
ads than either of them could do indi- 
vidually. Usually, they get more raises, 
too. e 
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(continued from page 71) 

The factor which remains to be demon- 
strated is that a person will invest sig- 
nificant portions of his time, energy, 
or economic resources in acting upon 
a subliminal message. It may be quite 
possible to change the way a person 
respouds to a word-association test, or a 
questionnaire, or how he spends a penny 
or a nickle. However, it is one thing to 
produce such “low-risk” behavior, and 
quite another to get the person to buy 
a Mercury rather than an Oldsmobile. 
He may be induced to say that he is 
pro-Stevenson, or anti-Nehru, and yet 
we may fail completely to alter his be- 
havior in the voting booth or in the 
supermarket at point-of sale.” 

Dr. Richard L. Cutler, 
U. of Michigan Advertising 

research vs intuition .. . 
A highlight of the Pacific Northwest 
Art Directors Convention was a panel 
discussion on the togetherness of re- 
search and intuition. The following 
summary, in dialogue form, was pre- 
pared for Art Direction by Marlowe 
Hartung of Miller, Mackay, Hoeck, and 
Hartung Inc., Seattle advertising agency. 

MR JAZZ QUARTET plays Seattle as a 
Controversial Feature of Pacific North- 
west Art Directors Convention. 

Ensemble: 
George Rappaport — Vibes 

Art Director, Calkins & Holden, Los 
Angeles 

Lony Ruhman — Bass 
Asst. Director, Design Laboratory, 

Container Corp., Chicago 
Joseph Maguire — Cello 

Executive Vice President, Botsford, 
Constantine & Gardner, Seattle 

James Taylor — Flute 
Research Psychologist, Public Opinion 

Laboratory, University of Washing- 
ton 

Monitor: Frank Brugiere, Editor, West- 
ern Advertising 

Theme: 
(tossed out by Brugiere) This is our 
question: “In the age of automation and 
studies in depth, does research control 
the limits of creativity or, conversely, 
does creativity draw from the statistics 
of research? It’s a good question, and a 
panel forum of two researchers and two 
creative men will tackle this question of 
nose-counting versus brain-scratching. Is 
the creative man of tomorrow to be the 
prying and probing social scientist, 

armed with figures, or is he to remain 
the talented copywriter, designer and art 
director, armed with ideas?” 

Rappaport: (flourishing vibe mallets) 
You can’t make effective advertisements 
based on formulae served up by MR 
probers and nose-counters. Happily, 
there are no such things as “pushing 
people buttons”. 
The very key of many successful cam- 

paigns is violation of what others are 
doing. A good art director must know 
people, live in many worlds... he must 
assume the prime responsibility of ad- 
vising against advertising that has little 
or no meaning or substance. 

To fulfill his function, a good art 
director may be guided —but should 
never be hamstrung — by research. 

Ruhmen: (slapping his bass) Art Direc- 
tors are not omniscient . . . do not neces- 
sarily have intuitive powers approaching 
divinity. Management is properly con- 
cerned with visual communication... 
how well sales tools perform. 

The function of research is to develop 
facts so that the designer is capable of 
intelligent decisions. 

Art directors and designers have no 
exclusive on creativity. As Dichter says: 
“Research and creativity are close allies. 
Creative people concern themselves with 
form... just as a poet works within a 
framework to create beauty.” 
Maguire: (on a mellow cello) I speak 
as an old copy man and from the crea- 
tive bias. Does research help or hinder 
the creative man? This question seems 
to be bothering art directors and copy- 
writers these days. 

It seems to me that the answer is to 
be found in the fact that too few crea- 
tive people have the fortitude to stand 
up for their intuitive judgment. We use 
research as a crutch to lean upon. It’s 
easier to sell facts and surveys and re- 
search than creative judgment. But 
research is a crutch we need. We need 
research guide lines to discipline our 
own creativity. 
Good ads come from disciplined crea- 

tivity. Those who have fought the trend 
toward surrender to MR and nose- 
counting have created the great ads. 
Use research—don’t let it use you. The 
test is this—research is available to all 
these days but only a few creative agen- 
cies are doing the great ads. 
The trouble with our business today— 

perhaps as always—is semantics. We are 
the biggest suckers in the world. We 
go for fancy terms given to “old-hat” 
stuff as though it were brand new. Take 
“marketing,” for example. What is mar- 
keting except the entire process of get- 

ting products to market and sold to 
consumers? It’s what we've been doing 
ever since we got into this business. 
And, if we were any good, we had a 
fair grasp of every phase of it. But, all 
of a sudden, the “marketing concept” 
appears. And we have a rash of “market- 
ing agencies.” Or perhaps it’s merchan- 
dising. Or it’s motivational research... 
or the depth approach . . . or subliminal. 
Or something else with a fancy name. 

There isn’t a good creative advertis- 
ing man in the business who hasn’t used 
all of the good “tools of advertising” 
consciously or subconsciously all of his 
productive life. 

Taylor: (rippling flute cadenza) The 
advertising profession labors under the 
fear that psychological researchers are 
going to steal its soul. This terror should 
be eased by realization that depth re- 
search has its limits...can report facts 
and never become hard gospel. 

Motivational research will evolve into 
a merging of nose-counting methods and 
perceptual studies to arrive at facts. It 
is of high significance that such research 
lays bare our secret dreams such as that 
of the white collar frustrate’s desire to 
identify with the Marlboro Man. 
Forums such as this will serve to make 

clear that, like it or not, the motiva- 
tional researcher and the creative person 
are fated to work together as a team in 
the future. 
Brugiere: In summing up, the consensus 
seems to be that the creative person and 
the researcher are not so terribly far 
apart and really do not have a great 
conflict of interests. Apparently, the 
good creative art director is in his own 
way a researcher. Whether knowingly or 
intuitively, he must seek out the facts to 
solve his own particular problems. And 
in a like manner, the good researcher 
must be a creative person. Whether 
through experience or intuition, he 
senses the problems that need solutions. 
Apparently the big danger in our busi- 
ness is that individuals or organizations 
might tend to use quantitative or quali- 
tative research as a crutch or as David 
Ogilvy said—“the danger is to use re 
search as a drunken man uses a lamp 
post—for support, not for illumination”. 

ADCD’s Design Conference... 
The Detroit Art Directors Club design 

conference gave students an opportunity 
to ask questions of the pro’s, gave a 
team of ad men a chance to coordinate 

(continued on page 90) 
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Eight Award-Winning Photographic Specialists 

Helmut Martens industria/ + Trade Shows 

Ray Moulin 

MOU LIN 

Aerial + Architectural + Pictorial 

Carroll Moran Publicity + Pictorial 

Tom Moulin 

&s STUDIOS 

Advertising + Iilustration + Editorial 

Jack Moran Portraits + Editorial 

Roy Carlson Food + Fashion « Stil/ Life 

George Riekman Motion Pictures « Sound 

John Ashton Product + Catalog « /ilustration 

directory 

(Continued from page 72) 

Virginia 
Ben Vogel, 26 Trail St., Hampton, Va. 

Hartford 
Kenneth F. Waltermire. Wilson, Haights, 
Welch & Grover, 10 Allyn St., Hartford 3, 
Conn. 
Houston 
Leroy A. Barfuss, Paul McCain, Typog- 
rapher, Inc., 1805 Walker, Houston, Tex. 

indianapolis 
Jack Butler, Poorman & Butler, 112-114 
E. Gilbert, Muncie, Ind. 
Jacksonville 
Joseph F. Mikulas, 263 Woodrow St., 
Jacksonville 8, Fla. 
Knoxville 
Richard Clarke, Dept. of Fine Arts, Uni- 
versity of Tennessee, 1541 W. Cumber- 
land, Knoxville, Tenn. 
Las Vegas 
Rex Trembath, Alex Struthers & Co., 
311% S. 3rd St., Las Vegas, Nev. 
Louisville 
Jim Barrow, Mullican Advertising Agen- 
cy, 310 W. Liberty, Louisville 2, Ky. 

Newark 
Joseph H. Galinko, William N. Scheer, 
24 Branford Pl., Newark 2, N. J. 

Oklahoma City 
Don Loewen, Erwin, Wasey & Co., First 
National Bldg., Oklahoma City 2, Okla. 
Pennsylvania Central 
George R. Horstick, 1107 N. Front St., 
Michenor and O’Connor, Harrisburg, Pa. 

Philippines 
Art Directors Club of the Philippines, 
664 Misericordia, Manila, Philippines 

Salt Loke City 
Walter A. Johnston, Art Direction, 141 
E. 2nd South, Salt Lake City, Utah 

San Diego 
Bob Eckhart, Graphics Mgr., Convair, 
Div. of General Dynamics, 3165 Pacific 
Highway, San Diego, Calif. 

Toledo 
William Kuhlman, Kuhlman Studios, 
420 Madison Ave., Toledo, O. 

Trenton 
Vincent W. Ceglia, Kennedy-Ceglia Ad- 
vertising, 211 Academy St., Trenton 8, 
N. J. 

Tulsa 
James W. Wainner, Paul Locke Adver- 
tising, 216 W. 4th St., Tulsa, Okla. 

Vancouver 
Edward Bethune, Cockfield, Brown & Co., 
Ltd., 1164 Melville St., Vancouver 5, 
B. C., Canada. Club’s address: Art Direc- 
tors Club of Vancouver, P.O. Box 987, 
Vancouver I, B. C. 

Wichita 
Howard Babcock, Jr., Lago & Whitehead, 
Inc., 514 S. Topeka, Wichita 2, Kans. @ 

A SUPERIOR 

MESSENGER SERVICE 

COPY CLEARING HOUSE 
Pick-up and delivery of art, layouts, 
portfolios, mats, plates, copy, press 
releases, photos, etc., etc. 

COPY CLEARING HOUSE 
12 years of experience meeting dead- 
lines of newspapers, agencies, artists, 
photographers, type houses, printers. 

COPY CLEARING HOUSE 
12 years of savings—averaging 20% to 
30%—for ovr mushrooming customer 
clientele. 

COPY CLEARING HOUSE 
Puts out the simplest, graphic presen- 
tation of its rates in the business. No 
gimmicks, no hidden extras. 

COPY CLEARING SERVICE 
Foot and motor service. Our policy is 
to be overstocked on help—so that you 
ere never shortchanged when you 
need speed. 

COPY 

CLEARING MU-4 

HOUSE 

Offices throughout Manhatten 
MAIN OFFICE — 233 PARK AVENUE (46th St.) 

Art for Advertising 

nero Screened 
PERSONNEL 

in the fields of AR 
© PHOTOGRAPHY 
@ ADVERTISING 

BR 9-8900 

to 
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sell 

these executive buyers 

in the @ ig hth 

annual 

I 

buyers 

-f Art Buyer Production 

List Yourself with the trade .. . if you sell art, photography, typography, 

you belong in your own trade’s Annua! Guide. For the 8th straight year, Art Direction 

will publish, in the January 1959 issue, the only trade guide of artists, photographers, 

studios, illustrators, typographers, etc. 

11,000 Buyers... circulation is at a new record high. Art Direction has the most 

buyers—A.D.’s; ad/sales promotion/production managers; editors; agency executives. 

The first return from your listing will pay for it many times over. 

Fill out the order form now... right now! Every year many listings are 

returned because they’ve come in after deadline. Send in your listing today 

to be sure. 

Best Ad dollar buy! Listings are as low as $1.50. Contains the basic information 

of your service. Listings are the simplest, quickest, and the only way to list 

yourself with the entire field. 

to get business... tell them where you are...here’s how é 
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Classified listings 
(see listings 1 to 255 on next page) 

For: artists, photographers, art sup- 
pliers and manufacturers, graphic arts 
firms. Also, for studios advertising 
specific services (for example, a gen- 
eral art studio could take Listing No. 
198, dye transfer prints.) 
1. There are 255 separate classified 
listings. 

Each classified listing is $1.50. 

2. Each classified listing is 3 lines. First 
line is name and telephone number. 
Second line is address. Third line 
is advertising copy and is optional. 
Third line copy cannot exceed 45 
characters including spaces. 

3. Use order form below, type or 
print. If ordering more than one list- 

ing with third line copy, specify listing 
number for each third line. 

4. Order as many listings as you want. 
Use your letterhead if more space is 

Representative’s listings 
(see listings 256 and 257 on next page) 

For: representatives of artists and pho- 
tographers. 

1. List your artists and photographers 
on your letterhead. 

2. See sample listing. You may, in one 
or two words, list artists’ or photog- 
raphers’ media, subject, technique. 

3. Listings are $1.50 for your name, 
address and phone, plus $1.50 for each 
artist or photographer listed. 

626 €. 38th St., N.Y.C. 16 
William Boro, men's fashion illustration 
Joan Meilo, fashion artist, pastels 

Studio listings 
(see listings 258 and 259 on next page) 

For art or photographic studios ad- 
vertising all their services in a single 
listing. 

Complete order form. 

rr = 
classified listing is $1.50. 

List your art or photographic services on your letterhead. 
Listings 258 and 259 are $5.00 each. 

You may also order one or more classified listings (numbers | to 255). Each 

order form ART DIRECTION - 19 W. 44th STREET, N. Y. 36 - YUkon 6-4930 

Yes, I want to be listed in the January 1959 issue in the 8th Annual Buyers’ Guide, as follows: 

Classified listings 1 to 255 satel at $1.50 each listing........................ TEES, commisssesaalee 

Representative’s listings...) 256 art........... (0 257 photography........... P Sees — 
$150 for representative plus $1.50 for each artist or photographer listed. REMITTANCE MU: 

ACCOMPANY ORD 
Studio listings ._F 258 art...........[D) 259 photography....... “) ' } ¥ See: 

I on aanichicaiunietnd 

NAME ADDRESS 
Print exactly as you wish it to appear in Buyers’ Guide 

CITY ZONE STATE TELEPHONE 

Srd line copy for classified listings, 
cannot be over 45 characters 

See Noa, 1-255 
on next page 

See Nos. 256-259 
on next page 

List your artists on your letterhead 

List your photographers on your letterhead 

List your art services on your letterhead 

List your photographic services on your letterhead 
— 

256 
Number Your advertising copy for 3rd line listing 

257 
Number Your advertising copy for 3rd line listing 

_ 258 
Number Your advertising copy for 3rd line listing 

259 
Number Your advertising copy for 3rd line listing 

1 to 

ART 

OOnawnawn— 

258-: 

Al 
258. (List ¢ 

or let 
0 cre 
0) ser 
0 ann 
0) bro 
0) car 
0 des 
0 dire 
C) itty 
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255, classified listings: listings | 10 255 are $1.50 each. 

ART 69. home furnishings 128. camera lucida 194. color prints in quantity 
1. advertising design 70. humorous 129. cameras 195. color separations 

t. 2. advertising strips 71. industrial 130. canvas 196. copy of artwork 
is 3. airbrush 72. interiors 131. charcoal & pastel papers 197. duplicate transparencies 

4. annual reports 73. landscape 132. colored papers 198. dye transfer prints 
5. archtiectural rendering 74. marine 133. copyboards, adjustable 199. dye transfer prints, giant 

: 6. art directors, consultant 75. ,medical 134. crayons & chalks 200. Ektacolor 
7. book jackets 76. men’s hands 135. drafting supplies 201. Ektachrome processing 
8. booklets, direct mail 7. military 137. erasers 202. enlargements 

; 9. Bourges technique 78. product, still-life 138. fixatives 203. Flexichrome 
: 10. car+ cards 79. shoes 139. fluorescent paper 204. montage 
- ll. caricatures 80. sport 140. hand lettering sheets, etc 205. mural color transparencies 
i 12. cartoons 81. still-life 141. illustration board 206. photocomposing 
¢ 13. catalogs 82. story 142. inks 207. photocomposing on transparencies 
‘ 14. charts 83. stylized 143. office supplies 208. photomurals 

15. color separations 84. symbolic 144. oil colors 209. reprodupe 
- 16. colorist 85. technical 145. pads, blocks, sketch books 210. reprodye 

17. comic books 146. palettes 211. reproportioring 
18. continuities 147. pencils 212. screened veloxes 

‘ 19. displays LETTERING 148. picture frames 213. slides’ 
20. exhibits r 149. retouching materials 214. strip-ups 

: 21. fine art for industry 86. alphabets, designed 150. retail art stores 215. 35 mm negs and positives 
22. greeting cards 87. ae. lettering 151. schools, art 216. transporencies 
23. ideas 88. illuminated lettering 152. sketch boxes 217. transparency art 
24. labels 89. LeRoy lettering 153. slide rules 218. Type ‘'C"’ prints 
25. layouts 90. lettering 154. tabourets 219. varicolor prints 
26. letterheads 91. paste-up alphabets 155. T-squares, perspective 220. viewgraph slides 
27. maps 92. photo, film, process 156. watercolor materials 93. photographic variations 28. mechanicals 
29. oil painting COPY PRINTS 

™ 30. package design : 
31. pen and ink RETOUCHING PHOTOGRAPHY 221. color film strips 
32. pharmaceutical design 94. art 157. aerial = colorstats 
33. point-of-sale 95. carbros 158. animals 224. poe eetats 
34. portraits, painting 96. color toning 159. architectural 225. oe nes 
35. posters 97. dye transfer 160. cats and dogs 226. Pres aang 
36. presentations 98. fashion 161. children 227. ae portend 

h 37. product design 99. Flexichrome 162. color 228. & ae cong Me acetate 
38. record albums 100. industrial 163. consultants + visualcast slides 
= — technique 101. Kemart 164. editorial 

. scale models 102. photo, b/w 165. experimental 
41. scratchboard 103. photo, color 166. fashion GRAPHIC ARTS 
42. spots 104. products 167. food 229. acetate proofing 
43. stock art 105. renderings 168. general 230. advertising presentations 
44. three dimensional 106. technical 169. horticultural 231. od pre-prints 
45. trade marks — 107. transparencies 170. human interest 232. bindery 
7 —_ | ven sat 8. ona 233. display manufacturers 

P é. incustria 234. electros 
> —— TV 173. interiors 235. gravure plates 
ae 108. animation 174. landscapes 236. industrial comic books 

109. art 175. location 237. labels 
110. cartoons 176. magazine photography 238. lithography 

ILLUSTRATION 111. direct color prints a murals ; 239. newspaper comic sections 
Di intececemiittenl 112. film production ! 4 photo-agencies 240. paper dealers 

< 31. prac on 113. hot press - een 241. photoengraving 
SE Tee Mattets Guild of Now Yok 114. lettering 80. Printons 242. photogelatin printing 
53. ' bile Cae 115. lettering, photo 181. products 243. printers, letterpress 
54. biblical vied 116. props 182. publicity 244. rotogravure 
55. ch a 117. sculpture 183. reportage 245. sheet-fed gravure 
56. Petes “' 118. slides 184. slide films 246. silk screen printers 
57. children Ue: esp Goud 186. stllclite re ; : ! “ti 48. +t 
58. children's books 120. titles 187. stock photos 249 cae direction 
59. collage 188. strobe 250. type foundry 60. decorative humorous 189. trick phot h ; 
a toe ART SUPPLIES Bastiat de ak aeeaihen, eomins 
62. fashion & style 121. acetates, overlays 253. osname ‘old-fashioned 
63. figure 122. adhesives 254. ¢ hy, phot : 64. flowers 198. aly beuhes PHOTO REPRODUCTION SERVICES - typography, photo 

. : a 124. artists brushes 190. Anscochrome processing 
. furniture 125. books 191. b/w prints in quantity 

RC 67. general 126. Bourges materials 192. carbros EMPLOYMENT 
68. historical 127. bristol boards 193. color assemblies 255. agencies 

256-257: representatives listings Listings 256 and 257 are $1.50 each, plus $1.50 for each artist or photographer listed. 

Complete the order form and list your artists or photographers on your letterhead. 
ARTISTS REPRESENTATIVES 256 PHOTOGRAPHERS REPRESENTATIVES 257 

258-259: studio listings Listings 258 and 259 are $5.00 each regardless of number of services listed. 

Complete the order form and list your services (see below) on your letterhead. Data under ‘‘Other Services’ is limited to 60 characters, 

including spaces. 

ART STUDIOS PHOTO STUDIOS 
258. (List any or all on order form C0 Jayout 259. (List any or’ all on order form D location 

or letterhead) CG) lettering or letterhead) 0 motion pictures 
“ 0) creative (0 mechanicals (C0 children 00 product 

CJ service DD packaging (0 fashion DC reportage 
= (CD annvol reports CO posters (CD food CD slide films 

() brochures, folders 0 presentations (CD) illustration C still life 
() cartoons C0 retouching () industrial 0 tv 

“a [J design CJ TV ort (CO interiors (other services) 
00 direct mail! (other services) 
() itlustration 
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A graphic designer, Bob Wirth 
teaches at The Philadelphia Mu- 
seum School of Art, commuting 
from Baltimore. He’s a former 
Curator of Education at The Balti- 
more Museum of Art where he also 
taught painting and graphics. His 
work has been shown at STA’s 
Normandy House gallery and he’s 
won 9 awards in the last four Balti- 
more ADC shows. You can see his 
work in Graphis Annual (1953-54) 
and Modern Publicity (1956-57, 
1957-58). 

He maintains The Ampersand 
Press for typographic experimenta- 
tion and has a collection of about 
100 ampersands, all wood. His 
clients include Ford Motor Co., 
C & P Telephone Co., Methodist 
Publishing House, Johns Hopkins 
University and various agencies in 
Baltimore. * 
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trade talk 

ART DIRECTORS ®ALTIMORE: Jordan 
Chadrow. now AD 

and production manager at James B. Rogers 
Associates, Inc., formerly the same with 
Jordan Mitchell . .. BEVERLY HILLS: Harry 
McQuiston now AD with Nides*Cini* Adver- 
tising. A graduate of Pittsburgh Art Institute 
and Art Center (LA), he has been design- 
layout artist for Allied Artists, AD for Lynn- 
Western, Inc. and Banning Co. . . . CHI- 
CAGO: From Keys, Madden & Jones to 
McCann-Erickson—senior AD Barton G. West 
.. . Paul F. Samuelson, now director of lay- 
out and design for S. Fredrick Anderson 
Studios, was former AD for Chevrolet Sales 
Promotion at Campbell-Ewald, Detroit . . . 
DETROIT: Formerly AD with Creative Arts 
International, Art Morat is now on art staff 
of Grant Advertising . . . LOS ANGELES: 
AD Mitz Fujimoto left Edward S. Kellogg Co. 
after seven years to open own art service, 
Mitz Fujimoto Associates, 4211 W. Olympic 
Blvd. With him are artists H. Joe Ware and 
Don Shigaki . . . MIAMI: Executive AD with 
Charles Anthony Gross is Charles N. Bowen 
who came from AD post at Griswold-Eshle- 
man in Cleveland . . . MINNEAPOLIS: New 
AD and supervisor of production at Zeuthen, 
Thomas & Hulbert is Richard Howe, who 
came from Campbell-Mithun .. . NEW YORK: 
SH&L is new name of art and design divi- 
sion of Sudler & Hennessey, with Sudler & 
Hennessey, Inc. name remaining for adver- 
tising agency operations. Herb Lubalin is 
head of studio. Principals of both divisions 
are president Arthur Sudler, executive vice 
president Matthew Hennessey, vice presi- 
dent and executive art director Herb Luba- 
lin . . . Named executive AD in charge of 
all art depts. at Reach, McClinton & Co.— 
vp and AD Everett Sahrbeck . . . Formerly 
AD at Gray Advertising, Jacques Willaumez 
is now executive AD and member of the 
planning board at Ehrlich, Neuwirth .. . 
AD Robert P. Cunningham now a vp too at 
William Schaller Co. . . . Once BBDO's 
youngest vp (in 1948 at age 32), Robert L. 
Foreman now heads all creative depart- 
ments there, relieving president Charles H. 
Brower of creative supervisory duties .. . 
Irv Tempkin left AD post with Friend Reiss 
for associate AD spot with the Wexton Co. 
. . » Now with New York office of J. Walter 
Thompson—Edward J. Burke, from San Fran- 
cisco branch . . . Gil Laufman on Willoughby 
Camera Stores account at Shappe-Wilkes. 
He came from Clarion Associates, Milford, 
Pa. . . . John H. Tinker continues as senior 
vp in charge of the creative division at 
McCann-Erickson, having been relieved of 
his double duty as chairman of the ad- 
ministrative council, home office. To the 
latter post, and as a full-time appointment, 
came Paul Foley. senior vp and a director. 
. . . Bernard Etengoff named promotion AD 
of Ziff-Davis Publishing Co. Was AD on their 
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Popular Photography . . . Hoyt Howard, Inc. 
now at 210 E. 39 St. Principals are Mitch 
Havemeyer and Hoyt Howard, who is 
NYEPA instructor in evening course of lay- 
out and typographic design... Tony Palazzo 
no longer AD at Lawrence Fertig. Resigned 
so he could devote full time as children’s 
author/illustrator with Garden City Books 
(Doubleday, Inc.) . . . SAN JOSE: New AD 
at Richard Jorgensen Advertising is Robert 
Eddy. formerly AD of Ross Roy, Detroit .. . 

ART & DESIGN CHICAGO: “Buzz” 

Gross, formerly with 
Robert Sidney Dickens Design Studio, has 
joined the staff of representatives at Stevens- 
Gross Studios. He is former student of Art 
Center School, Chouinard Art Institute and 
Los Angeles Business College . .. A selec- 
tion of recent graphics by Franklin McMahon 
was exhibited at Artists Guild .. . Sidney 
Clayton & Associates won 14 awards—more 
than 20 per cent—of those given—at the Fifth 
Annual National Competition of the National 
Federation of Advertising Agencies ...Gen- 
eral Outdoor Advertising Co. donated two 
huge painted bulletins to Chicago Fire Dept. 
as part of fire alertness campaign . . . Jack C. 
Brown, instructor in technical drawing, is re- 
cent appointment to faculty of Illinois Institute 
of Technology. So is Lutrelle P. Wassman, 
lecturer at the Institute of Design. Wassman, 
who has his own design firm, received the 
freshman art award and the senior indus- 
trial design award while a student at the 
University of Illinois, designed the Ekco line 
of kitchen tools for Latham-Tyler-Jensen, and 
the National Packaging Show exhibit for 
Container Corporation of America... Walter 
Howe, director of the design department at 
R. R. Donnelley & Sons, reports the current 
Donnelley exhibit of 69 advertising posters 
from abroad contains many excellent exam- 
ples of poster art applied to product adver- 
tising. Show, selected by Graphis magazine, 
is at Lakeside Press Galleries, 350 E. 22 St., 
through November . . . Seven products de- 
signed by Dave Chapman, Inc. were chosen 
for showing in the U. S. pavilion at Brussels 
World's Fair . . . Assistant professor John W. 
Emerson who now heads the art education 
division of the Institute of Design, had been 
chairman of the art department at Chicago 
Teachers College . . . CLEVELAND: Muralist 
Buell Mullen created the 38-ft. long stainless 
steel mural at the entrance lobby of Case 
Institute of Technology's new Strosacker 
auditorium. Richard Mumma, a Columbia 
University graduate student, and design and 
architecture student Michael Johnson of 
Washington and Lee, helped her complete 
the 800-lb. semi-abstract . . . Freelance artist 
Betty Timmerman does bathtub painting — 
that is, she paints while soaking her making- 
the-rounds-weary feet. She likes her tub 

studio—it's relaxing and keeps the house 
clean, too . . . DETROIT: Detroit Printing 
Week Organization, Inc. formed at 320 W. 
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trade talk 

Rumney: Mal Malgieri. secretary-treasurer, 
who remains production dept. head. . . 
Lafayette Ave. President is Harry &. 
Schramm, who presents the Graphic Arts 
Guild. He is purchasing agent at R. L. Polk 
Co. . . . KANSAS CITY: Kansas City hon- 
ored the memory of its benefactor William 
Volker by dedicating a fountain, St. Martin 
of Tours, the last work completed by Swedish 
sculptor Carl Milles. The fountain has five 
figures, forms the centerpiece for a cultural 
center the city has been planning for 10 
years .. . LA JOLLA: Exhibit by designer 
James Boynton was held in lobby of the new 
Security Title Insurance Co. Included repro- 
ductions of his exhibit for Convair, in the 
Brussels World's Fair, pieces prepared for 
Second International Exhibition on Peace- 
ful Uses of Atomic Energy and designed for 
General Atomic . . . LOS ANGELES: Joel 
Harvey left Doyle Dane Bernbach for pro 
duction mgr. post with Kenyon & Eckhardt 

. Russ Harte Studios (formerly Harte- 
Coleman & Associates) has incorporated. 
Principals are Russ Harte, president, who 
continues as overall AD in charge of the 
creative dept.; Gene Harte. vice president, 
who remains in the sales division which 
includes Al Giela, Dave Grant and Jack 
Rumney: Mal Malgieri. secretary-treasurer, 
who remains production dept. head. . . 

Tack Shigaki, AD/designer in New York, 
Europe and Japan, has joined Visual Ad. 
Will make available his design, illustra- 
tion and consultation services as well as 
rep for the firm. Other reps are Bert Angelus 
and John Vidnic . . . A self-promotion piece 
for Art Dimension, asking ADs to call, 
uses real dime as part of design .. . Tom 
Kelley Studios. Inc., photography, now at 
8525 Santa Monica Blvd. . . . MEMPHIS: 
Gardner Studio has moved from ninth floor 
to Rm. 524, Falls Bldg. . . . John Boatright 
and Bailey & Huckaba merged to be known 
as Boatright, Bailey & Huckaba. At 5 N. Third 

. MEXICO: Unique solution for the in- 
come tax problem, described in recent issue 
of Business Week: Leading Mexican artists 
are donating their work in lieu of funds to 
meet their income taxes. Idea initiated by 
Hugo Marain, head of the tax department, 
Ministry of Finance, and the late Diego 
Rivera. The government now has over $250,- 
000 worth of paintings and statutes, may 
build a $2 million museum to house them 

. NEW YORK: Peter Selz, newly ap- 
pointed curator of the department of paint- 
ing and sculpture exhibitions, Museum of 
Modern Art, was chairman of the art de- 
partment of Pomona College and director of 
the Pomona College Gallery, Claremont, 
Calif. . . . Designer calligrapher Quentin 
Fiore, for a self promotion mailing piece 
to executives in agencies, pharmaceutical 
houses and paper manufacturing companies, 

used paste-print covers decorated by hand 
(to ensure uniqueness for each piece), a 
201-word essay on Paracelsus set in Delphin 
type from Stuttgart (face simulates a German 
running hand of the Renaissance). Paper 
for the text is Dantford, an English hand- 
made, wove-type. The essay’s initial letter, 
gold-bronzed, was hand-lettered in Batard 
script current in Paracelsus’ time . . . The 
National Association of Transportation Ad- 
vertising “Car Card of the Month” recently 
was the N. J. Bell Telephone Co.'s “To Get 
Anything Repaired—Yellow Pages.” Art work 
by Albert Scherr, for Reach, McClinton & 
Co. The 11x28 inch card was silk screened 
in four colors by Color Reproductions, Inc. 
. . . Harry & Marion Zelenko, Inc., now at 
375 Park Ave., PL 9-1150 . . . Consulting 
AD Bob Gill now at 40 E. 58 St., PL 8-2569. 
His bride, the former Ruth Ansel, is a de- 
signer, too. She was assistant to Erik Nitsche 
. . . Those wood paintings in the windows 
of Bonwit Teller recently were by Vin Giu- 
liani . . . The “Art and the Troubled Child” 
exhibit held at IBM Gallery of Arts and 
Sciences, which was a collection of chil- 
dren's paintings from the art therapy pro- 
gram of Wiltwyck School for Boys, had ex- 
planatory captions by art therapist Edith 
Kramer. Her book, “Art Therapy in a Chil- 
dren’s Community,” has been published by 
Charles C. Thomas Co. . . . Monogram Art 
Studio’s DMAA award (its 19th such) was 
for its own direct mail campaign . . . Junzo 
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Yoshimura, who designed the Japanese 
house featured in Modern Museum's garden, 
and the Motel on the Mountain at Suffern, 
designed the Takashimaya department store 
which opened on Fifth Ave. .. . Jane Lander, 
formerly art buyer at EWRR, joined Push Pin 
Studios at rep. . . . John Alcorn of Push Pin 
has joined art dept. at CBS Radio. . 
Albert Christ-Janner. rlew dean of the art 
school and professor of art at Pratt Institute, 
was director of the School of the Arts and 
professor of art Pennsylvania State Uni- 
versity . . . David N. Bradshaw. head of 
Director's Art Institute, addressed the British 
Designer's Council in London. Bradshaw, 
under the auspices of the English Speaking 
Union, presented a series of illustrated talks 
to art groups in London and Southern Eng- 
land . . . Most recent addition to Art Stu- 
dents League staff is avant-garde painter 
Theodoros Stamos, teaching regular evening 
class . . . Deadline for entries in the 1959 
Awards Competition sponsored by Lithogra- 
phers National Association is Jan. 13. Awards 
luncheon will be held April 13 at LNA 54th 
convention. Details from LNA offices in 
New York, Washington, or Chicago... New 
phone for Bernard Brussel-Smith is Central 
2-3384. He’s at 328 Cherry St., Bedford Hills, 
N. Y.... Art Unit of New York State Em- 
ployment Service now at 444 Madison, MU- 
8-0540 . . . Robinson & Miller Co.. Inc. and 
Marshall Typography. Inc. have consolidated. 
Jim Marshall, who owned Marshall, will re- 

main as consultant to new firm, in addition 
to serving with his Marshall Pan American 
Productive Service in Havana (U. S. head- 
quarters in Summit, N. J.) and the affiliated 
company Prestolith, S. A., of B Cuba, of 
which he is president. Principals of the new 
R&M-Marshall Merger: Abraham Miller, 
president; James M. Secrest. vice president; 
Leonard Kotin. secretary . . . Eugene Karlin’s 
painting of Addis-Ababa sold to Abbott Labs 
and printed in a several-years-old copy of 
General Practitioner, recently won him a 
fan letter from Albuquerque, N. M. Mrs. W. 
C. Daniels came across the piece, fell in 
love with, copied it—enlarged—for her living 
room wall . .. Campbell Packaging Co. 
formed by H. Addison Campbell, president, 
at 52 E. 19 St. Will provide creative package 
development service . . . Hector A. Donderi, 
president of NAAS, and partner in Fenga 
and Donderi Art Service, was honored by 
Nassau County Council, Boy Scouts of Amer- 
ica, with Silver Beaver Award . . . Robert 
B. Blessin, former AD at Lettering, Inc. 
and at McFadden Publications, heads the 
proprietary drug design unit newly formed 
at Lane-Bender .. . Artist's rep Lore Noto 
acting in Lulu at the 4th St. Theatre... 
Illustrator Dave Attie now a photographer 
at 45 W. 55th St., JU 6-8207 .. . Le Ora 
Thompson Associates, Inc.. animation firm in 
Hollywood, added a New York rep. She is 
Pauline Marshall at 225 E. 54 St. Back in 
Hollywood, additions to the staff are Rudy 

Zamora, George Canata, Nick Panesis, Pat 
Matthews. David Hanan, Charles Byrne and 
Tad Duke .. . PEORIA: Steve Shivley added 
to art dept. at Jackson, Haerr, Peterson & 
Hall . . . PHILADELPHIA: Jeanne B. Jackson, 
June grad of Philadelphia Museum School of 
Art, now a layout designer with N. W. Ayer 
& Son .. . Edmund L. Jung, from free lance 
to N. Y. Ayer . . . National Analyists, com- 
mercial research organization here, has a 
new Visual Impact Laboratory directed by 
Dr. Harry Waller Daniels. To evaluate atten- 
tion value, retention value, visibility, the 
lab has instruments such as Stereo-Rater 
(similar to stereopticon), and a size-distance 
rater. The lab is under general supervision 
of Dr. F. P. Kilpatrick who directed the 
Princeton Navy project in perceptual re- 
search .. . PLAINFIELD, N. J.: Gregory Ruffa 
Advertising now at 109 Park Ave. ... SAN 
FRANCISCO: Decorative illustrator Dave 
Broad. formerly of Milwaukee and Los An- 
geles, joined Landphere Associates . . . In- 
dustrial designer Jo Sinel presented his 
critique of college publications formats, at 
American College Public Relations Assn. 
convention. Three Sinel-designgd pubs for 
Mills College were award winners at the 
convention ... STATESVILLE, N. C.: Produc- 
tion facilities of C. Howard Hunt Pen Co. 
now centered here in new plant dedicated 
by Gov. Luther H. Hodges . . . TORONTO: 
Dennis Burton and Donna Miller studio now 
at 16 Huntley St.... * 
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High standards of advertising 
art and design enhance the 
prestige of the pharmaceutical 
industry. Shown here are 
examples of promotion 
advertising created and executed 
by our designers and artists 
working closely with Art Director 
George Dukes of Merck Sharpe 
& Dohme International, Division 
of Merck & Co. Inc., our client. 
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A Complete Color Service 

— NORMAN KURSHAN, INC. 

Color Service 

8 West 56th Street 
New York 19, N.Y. 

booknotes 

THE MATERIALS AND TECHNIQUES OF ME- 
DIEVAL PAINTING. Daniel V. Thompson. Dover. 
$1.85. 

This is the paperbound edition of the 
book first published in 1956, has a fore- 
word by Bernard Berenson, 239 pages 
including index. Thorough and detailed 
discussion of the subject, simply and in- 
terestingly written, to lead to a keener 
appreciation of the art of the period. 

PAINTING THE FIGURE IN WATERCOLOR. Herb 
Olsen. Reinhold. $10. 

The author, a painter, teacher, holder 
of numerous awards, member of leading 
art societies, has developed in 167 pages 
a how-to book which includes sketches 
to finished work, 19 colorplates. 

WRITERS & ARTISTS YEAR BOOK, 1958. Mac- 
Millan. $2.50. 

The worldwide annual directory for 
writers, artists playwrights, writers of 
film, radio and television, photographers 
and composers. Of interest are the Code 
for the Commercial Artist and Condi- 
tions of Contract for Commercial De- 
sign, both by Society of Industrial Ar- 
tists of Great Britain. Also, from English 
point of view, Schedule of Average Fees 
for Commercial Design, for Textile De- 
sign, for Book Illustrations, also illus- 
trations for Newspapers, Jokes, Strip 
Cartoons, Press Advertisements, Greet- 
ing Cards, Direct Mail. Lists include 
publications, publishers, agencies and 
societies, markets. Classified and general 
indexes. 

MODIGLIANI. Claude Roy. Skira. $5.75. 

Translated from the French by James 
Emmons and Stuart Gilbert, the book 
includes a chronological survey, biogra- 
phy of the man and of the artists inter- 
spersed with 57 tipped-in color plates 
(there are also two color plates on the 
dustjacket). Also, bibliography and ex- 
hibitions, index of names, list of color 
plates. 

THE STORY OF ARCHAEOLOGY. Agnes Allen. 
Philosophical Library. $4.75. 

Eighty-three illustrations by Jack Allen 
are included in this 245-page book which 
explains the subject, gives its history, 
notes leading archaeologists and their 
work, covers leading archaeological find- 
ings, sites and storics. e 
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editorial 

(continued from page 23) 

in this instance the idea originator 
should have received the medal award, 
or maybe it was a sales-interested art 
director who came up with the big idea. 
I would like to think it was. The award 
was won primarily on the strength of a 
big selling idea and my hat is off to that 
jury for its selection. Let's remember 

a 4 
ad 

that a message that fails to communicate Sarr 
to a potential customer, however good rng 
its prize-winning illustration, has failed f] rng | auf 
in its purpose. 

In this year’s San Francisco 10th poOod 

Annual Advertising Art Show at least 
one half of all the categories listed were 
designs of the complete unit and were 
judged as such. Important considera- 

Bush St. 
FS te Ded 

Belden St. 

tion was given to the whole ad. The ws Hi Tash HE 
ads were judged for effectiveness in re- | = a ROADMAP for 
lation to idea, layout concept, execu- 5 ART DIRECTORS 
tion, design, etc. The judges considered aX in a HURRY for 
whether the ad was fundamentally a QUALITY 
sound selling example. It was a con- : CIRCLE 
scious effort to avoid “patting one 52 Belden St. 
another on the back.” a San Francisco, Calif. 

GA 1-2555 

in Chi. 

(continued from page 75) 

orange-red arrows rise from black frame- 
work, are matched by red-orange letters 
of folder title. 

MASK-O-NEG 
142 GREENE STREET 

CA 6 

Awardwinning brochure For night 
contrasts b/w and color and day 

contrast 
between b/w and color printing, crea- 
tive director Richard Koehler of the 
Cuneo Press, Chicago, used white type 
on black column opposite vertically 
split page showing at left washed out 
b/w next to full color photograph of 
red-haired, green-eyed model. Photogra- 
phy by Stephen Colhoun for Town and 
Country magazine. This spread is from AVI. 
full color brochure which won award 505 Fibtl 
from American Printer & Lithographer wae t “y 
magazine. * p ; 
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PHOTOMECHANICAL 

PREPARATION 

We specialize 
in the preparation and design of 

TELOPS in black & white for finest 

television transmission and 
SLIDES in black & white or color that 

incorporate the latest network 
color experience and FLIPS to 

fit any operational setup; 
with knowhow ! 

telops, slides, flips 

correctly prepared 

EDSTAN 

studio 

b/w and color 

(continued from page 78) 

a series of lectures they’ve been giving 
individually in recent years. The con- 
ference was held in conjunction with 
the Detroit Awards exhibit so that the 
students could see the pieces which 
were cited as examples by many of the 
speakers. 

Four panels of the conference dealt 
with 1) the ad agency, 2) advertising art, 
3) advertising photography, 4) TV. Gist 
of the discussions follows. Much of the 
discussion at the conference was aimed 
at the student audience, but many of 
the comments might serve to remind all 
of some basics. 

copy-art integration... 
“... people’s lives are so complex today 
... they are so busy ...so bombarded by 
advertising and communication from all 
directions that long copy is unusual. 
The long copy of all-text ads, to be 
read thoroughly, has to be great, where 
25 years ago mediocre copy could get 
fair readership. People’s business is in- 
tended to drive advertising emphasis on 
the graphic..... If you do not like team- 
work and you do not like huddling 
with other people, writers, artists, ac- 
count people... you should stay out of 
the agency business. If you want to solo, 
go into a studio...I doubt if you'd 
even be able to do it there.... Integra- 
tion doesn’t come from just being physi- 
cally together . . . it comes from being 
together emotionally . . . really sympa- 
thizing .. .” 

Bob Marker, 
MacManus, John & Adams 

don’t pin him down... 
“Many times, when you're working with 
photographers, it’s much easier if you 
don’t have anything down on paper 
specifically. If you have a general idea 
that’s open for suggestions, and you 
work with the photographer to help you 
solve this creative problem, you're get- 
ting his creative thinking along with 
yours. You're not pinning him down 
... the minute you do you might as well 
get somebody with a box camera... 
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because you're not getting anything 
creative from the artist or photographer. 
The less specific you are in your layout, 
the better off you are.” 

Al Scott, 
Campbell-Ewald 

peativtty is individual . . 
this thing about if you don’t like 

teamwork, stay out of an .agency’. 
That is true. But—creativity is still an 
individual thing.... When all these 
meetings and conferences are over and 
you go back and face the awful moment, 
as Leo Burnett described it, when you’re 
alone with a blank sheet...there’s a 
lot of teamwork in advertising but not 
in the creation of an idea.... So much 
is said about brainstorming these days, 
which seems to me to be nothing short 
of a mass hysteria.” 

Tom Murray, 
President, Detroit Copy Club 

what is a bad ad?.. 
“I think a bad ad, to generalize, is an 
ad that doesn’t have an idea that is 
going to motivate someone to either 
be conditioned to buy or accept a prod- 
uct or a way of life or that doesn’t 
succeed, for instance, in presenting a 
good corporate image of the client... 
to understand what “bad” is you have 
to know the problem that the ad or 
campaign or commercial is trying to 
solve. ... Sometimes there is good design 
in a bad ad.... An ad without an idea 
is a bad ad no matter who they got to 
do’ the design...a swell idea can be 
murdered by bad execution.” 

Bob Hungerford, 
Campbell-Ewald 

but it sells... 
“Of course, what throws it off, adver- 
tising that you think is bad and maybe 
I think is bad is selling merchandise so 
fast they can’t keep the factory going 
fast enough. ...” (Here the example of 
Bufferin was cited.) 

Bob Hungerford 

Revolutionary NEW 

Pressure Sensitive Adhesive Spray 

STICK-IT eliminates wasteful breakage, frustrating 
dripping and time-consuming mess. Makes the haz- 
ardous bottle and bulky open can containers obsolete 
STICK-IT is transparent — waterproof — pressure-sensi 
tive — quick drying — practically odorless . . . and does 
not dry out in the can. Always ready for instant use 
at the touch of a button. Soluble to ordinary rubber 
cement thinner. 
Truly, here is the revolutionary combination of a great 
new pressure-sensitive adhesive and modern aerosol 
dispenser that is ideal for 
DRY MOUNTING + LAYOUTS + PRESENTA 
TIONS + PASTE-UPS + PRINTERS MAKE 
READY + DISPLAY WORK + BOOK BINDER 
REPAIR « and hundreds of other uses 
ALWAYS READY ...AT THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON — 
NEW PRESSURE-SENSITIVE STICK-IT ADHESIVE SPRAY 

Order Now for 
Immediate Delivery From: 

SANLU ART SUPPLY CO. 
1165 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 1, N. Y. 

ORegon 9-4970-1-2 

for 

INDUSTRIAL 

PHOTOGRAPHY 

A COMPLETE TYPOGRAPHIC SERVICE 

PLAZA 

7-242 1 

***LINOTYPE - LUDLOW 

HAND COMPOSITION 

LAYOUT AND MAKE-UP 

FOUNDRY LOCK-UP 

REPRODUCTION PROOFS 

‘... how can you assume advertising is 
what is selling Bufferin? Perhaps people 

SKILSET TYPOGRAPHERS 

250 WEST 54th STREET, NEW YORK 19, N.Y. 
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DYE TRANSFER PRINTS 
ORscon 9-7360 

10 EAST 39th STREET, NEW YORK 16, N. Y. 

OPPOSITE 0 i 

MUSEUM 
OF 

MODERN 
ART 

NITED 

RTIST 
et ee 
t MATERIALS CO. 

32w. 53st. Nrc19 JU 2-6470 

R. J. DAVIDSON > PR 5-4050 

client-Yavents Magazine 

(continued) 

have tried everything and Bufferin ts 
best, despite advertising.” 
“That's a good point, but, if they'd cut 
off the advertising for a week they'd 
be in trouble. ... The person we should 
be thinking of is the person we are sell- 
ing to; not the client; not ourselves. ... 
I think the word “consumer” lumps him 
all together in an unrecognizable mass, 
but we are talking to the “individual” 
as an individual...singly, not collec- 
tively, as a mass audience.” 

Unidentified speaker 

need for artists growing... 
“...the production of artists is just not 
fast enough to keep up with the growth 
of advertising...in the next ten years 
the need will be five times as great for 
advertising artists. The growth is just 
phenomenal... .” 

Bruce Unwin, Moderator, 
MacManus, John & Adams 

but can he draw? 
“One of the things we see an awful lot 
of (when interviewing job applicants) 
is pasteups of record albums, which are 
all right in themselves... they show de- 
sign, but the thing I’m always more 
interested in is something that shows 
actual drawing... .” 

James Donahue, Allied Artiste 

“...the most important thing that a 
student can contribute to a portfolio 
...is, have some ideas and some mature 
concept in your thought. . . . I would like 
to see portfolios that have, besides the 
commercial work, a definite fine art 
element.” 

Mack Stanley, 
Campbell-Ewald 

LATEST DEVELOPMENT OF 
ACETATE SHEETS 

WITH ADHESIVE BACK 

Color Film in Matte-Finish 
@ 51 Different Standard matched printing 

inks including Gold, Silver and Fluor- 
escent colors 

Shading Film in Matte-Finish 
@ Standard Screens from 30 to 85 line 
@ Standard Tones from 15 to 60% 
@ Takes pencil, pen and color smoothly 

Hand Lettering & Type Alphabets 
@ Over 300 of the latest Styles 

from 18 to 144 pt. 

Send for FREE 
“How-to-do-it’ booklets 

H. T. HERBERT CO. 
10-63 Jackson Ave 

Long Island City 1, N. Y 
{ RAvenswood 9-7306 

{\ 
* — 
ww 

mn-OAL 
pul 

| 

Kodak TYPE C color 
printing at its best! 

® Backed by experience 
gained in 20 years of 
custom color printing 

FOR: . er coastion 
¢ Quantities 

FROM: ° ColorNegatives 
« Color Transparencies 
« Color Artwork 

Ralph, Manhs Colo ole. 

PROFESSIONAL 
LETTERING 
TECHNIQUE 

Write for literature 

The Stik-a-letter Co. Rt. 2 - Box 286, Escondido, Calif 

for DEPENDABLE 

Messenger Service 

Call COPY 

CLEARING 

* WLUEAY 3 
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idea roundup 

(continued) 

trend... the integrated picture 
(The following comment was made in 
response to a question regarding spe- 
cialization in mechanical illustration.) 
“Mechanical illustration is a specialty. 
Most studios employ a great number 
of mechanical illustrators...there has 
been a tendency in the past four or 
five years to create the more integrated 
picture. Normally, the way we would 
proceed, a car-penciller would pencil an 
automobile and a car-painter would 
paint the illustration, and then we'd 
have a figure illustrator involved in 
doing the figures and then perhaps even 
move on to a decorative illustrator to 
put in the decorative illustration be- 
hind the automobile figures. For a good 
many years that was the way art was 
done in Detroit, and the result of it was 
that everyone was specialist and all of 
their parts were very well done, but the 
illustrations were not very well inte- 
grated. Art directors have, in the past 
few years, been encouraging the use 
of the integrated illustration. To that 
extent we now have illustrators who 
started in business primarily as figure 
illustrators who are now painting the 
whole picture—the automobile, the back- 
ground, the figures, everything. And, 
conversely, we have mechanical illus- 
trators who are trying to broaden out 
also, painting the whole picture, includ- 
ing the figures.” 

supply and demand of artists... 
“Is there a market for artists in Detroit? 
We need good ones very badly . . . there 
is a tremendous amount of room up at 
the top and mediocre artists you can 
find readily... but that doesn’t mean 
the field is overcrowded.” 

Jack McNamara, McNamara Bros. 

the single pix not important... 
“...the thing that might distinguish 
the editorial type of photography I’m 
dealing with...is that an individual 
picture is not really important at all. 
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HARD-TO-FIND FACES ON ACETATE... 

SET AND PROOFED AROUND THE CLOCK! 

Black, white or color acetates. Clear 
or wax-backed. Pulled from all of the 
standard type faces, and from many 
type faces that are not easily found. 
Delivered fast! 

This is part of Progressive’s com- 
plete composition service. We offer 
one of the largest selections of type 
available anywhere. We’re setting 
these faces 24 hours a day . . . and 

constantly meeting wanted dates 
from coast to coast as well as over- 
seas for acetates, repro proofs and 
negative and positive prints. 

Phone your nearest Progressive 
office to make a pick-up of your copy, 
layout and instructions . . . or sen 
the material to Philadelphia . . . or 
write for more information about 
Progress-Hanson-Progressive. 

PROGRESSI VE COMPOSITION COMPANY 

SAratoga 7-5302 

It, 
re 9th & Sansom Streets, Phila. 7, Pa. WAlnut 2-2711 

= I | | | 
NEW YORK WILMINGTON BALTIMORE | WASHINGTON RICHMOND 

l Milton 7-2771 
I 

| | 
MUrray Hill 2-1723 | Olympia 5-6047 | 

I | 

| 
EXecutive 3-7444 | 

l 

FRED BB. KUBIN BARD T 
145 EAST 52nd STREET «+ N. Y. * PLAZA 5*3526 

Kurt H. Volk, inc. 
TYPOGRAPHERS 

228 East 45th Street 
New York 17,N.Y. 

advertising art + illustration 

6300 Euclid Ave. 

CLEVELAND 3, OHIO 
send for catalog 
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418 EAST 71 STREET * NEW YORK 21 TRAFALGAR 9-4436 

PRICHT...BRIGHTER...BRIGHTEST! ! 

a 

Fluorescent 

Screen Process 

Colors... 

the choice for 
2 of the 
biggest 

fluorescent 
color jobs ever 

run in the United 
States and Canada! 

Two of the world’s largest oil companies . . . 
spending hundreds of thousands of dollars 
on P.O.P. material . . . conducted thorough 
comparison studies and then selected BOLD 
over all competitive products for these 2 
giant runs! 

WRITE TODAY FOR FREE INFORMATION KIT 
© “Color Card” Brochure: swatches and technical data. 
@ Design Article: expert advice on art and copy techniques. 
@ Newsletter: cost and use trends in the fluorescent field. 

CONSULT YOUR SILK SCREEN PRINTER 
Specify BOLD “For ail your bright ideas” 

LAWTER 
3550 Touhy Ave, 45, WH 

South Keorny, WJ. © San Leandro, Calif. 

X-17267 . . . One of the thousands 
of pictures from our stock library 

WELL, I 

INTE Va Rood 

SAW SUCH BEAUTIFUL PICTURES 
FROM THE COLLECTION OF 

UNDERWOOD & UNDERWOOD 
ILLUSTRATION STUDIOS INC. 

Send $2.50 for 11th Edition Catalog 
(in N. Y. C. add 3% Sales Tax) 

319 East 44 Street . 646 North Michigan Ave. 
New York 17, N.Y. Chicago 11, Illinois 

A. LANGNICKEL wc 

BRUSHES 
Monufacturers “GRAEF” of 

wee” "THE QUALITY LINE’ “aso” 
115 W. 31st Street New York 1, % ¥. 

(continued) 

Now, in the ad game, where you are 
doing a picture, you work and embellish 
this picture until you get absolutely all 
the essence and the juices and every- 
thing out of it till you really have some- 
thing that’s a masterpiece in itself. On 
the other hand, the editorial photogra- 
pher is dealing with a series and actu- 
ally, if one picture is so important to 
tell the story than there isn’t any case 
of a photo story...a photo story is 
comprised of about four to eight pic- 
tures...each one by itself is not any 
good, but each adds and embellishes 
to the story to have them all there.... 
If you end up with only one great pic- 
ture, it ends up being a miscellany shot, 
the last picture in the back of the book 
(Life), always a great picture.... On 
the other hand, the editorial type pho- 
tographer is dealing with a series of 
pictures and there is always an opener 
and an ender to the thing... .” 

Gene Pyle, photographer 

fashion pervades... 
. fashion is important in all pho- 

tography—not just fashion photography. 
Fashion itself and the handling of fig- 
ures is important. 

Bill Johnson, studio owner 

“You should at least know what is right 
. we find out something that is hap- 

pening right now, women’s dresses are 
getting quite, quite short. Now if any 
cars are going to be photographed 
within the next three months, those 
dresses better be short because this Fall’s 
showing will probably show dresses right 
to the girls’ knees and anything below 
that might be a little bit outmoded.” 

George Kawamoto, photographer 

be contemporary, be aware... 
‘...it’s awfully important for any ar- 
tist, regardless of what field of endeavor 
he plans to enter or expects to earn a 
living in, he has to be aware of all kinds 
of life around him—and fashion is one 
of the most important—you have to be 
acutely aware of it to be successful—you 
just don’t look at it and pass it in the 
magazines—you actually have to use it.” 

Bill Johnson 

THI 
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X-dctoO KNIVES 

essential art tools... 

Use X-acto replaceable-blade 
Knives wherever a surgically 
sharp edge is required...for Sten- 
ceils « Friskets « Silk Screen 
Retouching « Mat Cutting « Mon- 
tage « Etching « Scratchboard 

FREE! BUYING GUIDE for 
X-acto Artists’ Knives, Tools, 
Art and Craft Sets. 

48-97 Van Dam Street, L.1.C. 1, N.Y. 
1 as 

UMION RUBBER & ASBESTOS CO. TRENTON, WM. J. 

MAKES PASTING A PLEASURE 

@ odvertising photography 
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PFPMOti ong 

Plaza 7-5090 120 WEST SOth STREET NEW YORK 19,N. Y 
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idea roundup 

(continued) 

reference pix... 
“... artists who want to use the camera 
for reference material or for pickup on 
models, the body positions and such— 
I would recommend a lens a little longer 
than normal—it will give you a truer 
perspective on the human figure—and I 
don’t think you'll get that distortion that 
sometimes you'll get if you’re working 
up close.” 

how good is Bert Stern? 
“...he did something so dramatic that 
it’s gonna take an awful lot of doing 
to come up with something else. You 
know a lot of people are copying Bert 
Stern...don’t any of you copy Bert 
Stern because you will always be re- 
ferred to as a second-hand job... you 
can tell in his work that he is using 
the camera merely as a media for record- 
ing what he wants to record ... those of 
us who have been in the business for a 
long time know that he is not that hot- 
shot of a technician...he is a greater 
man with the camera than he is with 
the technical end. Whereas, to take a 
photographer like Penn, who is a great 
technician as well as a great photogra- 
pher, he becomes a little more versatile 
in his work. I like to see Bert Stern do 
something that is a little different than 
pebbles on beaches...I think in time 
he will mature out and the camera will 
become a better acquainted machine 
with him and he might come through 
with a little versatile type of a presenta- 
tion, but at present he is depending upon 
a lot of that dramatic appeal of the 
lighting and color and the camera angle 
to put over his idea.” 

George Kawamoto 

who‘s the photographer? 
(Gene Pyle observed that the panel was 
unusually capable of identifying pho- 
tographers by their work. He suggested 
that students who would eventually be 
photographers, using photography or 
buying photography, were not very ob- 
serving or knowledgeable of photography 
and photographers of today as compared 
to their knowledge of artists. He asked 
for a show of hands of those students 
who were familiar with Van Gogh, Ben 
Shahn, David Stone Martin, Steinberg, 
Austin Briggs. Almost all students were 
familiar with these artists. Only a hand- 

(continued on page 99) 
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TO make a rough 

render a sketch 

or create fine ART 

Flo-master 

Here is a completely different 
kind of artists’ tool — that 

L07 flatters all techniques in all 
Tt kinds of work — from roughest 

; sketching to finished art. 
Flo-master gives exciting 
new effects on any surface, 
in a rainbow of instant-drying, 
non-smudging colors. Precision 
made,with automatic valve 
controlled ink flow and 
interchangeable points. 
Compact and economical. 

See it —try it— buy it! At 
your local art supply or 
stationery dealer. me: 
The Fio-master 
Art Bulletin 
shows many 
new ideas and 
uses for Flo- 
master in your 
work. Write for 
a copy today. 4 +a 

M Flo~wasier 

Cushman & Denison Mfg. Co. 
Box AD-9, 625 Eighth Ave., N. Y. 18, N. Y. 
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bookshelf 

The bookshelf makes it easy for readers 

to buy, at list price, the best books of current interest 

to the art professional and advertising manager. 
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180. The Fifth Annual Exhibition of Adver- 
tising and Editorial Art, Art Directors 

Club of Greater Miami. Forty pages of winners 
for Design of a Complete Unit, Advertising and 
Editorial Art, Television Commercials, and 
introduction which recounts history of the club. 
Design, promotion and production by Peggy 
Strickland, G. Sanderson Knaus, Roger Rogers. 
$2. 

iat ht ht th nn ii fk ff fee 

ANNUALS 
156. International Poster Annual, 1957. Edited 

by Arthur Niggli. A cross-section of poster 
design ideas and art the world over. Large, well 
printed illustrations of 500 posters from 20 coun- 
tries plus critical analysis of trends by three 
authorities. $10.95. 

162. Graphic Annual 1957/58, Walter Herdeg 
& Charles Rosner. 813 crisply printed illus- 

trations of the years best in art and design in 
every media from every country. A visual idea 
file, informative, stimulating. $14.00. 

165. 36th Art Directors Annual, 1957. The 36th 
show of the New York Art Directors club, 

in permanent form. Book is bound in brown cloth, 
gold stamped, and comes in durable slip case. 
Designed by Nelson Gruppo with the assistance 
of Edward G. Infurna. Lettering by Harold D. 
Vursell. $12.50. (Also available, the 35th Annual. 
Order number is 146. $12.50.) 

171. U. S. Camera 1958. Edited by Tom Mo- 
loney. Special recagnition to advertising 

photography with special section of 15 pages 
of best of year, chosen by New York AD club. 
Also, color photography, portfolios by leading 
photographers, special reports on rockets and 
missiles, other special subjects. $8.50. 

176. Penrose Annual 1958. Edited by Allan 
Delafons. Designed by Arthur Spence. 

Highest quality material on the graphic arts in 
Evrope and the United States, a review of the 
best in all fields, excellently designed and repro- 
duced. Thoughtful articles by authorities in all 
the fields of graphic arts, both of general and 
technical nature. 138 pages plus 25 sections of 
illustrations. $11.50. 

ART 
155. Art Directing. Nathaniel Pousette-Dart, 

editor-in-chief. A project of the Art Directors 
Club of New York, the volume contains 13 sections 
on various phases of art directing, each section 
comprising several short articles by authorities 
on specific subjects. Each section was designed 
by a different AD. Agency and company execu- 
tives, copywriters, as well as art directors are 
included in the 70 contributors. Over 400 pictures 
ore included in the book's 240 pages. Of aid: a 
glossary of AD and advertising terms, a bibliogra- 
phy and an index. $15. 

164. Rendering Techniques for Commercial Art 
and Charles R. Kinghan. 

Author, in the field over 37 years and now with 
BBDO, New York, includes demonstrations, visual 
helps, professional samples, information on ren- 
dering in all media, comprehensives shown in all 
the stages of development. $13.50. 
169. 300 Years of American Painting. Alexander 

Eliot. A tremendous project by Time, Inc. 
which for the first time correlates American paint- 
ers and their art with the historical development 
of the country. Time's art editor describes the 
artists, their work, personal histories. AD Michael 
J. Phillips. 250 full color plates. $13.50. 
177. Herbert Leupin Posters. Manvel Gasser. 

Swiss printed portfolio of reproductions, con- 
densed, of Leupin posters tipped in on 15” deep 
by 11%” sheets, plus comments on the poster as 
an advertising medium, and Leupin's contributions 
to the field. Also, an actual poster. $12.50. 

PHOTOGRAPHY 
170. The Focal Encyclopedia of Photography. 

This 1298-page (not counting 32 pages of 
introduction) reference work, takes the place of 
a complete library in the field. P. C. Poynter 
was the art editor. Alphabetically arranged, 
loaded with graphs, diagrams, b/w illustrations. 
$20. 

PRODUCTION 
138. Type Identification Chart. A complete type 

chart, printed on a series of circular mov- 
able graphs. This chart also helps the user to 
acquire a better knowledge of actual character- 
istics of groups of type faces and of their essen- 
tial differences. $1. 
178. . Production in Advertising and the Graphic 

Arts. David Hymes. Concise text on the sub- 
ject, including all the areas involved from adver- 
tising art to paper, printing methods, inks, and 
lists of terms and definitions, copyfitting tables, 
samples of paper (printed), sections of typefaces 
from Linotype, Intertype, Ludiow. $8.75. 

TELEVISION 
152. The Television Commercial. Revised and 

Enlarged Edition. Harry Wayne McMahon. 
The author, a tv commercial consultant, was vp 
in charge of tv commercial production and a 
member of the creative plans board at McCann- 
Erickson, New York. His book discusses all phases 
of television commercials and uses examples of 
actual jobs to illustrate points. $6.50. 

173. Television Production, the TV Handbook 
and Dictionary. Harry Wayne McMahan. 

Working tool explaining 16 basic operations in 
tv, and language of the field. More than 2000 
terms defined. Chapters included on live ty, 
film, lighting, camera, art, titles and scenery, 
animation, film and processing, optical effects 
and special effects, etc. $7.50. 

GENERAL 
79. Commercial Art as a Business. Fred C. 

Rodewald. Handbook for artists, art buyers 
and artists’ representatives. Defines problems of 
time, written orders, breaking down a job into 
logical steps, deadlines, model and prop fees 
and other factors that are a source of friction 
between artist and buyer. Legal aspects are 
explained, financing, bookkeeping and tax mat- 
ters discussed. Markets for commercial artwork 
and tips on selling are offered. Includes the 
Code of Fair Practices of the Joint Ethics Com- 
mittee and the code of ethics of the Americar 
Association of Advertising Agencies. $2.95. 

159. How to Predict What People Will Buy. 
Louis Cheskin. Analysis of motivational re- 

search, what it is, how it works, what it means 
to advertising. $5.00. 

160. Motivation in Advertising: Motives that 
Make People Buy. Pierre Martineau. A 

thorough analysis of the consumer as a human 
being: how he behaves, why he buys, what fac- 
tors in advertising actually influence him. How 
emotions overrule logic, how to appeal to emo- 
tions, the role of semantics and symbolism in 
influencing purchases. $5.50. 
174. Photomechanics and Printing. J. S. Mertle 

and Gordon L. Monsen. Definitive work on 
the printing processes by two of the country's 
greatest authorities in plate-making and printing. 
Fully illustrated 400-plus pages. Up to the minute 
data on original copy for reproduction, photo- 
graphic materials and equipment, color reproduc- 
tion, all processes. Fully indexed. $15. 
175. Color...How to See and Use It. Fred 

Bond. Spiral bound, hard cover technical 
study in simple language of the principles of color 
relationships and associations. Basic procedures 
in solving color problems, for photographers, 
artists, industrial designers, teachers and stu- 
dents. Author has been a photographer, color 
consultant, author and lecturer on the subject 
for more than 30 years. Includes 19 pages of color 
plates, 53 b/w, envelope of hue selector masks. 
$8.75, plastic bound $9.75 in case. 

179. Motivation Research. Harry Henry. Practices 
and uses of MR for advertising, marketing 

by a man called on international authority on the 
subject. The author is director of research at 
McCann-Erickson Advertising Ltd., London, and 
chairman of McCann's European Research Com- 
mittee. $5. 
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Remember,, you want the finest in 
fluorescence —ask for it by name 

TESTED” 

Vewa-cis 

for Papers and Cardboards. COLOR CARD... 
Contains samples and printing suggestions. 

COLOR SELECTORS . . . for Silk Screen, Bulle- 
tin Colors, Qwik-Spray paints, and Water Col- 
ors. Have perforated swatches you can tear 
off and attach to your job. 

Write on your letterhead for Color Card and/ 
or Color Selectors (please specify which). Use 
Sun-Tested Velva-Glo for velvety smocth jobs. 

RADIANT COLOR CO. 

830 Isabella St., Oakland 7, Calif. 

Manufacturers of Sun-Tested Velva-Glo Suorescent 
papers * cardboards « silk screen colors * bulletin colors 

coated fabrics + water colors * qwik-spray colors 

it type 

Tens of thousands of artists, 
ad men, printers, editors and 
students have discovered the 
Haberule Visual Copy-Caster 
to be the simplest, fastest, most 
accurate copy-fitting tool ever 
devised. At art supply stores 
or order direct . . . only $7.50 

HABERULE 
BOX AD-245 + WILTON + CONN. 

layout & design, TV art 
painting. life drawing 

illustration, fashion 
cartouning, lettering 
technical illustration 
typography, paste up 

day & evening, co-ed 
school of 
VISUAL ARTS 
245 East 23 St., N.¥. 10 
MU 38-8397 catalog D 
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Graphic Workshop .................... 
Grumbacher, Inc., M. ........ 
Haberule Co., The .......... 
Hansen Associates, Charles 
a te aaa 
Berane tg Tha Bs ciccivnnesevicrsens 
H Hi Art Studios, Inc. ... 
Higgins Ink Co. .................... 
Hunt Pen Co., C. Howard . 
Ingersoll Studios ....................... 
Interstate Photographers, a Division of Inter- 

state Industrial Reporting Service, Inc...... 
Johnstone & Cushing .. 
Pea, TVD occ. cccessesscseneee0ss 
Kane Agency, Allen 
re 
Kennedy Associates ................. 
Kent Studioe ....................... 
Kleinbardt, Fred ... . 93 
IN. TING esreeccacacestnnsiesne .. 85 
Kurshan & Lang nidesiiieenalaat 39 
Kurshan Color Service, Nermen pe eee . 88 
LaceyeLuci Prodwcte CO. ........ccccccccesccccesccceeseeeeees 99 
Leeimdphere AGeociates .......u.ceccccceccccssececsecscessseseses 26 
Langnickel, Inc., A. 94 
Lawter Chemicals, Inc. ideal vaahedn 94 
Lennox Personnel Service, Inc., Maude aaa 34 
Lewis Artist Supply CO. 2............0cccccccceceeeeeee . 98 
Be IIE, TIED seiscniinninececchessancbonesnisascuetanasesenaiiiiaine 97 
Lezi-Craft Typographers 85 
Marks Color Labs, Ralph 92 
Marshall Mfg. Co., John G. . 32 
Mask-O-Neg : . 89 
Medina, Mildred ..... . 33 
Messmer, Walt . ae 80 
Miller Advertising "Production, William — 
I, I i oinicecnecheunmnsowavgtiniiiauninn 15 
Monogram Art Studios, Ine. vandniidewaalamioal 2 
Monsen Typographers 23 
Morilla Company, The ............<.c.cceesceseeceeeeeeeseeee 29 
Moser, Charles Wolfgang .. . 75 
Moulin Studios . 
National Studios : ccceteiad 
Near-North Guild 
Patterson & Hall .. 
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Melior 

Italic 

Semi Bold 

Bold Cond. 

Melior meets all needs 

A simple yet distinguished design, 

equally at home in art books and 

industrial catalogues. There is a wide 

range of sizes in italic and roman semi 

bold, plus a condensed bold designed 

especially for narrow-column setting. 

Strong serifs and absence of extra-fine 

hairlines make the type durable in all its 

sizes, and even the smallest size(6 point) 

reproduces perfectly in all processes. 

Melior was designed for hand-setting 

as well as for composition on the 

Linotype, and both type designs are 

uniform with precise setwidth relation. 

Sole importers: 

Amsterdam Continental Types 

and Graphic Equipment Inc. 

268 Fourth Avenue 

New York 10, N. Y., SPring 7-4980 



PRODUCTS FOR YOUR 

TV AND ART DEPT. 

Story Boord Pod 
“STORYBOARD” PAD 

The pod thet hos big 5 x 7 
video panels thet enable 
you to moke mon-sized TV 
visuals. Perforated video 
and audio segments on gray 
background. 
No. 72C—Pad Size 14x 17” 2.50 

(50 Sheets—4 Segments on Sheet) 

Tomkins TELEPAD 

Mest popwler TV visual pod 
with 2:4" video and 
audio panels on gray back- 
ground. Each pone! perfo- 
rated 

No. 72A—19 x 24” 
(50 Sheets—12 panels on Sheet) 

No. 728—Pocket Size 8 x 18” 
(75 Sheets—4 panels on Sheet) 

FREE SAMPLES 
FOR THE ASKING! 

Write on your letter- 
head for 200-page cato- 
log of ort supplies. ‘‘An 
Encyclopedia of Artists/ 
Moterials'’ . 

ARTHUR BROWN 
2 West 4 

& BRO 
= 

Photographic 

and 

Reporting 

ssclenmests. > 

Covered from Coast-to-Coast! 

Helping advertisers and editors to 
communicate with words and pictures 
since 1938. Full information on request. 

SICKLES 

Pholo-Reporting SERVICE 
193 Maplewood Avenue * Maplewood, N. J. 

SOuth Orange 3-6355 

CURIOUS about aGOOD 
Messenger Service 

Call COPY 

CLEARING 

*“ HOUSE 

ready reference 

to have your firm listed call YUkon 6-4930 

ART MATERIALS 

Lewis Artists Materials Inc. 
Sole distributor of Mercury Products 
158 W. 44 St., N. Y. 36 JU 6-1090 

N. Y. Central Supply Co. 
Complete stock * Prompt service * Open Sat. 
62 - 3rd Avenue, nr. 11th St., N.Y¥.C. GR 3-5390 

COLOR SERVICE 

Acorn Color Laboratory 
Quality dye transfer. Prints from transparencies 
& Ektacolor. 
168 W. 46 St., NYC JU 6-2272 

COLORSTATS 

Ralph Marks Color Labs 
Lov cost, full color reproductions from color 
transparencies and opaque copy. 
344 E. 49 St., N. ¥. C. 17 EL 5-6740 

HISTORICAL PRINTS 

The Bettmann Archive 
Old time prints and photos, any subject. Events, 
Industries, Fashion, Decors. Ask for folder 6A. 
215 E. 57th St., N. Y. 22 PL 8-0362 

ILLUSTRATION 

Steven Vegh, Jr. 
Aeronautical & Marine (Figures Included) 
1262 Brook Ave., New York 56 LUdlow 8-1740 

MECHANICALS 

Murray Levy 
Fast, clean, accurate. Multi-color separations. 
299 Madison Avenue, NYC 17. MuUrrayhill 2-4979 

PHOTO EMPLOYMENT SERVICE 

Prestige Personnel Agency 
Experienced and trainees—all phases 
Careful screening—no charge to employer 
130 W. 42 St., New York 36 BR 9-7725 

PHOTO SERVICES—COLOR 

Robert Crandall Associates, Inc. 
Duplicates, retouching, assemblies, photocompos- 
ing, processing. 
58 W. 47 St., N. Y. C. 36 Cl 7-7377 

Ferrara Color Studios, Inc. 
Creators of Colorsemblies 
Ektas assembled, retouched, duplicated 
112 W. 48 St., NYC 36 Plaza 7-7777 

Kurshan & Lang Color Service 
24 Hour Custom Ektachrome processing 
Duplicating & Dye Transfer Prints 
10 E. 46th St., N. Y. 17 MU 7-2595 

PHOTO SERVICES—B&aW 

Modernage Photo Services 
Two Laboratories: 
319 E. 44 St. 
Prints for reproduction in grey-scales to meet 
exacting requirements of all printing processes 
@ Developing and printing for magazines and 

industry 
@ Copying of artwork 
@ Commercial photography; studio available by 

hour and day 
Call Ralph Baum 

480 Lexington Ave. 

LExington 2-4052 

RETOUCHING 
Ted Bellis 
Flexichrome, Carbro, Dye Transfer, Black & White 
10 W. 33rd St., N. Y. C. PE 6-6850 
Color Transparency Retouching Studio 
Finest Retouching and Assembling 
58 West 47 St., NYC 36 Cl 7-7377 
Robert Crandall Associates, Inc. 
Transparency retouching and assembling by 
experts. 
58 W. 47 St., N. Y. C. 36 
Davis * Ganes 
Color correction/retouching—Transparencies, 
Dye Transfers, Carbros. Flexichrome coloring. 
516 Sth Ave., N. Y. 36 MuUrray Hill 7-6537 
Horstmann & Riehle 
Black & White, Industrial & Flexichromes 
475 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C. MU 5-7258 
Tulio Martin Studios 
Transparencies 
58 W. 57th St., N. Y. 19 
Frank Van Steen 
Color Retouching. 
370 Lexington Ave., N. Y. C. 

Cl 7-7377 

Cl 5-6489 

LE 2-6515 

SALES PRESENTATIONS 

Robert Crandall Associates, Inc. 
Projection duplicates of excellent quality. 
58 W. 47 St., N. Y. C. 36 Cl 7-7377 
Presentation Department 
® Visual Aids * Promotional Material © Silk Screen 
4 W. 40th St., N. Y. C. LOngacre 4-4590 

Rapid Art Service, Inc. 
Creative Art Studio « Silk Screen ¢ Typesetting & 
Letterpress ¢ Bookbinding * Charts and Maps ¢ 
Exhibits & Displays ¢ All under one roof, with 50 
craftsmen and 15,000 sq. ft. of space to give you 
the fastest service in New York. 
304 E. 45th St., NYC 17 MuUrray Hill 3-8215 

Wiener Studio 
Charts * Posters * Slides * Hand Lettering 
12 East 37 St., N. Y. C. MU 6-0656 

SILK SCREEN PROCESS 

Jaysee Display Advertising, Inc. 
Quality reproduction. Posters and displays. 
12 E. 12th St., N. Y. 3 OR 5-7280 

Masta Displays Inc. 
20 years leadership in silk screened 
posters and displays 
230 W. 17th St., N. Y. C. CH 2-3717 

Rapid Art Service, Inc. 
Midtown's largest silk screen shop 
highest quality — fastest service 
304 E. 45th St., NYC 17 MuUrray Hill 3-8215 

STULL LIFE 

Sidney Gold 
Renderer of merchandise, jewelry, all mediums. 
673 Fifth Ave., New York 22 TEmpleton 2-8876 

STOCK PHOTOS 

Walter Chandoha 
Animal Photography—Specializing in Cats & Dogs 
Box 237, Huntington Station, L. |. HAmilton 7-8260 

Underwood & Underwood Illustration Studios, Inc. 
Reserve illustrations for advertising . . . Editorial 
& promotional use. Not connected or associated 
with any other company using the Underwood & 
Underwood name. See our advertisement p. 94. 
319 East 44th St., N. Y. 17. . . MU 4-5400 
646 North Mich. Ave., Chicago 11, Ill. DE 7-1711 

Underwo 
All subj 
Agricultu 
Also Tra 
3 W. 46t 

Edstan Si 
Slides, T 
75 W. 4! 
National 
Hot Press 
42 W. 48 

The Com; 
Advertisir 
130 W. 4 

TOP CO 
tering. N 
arrangen 
Art Direc 
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Underwood & Underwood News Photos, Inc. 
All subjects: Historical, Industrial, Scenics, 
Agricultural, Geographical, Personalities, etc. 
Also Transparencies. Ask for Free Listing. 
3 W. 46th St., N. Y. C. 36 JU 6-5910 

TELEVISION SERVICES 
Edstan Studio 
Slides, Telops, Flips, in b/w and color 
75 W. 45th St., NYC 36 Cl 5-6781 
National Studios 
Hot Press, Slides, Telops, Animatics, Flips, etc. 
42 W. 48th St., NY 36, NY JUdson 2-1926 

TYPOGRAPHY 

The Composing Room, Inc. 
Advertising Typographers 
130 W. 46 St., N. Y JUdson 2-0100 

Ped F-T-3-j bat -te 

TOP COLOR RETOUCHER, Flexichrome, B/W let- 
tering. Now on national accounts. Desires space 
arrangement with guarantee. GI 7-7390. Box 3004, 
Art Direction, 19 West 44th Street, NYC 36. 

HIGHER 

“HIRE 
through 

art personnel 

PLACEMENT AGENCY 
6 E 46 ST. Yukon 6-9585 

LOOKING for 

Contact— 
ARTIST GUILD PLACEMENT SERVICE 

bebell « bebell 
ode} el. & t-te): 7. eae) - ii 3 

from artwork 
or from transparencies — 

dye transfer prints 

any size up to 40” x 60” 

new!!! 
for busy layout men, 
2-headed designers 

(matte or glossy) 
color photostats 

(6-hour service available) 
in any layout size 

WAtkins 4-8573 

108 W. 24th St., New York 11 
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Peterson Color Labe ................ sanisadeitetnensasial ae 
Philadelphia Art Supply ........ sidecanconcila: a 
Photolettering, Inc. ........ nuiglenciamdaet San 
Progress-Hanson-Progressive UID - cccctentecessvenes ae 
BI GIG tnctsscsscecsotesesessqncecenstsenis . 97 
Rapid Art Service ........... . 33 
Richardson, Frank. ........ misasssosndasidnasadicodumiaaidladia 73 
Richart Color Company .. ; saanieeagelaase ee 
Richman Studios, Inc., Mel . veseeeee 86, 87 
Salebery Studios, Lee ............. ion eee eacatera 
Samerjan, Peter James ............. ee 
Saral Paper Co. .............. sastalscibesentlicciahisiigtl 93 
School of Visual Arts .. ~ oe 
Shawl, Nyeland & Seavey ...............cccccceeecsseeeeeees 21 
I I CIID covencenssaxiccstncecinsizcsisevenencs . 86 
Sickles Photo-Reporting ‘Service a Scand 98 
Skilset Typographers ...... sieibiaciaaag 91 
Stik-A-Letter Co., The ..... insiacni ~ & 
Statmaster Corp. .........0000000 nieatinaicteoveisiaan 11 
Strathmore Paper CO. ............ccccccsecccsseseeseesseees -_ 
Studio, Ltd., The .... 101 
Studio Roman. ..................... . & 
Sukon Studios, Ime. ........ EE NE AE AS 
Tech Photo Labs ...... siclaeinicinpta cecal 
Triangle Color Co. . iieuinadated 
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Studios, Inc. .... siubiniiasipe aa 
Union Rubber & Asbestos ‘Company . siceslendinian 95 
United Artist Materials Co. ; . 90 
ET CN secs csnjinsiansscnstidentnsniiteunenebeal 91 
Volk, Inc., Kurt H. ; sanepsiesadiiceedciia ae 
Ward Color “—" Jack RON ee 39 
Weber & Co., F. ....... nies teniouiaiiapuaiietkaiiaasaa ane 
Weco Studios ......... P ae e 
Winsor & Newton, Ine. nets SN 
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POSTER 

COLORS 

The choice of 
Art Directors 
and Artists 
everywhere. 

46 SHADES 
BRILLIANT + OPAQUE 

INTERMIXABLE ¢ NON-BSLEEDING 
Write for free color chart 

STREET NEW YORK 

(continued from page 95) 

ful ever heard of Bert Stern, Irving 
Penn, John Rawlings, Richard Avedon, 
Herbert Matter, etc.) 

is individual style a rut 
“Although individual photographers do 
have styles and you can identify them, 
do you think a lot of the good, great 
fashion photographers are getting into 
a kind of rut? It is getting difficult to 
distinguish their work. They seem to 
have a formula or a gimmick—“This is— 
why go further?” I think some of these 
things are done for effect. For instance, 
this grainy approach, which is very in- 
teresting in a way, but as far as fashion 
goes, I think it makes the article of 
clothing itself rather confusing.” 

Question from the floor 

ad-editorial difference ... 
“You're talking about fashion photog- 
raphy—editorial—not fashion photogra- 
phy as a salable ad. Editorial approach 
to fashion is a little bit different than 
fashion used as an ad. Where you are 
using fashion as an ad, that manufac- 
turer wants to see every seam in that 
dress and every tuck and every button. 
Whereas editorially they are only put- 
ting .a feeling over... .” 

George Kawamoto 
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For Artists’ Needs 

PHONE 

E. H. & A. C. FRIEDRICHS CO. 

In 
Philadelphia 

Artists Materials Since 1868 

40 EAST 43rd STREET 
Murray Hill 2-2820 
140 WEST $7th STREET 
Circle 7-6608 
363 LEXINGTON AVE. 
Lexington 2-0300 
a H. Taws, Inc. 
1527 Walnut Street 
Rittenhouse 6-8742 

In 
New York 

PHOTOSTATS 

AMERICAN 

BLUEPRINT CO 
7 EAST 47” ST Plaza 1-2240 
299 MADISON AVE MU 7-196) 

630 FIFTH AVE CO 5-0990 
60 EAST 56” ST Plaza 1-2240 

tied ha EL MONEY 



a monthly feature 

~ 

_ @/ DERECTLONS 

Some of the best photographs appear 
on the covers of LIFE and LOOK. 
Their effectiveness can be easily meas- 
ured. The pictures get talked about and 
they directly influence newsstand sales. 

It is interesting to note that all these 
photographs have a single thing in com- 
mon. They are unretouched. 

On the editorial pages of these maga- 
zines (and many other publications) 
appear photographs just as powerful. 
They, too, are untouched by human 
hand: 

In the same magazines, near the edi- 
torial matter, appear advertising photo- 
graphs. The difference, even though the 
audience remains the same, is quite 
apparent in many cases. The men 
and women in the editorial pictures 
have birthmarks, uneven teeth, one eye 
slightly larger than the other, freckles, 
wrinkles in their clothes, and not always 
perfectly shined shoes. The result: they 
look like people, in contrast to their 
brothers and sisters appearing in some 
of the advertisements who would do bet- 
ter in a museum of wax figures. 

The photographer is not always to 
blame for the concoction that finally 
appears in the publication. Often, the 
picture is shot with honesty and under- 
standing —the models are wholesome, 
believable specimens, the lighting is not 
overstated. The mistakes are added later. 

It seems that some clients (and some 
art directors and some account execu- 
tives) just can’t get over the fact that 
all it takes to make a photograph is to 

100 

. , » / “4 we - 4 ( ‘ 

phony photographs 

exe) 

60 PAGES ON 
AMERICA'S 

NEW 

MIDDLE 

set it up and snap the camera. Surely 
there must be more to it than that. So, 
when the pictures are developed, the 
retoucher is consulted. The aim: make 
the pictures “perfect”. Paint out the 
flaws, the wrinkles around the eyes, the 
tousled hair. Sharpen the background. 
Take out the clouds, the shadows, that 
hazy spot over there. The tree, one mile 
back, is out of focus for some reason. 
It’s a good thing there is a retoucher 
available. 

The retoucher cannot always be held 
responsible for the atrocities, either. 
High-pressured into using too much 
paint on the photograph, he often has 
no choice but to consent. There are 
retouchers who know how to change 
and correct photographs intelligently, if 

by Stephen Baker © 

this has to be done at all. But their 
judgment does not always constitute the 
last word. : 

It has become accepted procedure in 
advertising to have not one or two but 
as many as a dozen people pass on every 
photograph. While it is often prohibi- 
tively costly to arrange retakes (and not 
possible if deadlines are to be made), 
“changes” can always be made by a few 
strokes of the retoucher’s brush. This 
seems like a pretty good solution, after 
all, satisfying everyone. 

In contrast to this practice, most maga- 
zines have strict orders not to touch the 
photographs. The editors of LIFE (and 
LOOK) forbid retouching any photo- 
graph even if it turned out that a man 
in the picture neglected to take full 
advantage of the zipper on his pants. 
As a result, photographs are believable 
beyond any doubt, and probably the 
most effective of any type of photog- 
raphy. 

It seems to us that in the advertising 
field too, much time is spent scrutiniz- 
ing every little detail in a photograph 
at the expense of its overall effectiveness. 
The most “perfect” photographs turn 
out to be the most imperfect after all. 
The impact, the story behind the pic- 
ture, the emotional quality, the design, 
the general mood are the real ingre- 
dients of a good photograph. Leaves on 
the ground, a shaggy dog, freckles on 
the nose...so what? This is the way 
God created the world. It was good 
enough for Him. ~ 




